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Off-nominal behaviors (ONBs) are unexpected or unintended behaviors that
may be exhibited by a system. They can be caused by implementation and docu-
mentation errors and are often triggered by unanticipated external stimuli, such as
unforeseen sequences of events, out of range data values, or environmental issues.
System specifications typically focus on nominal behaviors (NBs), and do not refer
to ONBs or their causes or explain how the system should respond to them. In
addition, untested occurrences of ONBs can compromise the safety and reliability
of a system. This can be very dangerous in mission- and safety-critical systems, like
spacecraft, where software issues can lead to expensive mission failures, injuries, or
even loss of life. In order to ensure the safety of the system, potential causes for
ONBs need to be identified and their handling in the implementation has to be
verified and documented.
This thesis describes the development and evaluation of model-based tech-
niques for the identification and documentation of ONBs. Model-Based Testing
(MBT) techniques have been used to provide automated support for thorough eval-
uation of software behavior. In MBT, models are used to describe the system under
test (SUT) and to derive test cases for that SUT. The thesis is divided into two
parts. The first part develops and evaluates an approach for the automated genera-
tion of MBT models and their associated test infrastructure. The test infrastructure
is responsible for executing the generated test cases of the models. The models and
the test infrastructure are generated from manual test cases for web-based systems,
using a set of heuristic transformation rules and leveraging the structured nature
of the SUT. This improvement to the MBT process was motivated by three case
studies of MBT that we conducted that evaluate MBT in terms of its effectiveness
and efficiency for identifying ONBs. Our experience led us to develop automated
approaches to model and test-infrastructure creation, since these were some of the
most time-consuming tasks associated with MBT.
The second part of the thesis presents a framework and associated tooling for
the extraction and analysis of specifications for identifying and documenting ONBs.
The framework infers behavioral specifications in the form of system invariants from
automatically generated test data using data-mining techniques (e.g. association-
rule mining). The framework follows an iterative test → infer → instrument →
retest paradigm, where the initial invariants are refined with additional test data.
This work shows how the scalability and accuracy of the resulting invariants can be
improved with the help of static data- and control-flow analysis. Other improve-
ments include an algorithm that leverages the iterative process to accurately infer
invariants from variables with continuous values. Our evaluations of the framework
have shown the utility of such automatically generated invariants as a means for
updating and completing system specifications; they also are useful as a means of
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Off-nominal behaviors (ONBs) are unexpected or unintended behaviors that
may be exhibited by a system [1]. They can be caused by implementation and
documentation errors and are often triggered by unanticipated external stimuli,
such as unforeseen sequences of events, out-of-range data values, or environmental
issues [1,2]. Untested occurrences of ONBs can compromise the safety and reliability
of a system, which can lead to expensive mission failures [3] [4], injuries, or even
loss of life [5]. In order to ensure the safety of the system, potential causes for
ONBs must be identified, and their handling must be specified and verified in the
implementation of the system. According to a report about several space craft
related incidents by NG Leveson [3], there was “inadequate emphasis on off-nominal
and stress testing. Most software-related accidents have involved situations that were
not considered during development or were assumed to be impossible and not handled
by the software”.
System requirements, which typically focus on nominal behavior (NB), of-
ten do not address ONBs and how systems should respond to them [6]. Several
approaches have been developed to address this problem from a requirements-
engineering and safety-engineering perspective [6–9]. These approaches strive to
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complete the given requirements with respect to the ONBs. Alexander [7] introduced
the idea of misuse cases, which are use cases that describe how the system shall react
to the occurrence of invalid inputs. Ishimatsu [8] introduces the System-Theoretic
Process Analysis, a hazard analysis technique that takes off-nominal commands into
account. The goal of the technique is the identification of hazardous design flaws
such as software and system design errors, and unsafe interaction among system
components. Aceituna [9] introduces an approach that formalizes the requirements
of a system as a set of concurrent state-machine models, where each model rep-
resents a system component. Model checking is then used to identify missing, or
invalid behaviors. Day et al. [6] are using SysML [10] to model a system and then
perform an automated Failure Modes and Effects Analysis [11] to identify causes for
ONBs and their potential propagation through the system. These approaches try
to analyze ONBs of a system before it is implemented, or a prototype of a system
exists. However, potential causes for ONBs can be manifold [12], and it is difficult to
identify all potential ONBs and their detrimental effects without the implementation
or a prototype of the system.
Model-Based Design (MBD) uses models that abstract information in order
to reduce system complexity. This reduction in complexity allows that the resulting
models can be used for system verification, code generation and documentation.
Model-based testing (MBT) employs the ideas of MBD and applies them to software
testing. Instead of generating system code, MBT generates test cases for the system.
This dissertation describes the development and evaluation of model-based
techniques to improve the identification and documentation of ONBs. We start
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by discussing the nature of ONB, specifically their precise definition, how they are
caused and what their effects are on a system and its documentation. The rest of
the dissertation is then divided into two parts. The first part evaluates MBT to
test systems for ONBs and presents an approach that leverages existing manually
created test cases to automatically infer MBT models that can identify additional
ONBs that the manual tests missed. The second part presents a framework for the
extraction and analysis of system invariants from automatically generated test cases
using data mining. These automatically generated invariants yield useful insight into
the actual system behavior and can reveal ONBs by identifying flaws and missing
elements between the developer-maintained specifications and the implementation
of a system.
The techniques presented in this thesis are intended to complement the ap-
proaches that address ONBs from the requirements-engineering and safety-engineering
perspective by leveraging additional development artifacts that are available to
testers, e.g. models, source code, and executables of the system, as well as exe-
cution data from test executions and log files.
1.1 On the nature of Off-Nominal Behaviors
While the term ONB is not standard software-engineering terminology, the
notion is very important and deserving of more study. NASA recognizes the im-
portance of ONBS and uses the concept throughout their engineering and software-
engineering work [1, 13–15]. In standard software-engineering terminology some
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Figure 1.1: An illustration of the deviation between intended- and expected behavior
and the requirements.
aspects of ONBs are covered under the umbrella of system robustness [16] and fault
tolerance [17]. One of the goals of this work is to identify and document ONBs via
software testing, so that the system can then be insulated from negative effects of
these ONBs, making the system more robust and fault-tolerant.
In order to be precise about the notion of ONBs, this dissertation follows the
definition of Day et al. [1], which states that ONBs, are behaviors of a system that
are “not intended or expected”. Based on this definition, the nominal-behavior (NB)
is then the intended and expected behavior of a system. The mentioned intentions
refer to the intentions of the developers of the system, whereas the expectations
refer to the expectations of the user/customer of the system. The intentions and
expectations are codified in the documentation of the system. The documentation
can be requirements, models, use cases etc.
Ideally, intentions, expectations and requirements should all coincide. How-
ever, in practice all three often diverge (see Figure 1.1) for a number of reasons (e.g.
miscommunication or misunderstandings between the stakeholders and developers).
The results are partly invalid and/or incomplete requirements. In addition to tradi-
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Figure 1.2: Classification schema for system behaviors.
tional issues with requirements (e.g. missing requirements, incomplete/inconsistent
requirements [18]), a common problem is the focus on nominal behavior [2]. ONBs
are often an afterthought, and the specification of their causes and how the system
should react to the occurrence of them are therefore often lacking [1, 19]. This is
also a problem in testing and oftentimes tests cover happy scenarios along an al-
ready beaten path [3] and do not cover ONBs. Mission- and safety-critical systems
often operate in scenarios that are hard to anticipate and need to handle ONBs in
a robust way.
The transformation of the documentation into the implemented system adds
another layer of complexity to the problem. In addition to the already existing
mismatches between intentions, expectations and the requirements documentation,
this second transformation adds mismatches between the documentation and the
implementation of the system. A source of such deviations are so-called implicit
requirements [20], which can arise during development. They appear when pro-
grammers rely on their intuitions to make determinations about what ought to be
required instead of what is actually mentioned in the requirements. Since it is
hard to retroactively identify the intentions and expectations, this work treats all
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behaviors that are not documented as ONBs.
Based on the analysis of issues and missing requirements from our case studies,
we define the following classification schema (Figure 1.2) for nominal and off-nominal
system behaviors. There is one nominal behavior type (Good Behavior) and three
different types of ONBs (Bug/Defect, Good Surprise and Bad Surprise). The term
surprise is inspired by White et al. [21] who used it in the context of GUI testing
to describe behaviors that depart from the expected behavior and are not explicitly
mentioned in the specifications. This work extends this definition to two kinds of
surprises: good surprises and bad surprises. The details of which are explained
below.
• Good Behavior: Good Behavior encompasses all behaviors that work as
documented, without any issues. All behaviors in this category can be traced
back to a requirement or design artifact. This is the nominal behavior of a
system. Testing often focuses on the documented behavior.
• Bug/Defect: Bugs or defects are traditionally issues in a systems that can
be traced back to a requirement or design artifact. This is ONB: it is neither
intended nor expected since it violates the requirements/design documents,
which are the codification of the intentions and expectations.
• Good Surprise: The good surprise category contains behaviors that are
functioning without detrimental effects to the system and serve a distinct
purpose but are not documented in the requirements. This is ONB according
to our extended definition, since it is undocumented behavior. This class
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of behaviors are often overlooked, and instead the focus is put on behaviors
that tend to have detrimental effects on the system. However, undocumented
good behavior can be problematic as well. System behavior that is not well
documented can lead to back doors and therefore create security problems.
Furthermore, undocumented behavior and can hamper the developers if the
system has to be maintained or extended. Developers could break behaviors
that the system’s users rely on, since these good surprises are not documented.
• Bad Surprise: Bad Surprises encompasses all ONB with detrimental effects
on the systems that cannot be traced back to a requirement or design artifact.
A system crash due to an unspecified, and therefore missing, error-handling
routine is an example of a Bad Surprise. Since such behaviors are not men-
tioned in the requirements or design artifacts these are hard to test for. The
severity of the ONBs and the nature of the system determine if and how they
shall be addressed. In less safety oriented systems (e.g. non-secure websites)
Bad Surprises might be ignored unless the customers specifically complain
about them. However, in safety-critical systems Bad Surprises can be danger-
ous. The developers should at least be aware that such an ONB exists in the
system, how it is triggered and what its impact on the system is. This way
developers can make informed decisions about addressing the ONB.
The objective of system testers and developers is to get all possible system be-
haviors into the Good Behavior quadrant. There should not be any undocumented
or non-functioning behaviors in the system. Due to the complexity of modern soft-
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Figure 1.3: Schema of the input/output systems that we analyzed in this disserta-
tion.
ware systems, this is however a nearly infeasible task. This work nevertheless aims
to alleviate the problem by addressing all three categories of ONBs. The goal of this
work is to identify and document the ONBs that a system exhibits, so that they
can be addressed by the developers. In order address all ONBs bugs have to be
removed and mechanism have to be introduced that handle inputs leading to bad
surprises. By documenting the actual behavior of the good surprises they become
good behavior and seize to be ONBs.
This work focuses on the subset of ONBs that can be caused by specific inputs
to the system. The systems we are evaluating are input/output based systems (see
Figure 1.3). The inputs to the system can have the form of sequences of input
actions (e.g. connect to the system and then disconnect from it again). Each action
of a sequence can have associated data (e.g. the id to connect to). This work does
not address ONBs due to environmental factors that the system can be exposed to
(E.g. physical connection to a system has been severed). This issue is left for future
work.
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1.2 Model-Based Testing to identify ONBs
In current practice, MBT techniques have been used to provide automated
support for thorough evaluation of software behavior. MBT is a technique that
employs models to describe the system under test (SUT) in an abstract manner and
uses these models to derive test cases for that SUT [22]. There are many different
MBT technologies and approaches that use different modeling notations. Neto et
al. [23] surveyed and classified existing MBT approaches based on their modeling
notation. State machines were the most common forms of modeling notations used
in MBT, a finding that coincides with another survey of MBT practitioners [24].
State machine models are easy to comprehend, yet have a formal definition that can
be leveraged for advanced verification techniques such as model checking.
A key contribution of this thesis is a technique [25] for generating state machine
based MBT models on the basis of manual test cases, in order to better accommo-
date ONBs. This idea was inspired by three case studies of MBT [26–28] that we
performed and that also represent a contribution to the thesis. Our case studies
showed that the creation of the models and the associated test infrastructure to
execute the resulting tests can be time consuming and needs skilled testers. During
our case studies we also learned the value of existing manually created test cases of
a system. They give invaluable insight into the usage and expected behavior of the
system. In the case study of a web based system [26] we compared the effort and ef-
ficiency of the MBT approach against a manual tester in an industrial setting. Even
though MBT found many serious issues the insights the manual tester had into the
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development process and the domain allowed her to find complex issues that MBT
missed. In order to capture this valuable information we developed and evaluated a
model and test infrastructure generator [25] that can automatically analyze existing
tests for web-based systems and create testing models and their associated infras-
tructure from them. The models can then be used to create additional tests that
cover hitherto untested and often off-nominal scenarios. In our evaluation we were
able to identify additional ONBs in the system that the manual tests alone could
not detect.
Our case studies evaluated the MBT approach in terms of its general effective-
ness and efficiency by applying it to a variety of system types, e.g. web based sys-
tems [26], publish-subscribe style systems [27] and operating system wrappers [28].
Several additional issues were found, even in already well tested safety critical sys-
tems, and especially related to off-nominal inputs. Another benefit of the MBT
workflow is that the formalization of the requirements as models is helpful with the
identification of issues in the requirements [22]. The resulting models are well suited
to convey knowledge from the testers to domain experts when they have inqueries
about the system behaviors. In our studies the models were very useful to explain
the detected ONBs to the developers and to discuss with them how the system
should react to their occurrence.
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1.3 Specification Extraction to identify and document ONBs
Accurate and complete information about the actual behavior, including its
ONBs, are essential to developers and users of a software system. Developers need
such information to make informed decisions during development, maintenance, evo-
lution and testing; users need similar information to interact with the system prop-
erly and safely. Unfortunately, traditional manually maintained system specification
documents are often incomplete, inaccurate, or out-of-date, and they can impede
the development, testing as well as the effective and safe usage of the system after
it has been deployed.
To counteract this problem of misleading specifications, researchers have pro-
posed the use of invariant mining on run-time system artifacts [20,29,30]. Invariants
describe properties and relationships that hold for all executions of a system. For ex-
ample the invariant speed > 25 ⇒ cruiseControl = off, from a cruise control system,
implies that whenever the speed is smaller than 25mph then the cruise control is not
active. The intuition is that these invariants can convey information about system
behavior at a much higher level than system code, while being free from the inaccu-
racies that often plague developer-maintained specifications. These techniques have
been shown to yield useful information about systems, and even to reveal flaws in
system specifications [20,29,30].
To document ONBs and to complete the specifications of a system with re-
spect to its ONB, we created the Specstractor framework and tool chain which
extracts invariants from automatically generated test cases using data mining. The
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Specstractor framework is based on an approach by Ackerman et al. [20]. It learns
invariants of a system that take the form of logical implications, where the left-hand
side (LHS) of the implication represents inputs and internal variables of the system
and the right-hand side (RHS) represent the outputs. For example the rule brake
= pressed ⇒ active = false corresponds to the natural language requirement “The
brake shall always deactivate the cruise control”. The completion of the requirements
with respect to the ONB is intended to help developers and testers to understand
the system and how it behaves in off-nominal scenarios. This information can be
used to design additional test cases or add routines to the system that mitigate the
effects of the ONB.
Since data mining techniques rely on statistical measures to infer relationships
between data, some of the invariants can be inaccurate. In order to address these
false positives the framework employs an iterative test → infer → instrument →
retest paradigm. Specifically, an initial set of invariants is inferred from the first set
of automatically generated test cases. Additional testing cycles are used to identify
false positives and to refine the proposed set of invariants until a final, stable set of
invariants has been found. The automated test generator [31] can be given free rein
to choose the input values and input sequences, including off-nominal inputs and
it will explore ONBs as well as NBs of the system. Mining specifications from test
cases that provide off-nominal input values and sequences will thus document these
ONBs.
The underlying data-mining algorithms used by these tools typically are com-
putationally complex, and this introduces efficiency problems when the techniques
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are applied to larger systems. In addition, as systems grow in size the likelihood of
false positives also increases, thereby degrading the accuracy of the generated infor-
mation. Our work shows how the problems of scalability and accuracy may be ad-
dressed using static analysis. We show that by adding simple data- and control-flow
analyses into our invariant-generation technique we can improve both the efficiency
of invariant mining and the accuracy of the invariants that are produced [32].
Our previous work on invariant mining [20,32] required variables to come from
discrete types; they could not infer an invariant such as speed > 25 ⇒ cruiseCon-
trol = off without the help of manual abstractions supplied by the user. To provide
better support for continuous variables we have developed the Range Miner algo-
rithm, which uses a combination of automated data binning, association-rule mining
and consecutive merging and adjustment of the invariants to identify accurate value
ranges.
In order to guide the user through the generated data, Specstractor contains
the web-based Insight Tool for the analysis of the resulting invariants. It allows the
user to navigate (search, filter) the resulting invariants and creates high level views
of the invariants in the form of heat maps and state machines.
We evaluate the Specstractor tool chain by applying it to systems from the
automotive and medical-device domain and compare the extracted invariants against
existing requirements specifications for these systems. We show how the invariants
may be used to identify issues in the requirements documentation and how deviations
between the requirements and the system and inconsistencies in the requirements
manifest in the invariants. We further show in which cases the approach is unable to
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identify requirements accurately and why it is unable to do so. Finally, we present
effort data to demonstrate how much time it takes a tester to apply the approach
to compare the resulting invariants against real world specifications artifacts.
1.4 Research Hypotheses
The research for this proposal is motivated and guided by the following three
research hypothesis:
1. MBT can be used to identify and test ONBs in software systems.
2. Manually created test artifacts can be used to automatically infer testing mod-
els and their associated test infrastructure. The test cases generated from these
models can identify ONBs that the original tests missed.
3. Through Test Generation and Data Mining Techniques characterizations for
ONBs can be identified and used to improve the requirements.
The first hypothesis is concerned with the identification and testing of ONBs
using MBT. This thesis evaluated the usage of MBT in terms of its effectiveness
(E.g. can it identify ONBs in a system) and efficiency (how much effort does it take
to apply it) in three case studies.
The second hypothesis is concerned with the improvement of the MBT process,
using existing manually created test artifacts. As part of the evaluations of MBT
we learned that existing manually created test cases can be very valuable for the
MBT process. We developed an approach that leverages existing manually created
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test cases to infer testing models that can then produce additional tests that more
effectively identify ONBs.
The last hypothesis is concerned with the completion of the requirements with
regards to ONBs. The argument is that through a combination of test-generation
and data-mining techniques, the true behavior of a system can be learned and the
information gained can be used to improve the requirements with respect to its
ONBs.
1.5 Summary of Contributions and Thesis Outline
The contributions of this thesis are:
• Two empirical case studies evaluating MBT. The studies evaluate the effort
and efficiency of the approach to identify ONBs in already tested NASA sys-
tems. (Chapter 3)
• One empirical case study comparing MBT to Manual Testing for testing of a
web based system. (Chapter 3)
• An approach to automatically generate testing models and test infrastructure
from existing test cases of a web based system. The generated test cases from
these testing models can identify ONBs that the original manual tests missed.
(Chapter 4)
• Development and Implementation of Specstrator, a framework and tool-chain
for the extraction and analysis of system invariants from automatically gener-
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ated test cases. The resulting invariants can be used to identify and document
ONBs of a system by comparing them against the existing specification arti-
facts of the system. (Chapter 5)
• Introduction of static analysis in the form of control- and data flow analysis
into the Specstractor framework to improve its effectiveness and efficiency.
(Chapter 6)
• A new algorithm that leverages the iterative cycle in Specstractor to infer
invariants involving continuously-valued variables with few false positives.
(Chapter 7)
• An evaluation of the Specstractor tool chain by applying it to systems from the
automotive and medical device domain. The resulting invariants are compared
against existing requirements specifications of the systems. The evaluation
shows what type of ONBs can be identified and how they manifest in the
resulting invariants. (Chapter 8)
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 contains background
information about some of the technologies and terminologies used in this disserta-
tion and presents the related work. Chapter 3 presents the three MBT case studies,
while chapter 4 discusses the Model Generator that uses existing tests to create
MBT models. Chapter 5 describes the Specstractor framework for the extraction
and analysis of system invariants and discusses the shortcomings that we addressed
as part of this dissertation. Chapter 6 introduces and evaluates the addition of
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information from static analysis to improve the accuracy and performance of the
approach. Chapter 7 present the Range Miner algorithm, which can infer invariants
over continuously-valued variables. Chapter 7 evaluates Specstrator by applying it
to systems of the automotive and medical device domain and comparing the re-
sulting invariants against actual requirements specifications in the form of state
machines and natural language requirements. The last chapter concludes this thesis
and discusses future work.
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Chapter 2: Background and Related Work
This work contains two parts that both address the problem of ONB from the
testing perspective. In the first part we perform evaluations of MBT to test for ONB
and developed ways to improve the MBT process using existing manually created
test cases. In the second part we are employing invariant mining to automatically
extract specifications of a system using automated test generation and data mining.
This chapter provides background information for the reader about the MBT pro-
cess and about the technologies that we leverage in our invariant mining approach.
Following the background information we provide an overview about the relevant
related work.
2.1 Model-Based Testing
This section describes the general work flow for MBT that we followed in our
evaluations of MBT that are presented in chapter 3. MBY employs the ideas of
Model-based design and applies them to software testing. Figure 2.1 is used to illus-
trate the approach. MBT employs models to describe the system under test (SUT)
in an abstract manner. The model is used to derive test cases that are then executed
against the implementation of the system. There are different MBT technologies.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the Model-Based Testing approach.
This section explains the approach that is used in this work, which is based on a
description of state-machine based MBT in [22]. A simplified example model that
describes part of NASAs Goddard Mission Service Evolution Center (GMSEC) sys-
tem from the case study in chapter 3.2 is used to illustrate the approach. GMSEC
is a flexible and reusable framework that provides a publish-subscribe style commu-
nication framework between applications via a 3rd party message bus. In order to
communicate an application creates a connection and then connects to the bus. It
can then send messages or subscribe to topics and receive messages that are sent by
other applications or by itself. The messages are routed via the message bus into
the message queues of the subcribers.
The modeling notation in this work are finite state machines (FSM) and ex-
tended finite state machine (EFSM) models, which represent the expected behavior
of the SUT. The model in Figure 2.2 describes how to create connections, connect
them to the bus, disconnect them from the bus, and destroy them. Models consist
of 1) transitions (arrows in the model), which represent requests (or stimuli) to the
SUT, and 2) states (boxes in the model), which represent the conceptual state that
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Figure 2.2: FSM testing model for the GMSEC system. It describes how a system
can connect to and disconnect from the message bus
the SUT is expected to be in after the requests have been executed. In the example
model, the transition create relates to an action that creates a connection object
in the SUT and the state NotConnected indicates that the SUT should contain a
connection object but not be connected to the bus yet.
The MBT workflow used in this work is visualized in Figure 2.4. The tester
first builds an understanding of the SUT by reading the documentation (e.g. re-
quirements, use cases, existing test cases), by using the SUT and by talking to
the stakeholders of the SUT. In our experience, analyzing existing test cases of the
system was particularly valuable. But instead of writing test cases directly, like a
manual tester, the MBT tester models the functionality of the SUT and the ex-
pected behavior using a model, encoding the SUTs expected behavior. After the
model is finished, the tester employs a tool that derives test cases from the model.
A test case is a traversal through the model from the start state to the point where
the stopping criterion is met. The tester can use a variety of traversal algorithms
(random, shortest path) and stopping criteria (transitions coverage, reaching a cer-
tain state) to create test cases. During the traversal, the tool stores the path (the
list of transitions and states that it visited). These paths are called abstract test
cases.
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assertTrue(status == GMSEC SUCCESS)
By mapping the states and transition of abstract test cases to executable
actions, these abstract descriptions are translated into concrete (automatically exe-
cutable) test programs that can test the SUT without assistance of the tester. This
is done by mapping each abstract action and reaction to code fragments. We call
these mappings the test infrastructure. An example is provided in Table 2.1 where
the transition create is mapped to the Java code that creates a connection and then
checks whether the return value was as expected. The generated test cases are then
executed against the system and the results analyzed to identify the issues of the
system.
EFSMs extend FSMs with the concept of variables and guards. The example
in Figure 2.3 uses the msg variable (short for message) to keep track of the number
of messages that have been received by the system. The value of the variable is
increased whenever a new message is published (publish/msg++) and decreased
when a message is taken out of the message queue (getMsg/msg–). Guards ([msg
== 1]) are Boolean expressions that can be used to make advanced navigational
choices in the test generation process. If a guard evaluates to true, its corresponding
transition can be traversed. If it evaluates to false, the transition cannot be traversed
and another available transition has to be taken. EFSMs can describe more complex
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Figure 2.3: A EFSM testing model of the subscription and publishing functional-
ity of GMSEC. The action publish employs data abstractions, since the name and
contents of the message are not considered and it also uses communication abstrac-
tion. Furthermore publish/get make use of a temporal abstraction, since they do
not consider the order of the publishing of messages.
scenarios than FSM. However, the testers that create EFSM models should have at
least basic programming skills. Also, analysis and debugging of an EFSM model is
more complex than for an FSM model.
Since it is infeasible to test all possible combinations of actions and also com-
binations of data for these actions we need to apply abstractions. Abstractions are
simplifications to approximate the system under test, in order to reduce the com-
plexity of the model. A testing model by definition is already an abstraction of the
SUT. This work follows the definition established in [33] that describes abstractions
for MBT. They refer to four classes of abstractions for MBT.
• Functional Abstractions omit details that the modeler deems are not nec-
essary for the verification process. This focuses the model on the main func-
tionality to be tested. It also allows for different models that describe different
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Figure 2.4: FSM testing model for the GMSEC system. It describes how a system
can connect to and disconnect from the message bus
aspects of the system independently of each other.
• Data Abstractions map concrete data types in the system to abstract data
types in the model. This helps to reduce the data complexity. For example
instead of using the full range of possible input variables for a system the
model only uses equivalence classes of the input.
• Communication Abstractions group together several interactions of the
SUT into one abstracted action in the model. The abstracted action is then
treated atomically in the model. This fixes the order of the events, and differ-
ent interleaving are not possible anymore, even though they might be possible
on a concrete level. An example of such an abstraction is the aggregation of
handshaking interactions into one action. For test-case instantiation, these
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abstract operations can simply be substituted by the corresponding interac-
tion. For building models, communication abstractions are often combined
with functional abstractions. The actions still need to be tested but this can
be done in seperate models or unit tests.
• Temporal Abstractions are concerned with the simplification of real time
and the ordering of events. For example one temporal abstraction would be
to ignore the time of events and just focus on the order, or even ignore the
order and just focus on the reception of the events. Another example would
be a timer, which is abstracted in the model with two symbolic events. One
for the start of the timer and one for indicating the expiration of the timer.
The model in Figure 2.2 is a functional abstraction of the GMSEC system,
since model only focus on the connection part of GMSEC and do not consider
subscription and publishing actions. The model in Figure 2.3 is an extension of
the model in Figure 2.2. It adds the message subscription, publishing and receiving
part. The model is an extended finite state machine model that uses the variable
msg to keep track of the number of messages in the system. This helps keeping
the state space of the model smaller than in a corresponding finite state machine.
In order to model an equivalent as a FSM one would have to create one state per
message. In this example, the state space of the FSM would even be infinite, since
it can theoretically create any number of messages.
The model employs data abstractions since the data parameters (name, con-
tents) of the messages that are published are not considered. It also contains com-
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munication abstractions in the form of the publishing action. In the real system,
publishing consists of two parts, creation of the message and consequently publish-
ing it to the bus. The atomic action publish in our example model groups the two
actions together into one. Furthermore, publish and getMessage actions make use of
temporal abstraction, since the model and test infrastructure does not consider the
order in which messages appear in the queue and are only testing if the messages
have been placed into the message queue at all. As can be seen in the examples,
the models combines several abstractions together, even within a single transition.
The abstractions have to be replaced through the mapping in order to create
concrete executable test cases. For example if a transition in a model groups to-
gether a sequence of two concrete actions in the system, then the mapping needs to
include the two system callse that represent the action. Depending on the type and
thoroughness of the abstraction, these mappings vary in complexity. Also some of
the abstractions can be completely reversed or only partially reversed. For example,
the model in Figure 2.3 does not consider the order in which messages are received
and only checks if they have been received at all. In the mapping, one could intro-
duce a list that keeps track of all the messages that have been published and checks
that they have been received in the order in which they have been published. With
the help of this list the abstraction could be reversed completely, without it it would
be only a partial reversal. So the complexity in model-based testing can be divided
and distributed between the model and its mapping.
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2.2 Simulink
Simulink is a graphical block-diagram modeling language developed by The
MathWorks Inc. Simulink is used in conjunction with The MathWorks’ MATLAB R©
tool1. An example of a Simulink model can be seen in Figure 2.5. The example
is a model of a cruise control system that determines whether the system should
be active or not, and what the current throttle for the engine of the car should
be. Blocks represent functions that perform a calculation based on input data and
produce an output. Data is propagated between blocks via lines that connect the
outputs of one block and go to the input of another block. Simulink models may
also contain hierarchical state machines in the Stateflow R© hierarchical notation (the
yellow block in the example).
Because of its ability to model both discrete- and continuous-time dynamics,
Simulink is widely used in the automotive, ground transportation and aerospace
industries to design control systems. Discrete Simulink models are also often used
as specifications for embedded control software, and tools such as The MathWorks’
Embedded Coder and dSpace’s TargetLink can automatically generate deployable
C code from these models.
1MATLAB R© and Stateflow R© are registered trademarks of The MathWorks, Inc.
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Figure 2.5: Simulink model of a cruise control system. The yellow block with
rounded corner contains a state-machine in the Stateflow language.
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2.3 Reactis
Reactis2 [31] is a model-based testing tool that automatically generates test
cases in the form of sequences of input vectors for models in the MathWorks Simulink
/ Stateflow notation. The goal of Reactis is to create test data that actively attempts
to cover structural coverage targets of a model (e.g. decision coverage, subsystem
coverage, state/transition coverage). Generally, for reasons of undecidability, full
coverage cannot be guaranteed. Reactis uses a combination of random test gener-
ation, heuristics and symbolic execution in a two phase approach with the goal of
maximizing the coverage of the test cases that it creates.
In the first phase it generates a set of semi-random inputs where the user can
specify the number of tests and their length. Heuristics and static analysis are used
in the first phase to identify interesting input values for the system (e.g. always
test 0, the boundaries of the value range, or use the value of constants identified
via static analysis). These are then added in addition to the ones chosen by the
heuristics. In the second phase it uses reverse symbolic execution to try to cover the
targets that are not covered by the random tests yet. The details of the technique
are covered by US Patent #7,644,398.
2.4 Instrumentation-Based Verification
This is a summary of the Instrumentation-Based Verification (IBV) approach
presented in [20, 34]. Models are the central element in Model-Based Development
2Reactis R© is a registered trademark of Reactive Systems, Inc.
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(MBD) and because of their centrality it is important that they behave correctly
and conform with the requirements of the system. Reactis supports a verification
technique for design models called Instrumentation-Based Verification (IBV) [34].
In IBV each requirement is modeled as a monitor model. Monitor models take the
form of a Simulink model or textual assertion. Reactis is then used to instrument
the model that is to be verified with the monitor models. The user then gener-
ates test cases with the goal of covering the instrumented model, including the
constructs contained in the monitor models. While the tests are being generated,
Reactis searches for counter examples to the monitor models that would invalidate
the monitor models. Tools such as The MathWorks Design Verifier R©3 R© employ
model-checking for to verify model correctness. The advantage of IBV in contrast
to model checking techniques is that as a testing-based approach it scales better
but that comes at the price of the iron-clad guarantees of correctness that model
checkers can give, when they do indeed terminate.
2.5 Association Rule Mining via FP-Growth
In order to mine association rules from test data, we employ the FP-Growth
algorithm [35]. The algorithm works in two steps.
In the first step it identifies frequently co-occurring sets of items. Co-occurence
in the context of our work means that the items appear together in the same test
step of a test case. Consider {in1=1, in2=1, out1=1}, this is a set of 3 items or
3Design Verifier
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3-item set. Each item set has a support value that indicates how often the items
in the set appear together in the test data. For example if the item set has a
support of 5 there would be five co-occurrences of in1=1, in1=1 and out1=1 in
the test data. In order to identify this item set the algorithm first identifies all
frequent single items by counting the support (number of occurrences) of each item
in the test data. In order for an item to be frequent it has to have more support in
the test data than the support threshold, which is a user defined value.) in the test
data. If it appears frequently enough the item is retained, otherwise it is eliminated.
After identifying all single items hat appear frequently enough the algorithm then
identifies the frequently occurring 2-item sets, 3-item sets to n-item sets (n in our
case is bounded by the number of inputs, internal variables and outputs). For
information on how the FP-growth algorithm identifies these item-sets efficiently we
refer the reader to [35]. The output of this step is a list of all single items and
itemsets in the test data that are above the user supplied support threshold.
In the second step the algorithm creates association rules by taking one item
from an itemset to be the RHS of the rule, with the remaining items in the set
forming the LHS of the rule. For example for the itemset {in1=1, in2=1, out1=1}
it would create the three rules 1.) in1=1 ∧ in2=1 ⇒ out1=1, 2.) in1=1 ∧ out1=1
⇒ in2=1 and 3.) in2=1 ∧ out1=1 ⇒ in1=1. The algorithm then calculates how
often the rule is true, which is the so called confidence of the rule. If the confidence
passes a given threshold the rule is accepted. In our case the threshold is 1.0, which
means there are no counterexamples and the rule is always true.
Association rules take the form of implications where the LHS implies the
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RHS. In the case of our work we are only interested in rules where the LHS of the
rule only contains inputs and internal variables of the system and the RHS contains
only outputs. We therefore modified the algorithm so that only the first of the three
rule is produced since an input value appears on the RHS in the other two rules.
2.6 Related Work
This section discusses the related work of the dissertation. It is grouped into
1. Off-Nominal Behaviors; 2. Model-Based Testing and 3. Specification Extraction.
2.6.1 Off-Nominal Behaviors
Nancy Leveson analyzed several failures in safety critical systems [3,5,36] and
identified lack of testing ONBs as one of the main causes for the failures in several
cases. Furthermore, according to Leveson software requirements often only specify
what the system shall do and not what the system shall not do or how the system
shall behave in cases of an unknown event. This can be seen by the fact that ONBs
are actually not a common term in software engineering. However, there are some
approaches that address ONBs from the requirements engineering perspective [6–9]
and some mention it in the context of software testing. For the testing perspective,
these are often related to robustness, security and reliability testing [13,37–40].
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2.6.1.1 In Requirements Engineering
There are some approaches that address ONBs from the requirements engi-
neering perspective [6–9]. Not all of them necessarily use the term ONBs but the
ideas behind the following papers are similar to the goal of this work which is the
identification of potential causes of ONBs and their impact on a software system.
Alexander [7] introduces the idea of misuse cases, which describe how the system can
be misused and how the system shall react to the misuse. Ishimatsu and Leveson [8]
present a hazard analysis technique that can identify hazardous design flaws, which
take off-nominal commands into account. Aceituna [9] introduces an approach that
formalizes the requirements of a system as a set of concurrent state machine models
and then employs model checking to identify missing, or invalid behaviors. Day et
al. [6] seek to identify causes for failures and their potential propagation through
the system by modeling the system and its ONBs in the SysML modeling language.
The assumption of our work is that it is hard or nearly impossible to identify
all ONBs without the actual implementation, or a prototype of the implementation,
since there are so many potential causes for off-nominal behaviors [12]. Our work
proposes a complementary approach to the approaches that address ONBs from the
requirements engineering perspective. Our approach leverages the artifacts from
the testing process (e.g. models, source code, executables of the system, as well as
execution data from test case executions or log files). ONBs are identified with the
help of Model-Based Testing and Specification Extraction and the resulting artifacts
are used to document the ONBs.
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2.6.1.2 In Software Testing
Robustness testing covers some aspects of ONBs, specifically ONBs in the
Bad Surprise category. IEEE [41] defines robustness of a system as ”the degree to
which a system or component can function correctly in the presence of invalid inputs
or stressful environmental conditions”. Fernandez et al. [37] present a model based
approach for robustness testing that leverages fault models and scenarios for test case
generation. Robustness can be addressed with model-based testing technologies by
generating many tests or tests with unknown scenarios. Our specification extraction
approach also considers unexpected positive scenarios which robustness testing does
not.
Fuzz testing [38] is another type of robustness testing that is mostly aimed
at detecting security-relevant weaknesses of a system. In fuzz testing invalid, unex-
pected, or random data is sent as inputs to a system to identify potential issues in
the system (e.g. crashes, memory leaks) that can be exploited to breach the security
of a system. The Reactis test generator that we employ for specification extraction
combines random data generation similar to fuzz testing with symbolic execution
techniques. Additionally, we employ fuzz testing to generate new tests based on
the tests created by Reactis and the identified invariants that help to remove false
positives that Reactis may miss.
Ghosh et al. present two approaches [39] [40] that use fault injections to test
off-nominal scenarios of software systems, thereby improving test generation with
regards to the occurrence of ONBs. Both approaches use tools that instruments the
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system under test and can inject faults during runtime. While Gosh’s approach tests
issues caused due to environmental conditions, our work focuses on the detection of
ONB via the input and output interface of the system.
Foyle [13] introduces an approach that is intended to improve system design
through the use of off-nominal testing. While the descriptions sounds very similar to
the approach presented in this work, the application area is different. Their work is
targeted at identifying training issues and procedures for human in the loop testing.
2.6.2 Model-Based Testing
2.6.2.1 Evaluations of Model-Based Testing
Several modeling notations for MBT exist [23,24]. We decided to use graphical
state machine based notations since they have a short learning curve and based on
our experience and a survey of MBT users [24] are more appealing to practitioners.
Other state machine based MBT approaches use declarative languages for modeling.
In Microsoft’s SpecExplorer tool [42], models are specified as C# programs and
an FSM is then generated that contains all the behaviors that the program can
execute. The resulting state machines can be quite large (several thousand states
and transitions). But from our experience smaller state machines are very valuable
to convey information about the system behavior, which was very useful in our case
studies when we had to correspond with developers of the system.
MBT approaches have been evaluated mostly in terms of their effectiveness
[43] [44], where they show MBTs’ promising potential. The OSAL and GMSEC case
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studies also fall in these categories of papers that mostly looked at the effectiveness.
Reza et al. [45], Heinecke et al. [46] and Andrews et al. [47] presented state based
MBT approaches to test web based systems. They showed that it is feasible to use
these techniques to test web based systems but no comparison to other approaches
and no effort or issue data was presented.
However, in order to persuade potential adopters of the usefulness of MBT,
more studies should focus on the efficiency of the approaches in terms of the effort
that is necessary to apply them. A notable exception is Grieskamp et al. [48] who
studied the effort involved in manually coding test programs in contrast to test
programs that were generated by MBT. Our MBT vs Manual study (see chapter
3.3), was, as far as we know, the first designed empirical study that compares cost
(effort) as well as benefits (detected defects) related to completely manual testing
(no automation whatsoever) to MBT where the two approaches tested the same two
versions of the SUT in parallel.
A study that evaluates MBT and captures replay techniques for performance
testing was published, after our evaluation of MBT vs Manual, by Rodrigues et
al. [49] Even so the testing goal was different from the MBT vs Manual case study
(functional testing vs performance testing) their findings are similar. For smaller
testing tasks without regression testing, the manual approach requires less effort.
For larger tasks and if the test cases have to be changed in order to test a new
version, MTB becomes more valuable.
Apfelbaum and Doyle [44] conducted a case study of a long distance call ser-
vice and a work order system. They modeled the system as FSMs and compared this
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approach with manually created test cases. The focus was mainly on the modeling
process and not on the analysis of the effort or the detected issues and compari-
son to the manual approach. Utting and Legeard [22] compared effort of Manual
Testing, Capture Replay Testing, Testing via Scripts, Keyword Testing and MBT.
Their study was done with a theoretical model of the different approaches and they
calculated the effort it would take to produce test cases with the given technique
for a hypothesized system. In contrast, the Elexnet study collected real world test
data and compared the effort and effectiveness of manual testing and MBT based
on testing of a SUT that was professionally developed.
There are numerous papers devoted to code coverage primarily for measuring
the (in-) adequacy of tests as well as to demonstrate strengths of test generation
algorithms. In the context of MBT, at the model level, there are metrics such as
number/percentage of states and transitions covered as well as the length of the
generated tests, etc. We surprisingly did not find many papers that discuss both
code and model coverage. In the OSAL case study (see chapter 3.1), we used code
coverage to manually identify behaviors that were missed in the model, and to
update the model to cover missing behaviors for achieving better code coverage. In
this regard, the work by Kicillof et al. [50] is related to our work. They combined
model-based testing for test procedure generation with symbolic execution (at code
level) for data parameter generation in order to achieve code coverage for .NET
applications.
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2.6.2.2 Model Generation to support Model-Based Testing
There are three main types of techniques that are frequently used for state
machine model inference. The first type of techniques are based on Angluins
L*algorithm [51]. These approaches use a learner that knows all possible input
and output actions of the system and a teacher that can for a given sequence of
input actions provide the correct output action. In our context the teacher would
be the SUT and the learner would create model hypotheses and compare them to
the SUT until it has found a model that corresponds to the behaviors of the SUT.
Tretmans [52] discusses how learning algorithms can be applied in the context of
MBT. In our approach we do not create a model of the system by hypothesizing
and learning but generate a model from a set of manually created test cases using
heuristic rules that are based on the structure of the SUT itself.
Another common type of techniques are based on the k-tail algorithm [53], or
variants of the k-tail algorithm [54]. The k-tail algorithm creates candidate models
by observing execution traces and employing heuristics to merge different executions.
In k-tail algorithms states are defined by the future behaviors that can occur from
them. In our model generation technique states are based on unique identifiers that
are based on the assert commands of the test data. Although k-tail based algorithms
can be applied on test case sequences in our experience there were often not enough
manual test cases to create an accurate model. These techniques often rely on data
that contains more sample behaviors, like system logs for example.
Lastly, another common approach to generate models are based on obser-
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vations of the runtime state of the system, or an abstract representation thereof.
Marchetto et al. [55] present an approach that abstracts the DOM model of a web
application into a state model and then generates additional test cases. The states
in the presented model generation technique have only a small relation to the under-
lying SUT and the model is not as understandable. Our model on the other hand
follows the flow of the website and as part of the unique identifiers for states some
Selense assert commands have references to objects in the SUT (e.g. ids of buttons,
text on the page). They applied their technique on an open source to-do list man-
ager application with seeded defects. We applied our approach on an industrial web
based system.
Memon et al. developed the GUITAR tool [56], which dynamically reverse
engineers an event-flow [57] model of a system by automatically crawling its GUI.
The obtained model is a representation of all the possible actions the user can do in
that GUI system. Furthermore, they developed DART [58] which uses the extracted
models for regression and smoke testing in daily/nightly builds. A challenge with
the approach is supplying it with inputs for the GUI (e.g. like text for a text field).
The approach used in this case study leverages the existing inputs from the manually
created test cases and embeds them in the model.
The discussed techniques are very powerful and can test many behaviors of a
system. However, oracles have to be added manually after the fact, which is not
always trivial due to the size of the models. These techniques are therefore often
used for regression testing and smoke testing. Our approach leverages the oracles





Program invariants have ample uses in software development and software
testing. Program invariants have been used to reduce the search space of model
checkers [59], for the analysis of log files [29], for predicting incompatibilities between
components [60], and to support program verification [61,62].
This work employs invariant mining to extracts specifications of a system.
The invariant mining approach in this dissertation is an extension to the work done
in [20]. As part of this dissertation we evaluated the approach and improved it with
regards to shortcomings that we identified. We added information from static data-
and control-flow analysis to improve the accuracy of the resulting invariants and the
performance of the overall approach so that we could analyze more complex models
(see Chapter 6 and [32]). Furthermore, we added a new mining algorithm that can
infer accurate invariants from continuously valued variables (see Chapter 7.1. The
Specstractor framework has been applied to several systems of the automotive and
medical device domain in order to evaluate its performance and to show how the
resulting invariants compare to actual requirements artifacts and how much effort
it takes to compare the resulting invariants against the requirements.
One of the earliest techniques to generate invariants is based on abstract inter-
pretations [63, 64]. In this technique approximate symbolic execution is performed
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until an assertion is reached that any further executions of the program are unable
to change. The assertion is hence an invariant. Due to scalability issues of the
technique, other forms of invariant generation approaches have since been proposed.
InvGen [62] is an invariant generator for imperative programs. It uses a
constraint-based approach to create invariants and uses static and dynamic analysis
to support the constraint solving. The input to InvGen is a set of transition rela-
tions that encodes the behavior of the program. Programs written in a subset of the
C programming language can be translated into this input notation with the help
of an additional tool. In contrast Specstractor infers invariants from test cases via
data-mining. Specstractor can be applied to any system as long as an automated
test generator for it exists.
The Daikon system proposed by Ernst et al. performs dynamic detection of
”likely invariants” in programs written in C, C++, C#, Eiffel, F#, Java, Perl, and
Visual Basic. The invariants in Daikon are used as assert statements, documentation
and formal specifications. Input data is obtained by executing existing test cases
on an instrumented version of the system, but the data collected in this way does
not guarantee good coverage of the evaluated program. By using monitor models to
validate the inferred invariants, Specstractor can provide stronger guarantees for the
correctness of the invariant set. Both Daikon and InvGen offer several templates for
different types of invariants. For this thesis we focus on the extraction of implications
since they relate well to textual requirements. For future work we are planing to
evaluate other types of invariant templates to identify other useful invariants that
help with the extraction of system specifications.
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The ICE framework [61] present a learning based approach, based on tem-
plates, to infer invariants. Like Specstractor it also leverages an iterative approach
to refine an initial set of invariants. The goal of ICE is to infer invariants that can be
used in program verification and the invariants are very close to the code of the sys-
tem. For Specstractor we focus on implications that relate well to natural language
requirements of a system. Furthermore, these implications can entail all possible
inputs, internal variables and outputs of the system and become very complex to
the point where a search based approach with many templates does not scale well.
A common technique to extract system behaviors is to extract state-machines
models, which are supposed to represent the system specifications [54,65–68]. Vari-
ations of the three model inference techniques (L* [51], K-Tail [53] and system state
observation [68]) are commonly applied to extract state machines from system be-
haviors. Sequence Diagrams are another common way of representing extracted
behaviors from system executions [69–71]. In contrast, our work is concentrated on
extracting individual requirements rather than creating models of the overall system
behavior. Our intuition is that the single invariants are easier to compare against
natural language requirements than complex state machines. However, the result-
ing state machine models of the above mentioned approaches could be leveraged as
alternative representations of the systems behavior or as inputs for temporal logic
query checking.
Some of these state-machine based approaches [65,68] use the inferred models
to create additional test cases for the system and use them to observe new system
behaviors. This is similar to our work, which leverages the inferred invariants or
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hypothesis thereof to generate additional test cases to observe new behaviors and to
verify the existing invariants. However, in our work the test generator is somewhat
independent of the invariants and can target all system behaviors and by doing so
is trying to identify counter examples to the invariants. The tests in the above
mentioned work are limited to what the inferred models can describe. Beschastnikh
et al. [72] present an approach that leverages inferred invariants for the refinement
of extracted state-machine models.
Other specification-extraction approaches, such as the Refinement Calculus of
Reactive Systems (RCRS) [73], creates contracts of a Simulink model in a bottom-
up modular fashion, producing a specification that describes the global behavior of
the model. Rather than specifying globally what all the behaviors are, our approach
creates several invariants that are partial descriptions of this global behavior that
can be understood independently.
Similar to our idea to use invariants to detect ONBs, specification mining
approaches have also been used for the detection of incorrect error handling [65,
74]. Pradel et. al. [65] mine state-machine specifications for bug detection in Java
programs. The resulting state machine is annotated with unhandled exceptions that
are detected during the execution of a program. The CAR miner [74] uses sequence
association rules in order to document exception handling behavior of a program.
Both approaches instrument the system in a similar fashion than Daikon and the
resulting specification contain code constructs. Specstractor does not collect such
detailed information from the code and focuses on the inputs, internal variables
and outputs of the system. While the test cases that Reactis produces will trigger
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exceptions and crashes, we do not have a notion for exception and crashes in the
resulting invariants that Specstractor mines yet.
Most of the above mentioned approaches evaluate how many issues they found
on a series of systems as we do with Specstractor. But for Specstractor we also
collected effort data of the user. We show how long it takes to compare the resulting
invariants against the specification artifacts. This also includes the time to debug the
system in case that there are deviations between the invariants and the requirements.
2.6.3.2 Static Analysis
Translating Simulink models to other modeling notations and languages has
often been done for the purpose of formal verification [75, 76]. Pantelic et al. [77]
present a tool suite that can extract interfaces from Simulink submodels using static
data/control-flow analysis. Instead of extracting interfaces our approach extracts
invariants of the whole system. The Artshop tool [78] is a suite of tools for analysis,
reporting and inspection of Simulink models. It has the capability to do static
dependency/control-flow analysis, which is used to create slices of models. However,
it does not have a specification extraction tool.
Lublinerman et al. [79–81] introduce several methods for dependency analysis
of Simulink models that they use for modular code generation. Our graph rep-
resentation and transformation process is similar to theirs block-based dependency
analysis, but we are not employing it to give semantics to a diagram and are only
interested in computing the dependencies between elements in a model. Their work
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also presents a input-output dependency analysis based on bipartite graphs. How-
ever, this is not applicable in our context, since we also need information about
internal variables of a system.
The GoldMine tool [82] extracts temporal and propositional invariants for
hardware designs using a decision-tree algorithm. It uses static analysis of the
hardware design and formal verification to remove spurious invariants produced by
the data miner. In our approach we created a static analyzer for Simulink models
that can identify data and control dependencies between inputs, internal variables
and the outputs of the system and the assertions are used to infer specifications of
the system.
2.6.3.3 Invariants with continuous values
Quantitative association rule mining [83, 84] has been proposed to mine asso-
ciation rules from continuous variables. However the value ranges inferred by them
were often not very accurate. The Range Miner on the other hand uses simple data
binning and but then leverages our already existing iterative verification framework
to refine the mined invariants.
The GoldMine tool [82] uses decision trees that can be used to derive quantita-
tive association rules from the resulting trees. The applications are is the verification
of hardware designs. However, by using single decision trees we often cannot infer
rules that are true but have very low support and by using decision-forest-based
methods, or gradient boosted trees (using multiple decision trees) the rate of false
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positive rules is very high. Furthermore, decision trees do not offer the very useful
property of association rules that invalid rules will not be inferred again if one piece
of evidence contradicts them.
Several approaches have improved the type of invariants that can be mined
[61,85–87]. Nguyen et al. [61] proposes an approach that leverages equation solving,
polyhedra construction, and SMT solving to infer polynomial and array invariants.
They try to infer invariants that can help in program verification and are most
interested in inference of loop invariants. They use a variety of rule templates that
cover often used loop invariants (e.g. x <= n1). Garg [58] and Sharma [28] also
present an alternative approach for the inference of array invariants. Li [85] extends
the idea of invariant inference by introducing so called second order constraints,
which are user-provided constraints that contain knowledge about invariants and
can be leveraged to improve the quality of the mined invariants. The focus of
requirements extraction in our work is to improve the approach so that the resulting
invariants better relate to software requirements. For future work we are interested
in evaluating other types of invariants such as the ones presented above and evaluate
if they yield useful information about system behaviors. Sharma present the c2i
tool [86] which uses randomized search to infer invariants. It describes the idea
of using abstract properties to infer invariants for complex data like strings. The
Specstractor tool also allows the user to define abstractions that are then applied
to the data before the data mining step.
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Chapter 3: Evaluations of Model-Based Testing
As part of this thesis, MBT was evaluated and analyzed in several case studies
to determine its effectiveness and efficiency to identify ONBs, as well as its strengths
and weaknesses and the effort that is necessary to introduce and apply it. This
chapter gives an overview about three published case studies [26–28]. The overview
presents the case study and the corresponding results. Each published version of the
case study contains details of the MBT process that was used in the study. These
details have been omitted in this chapter and are aggregated in the background
section of this thesis as a general introduction to the MBT process (Chapter 2.1).
The remainder of this chapter contains lessons learned with respect to applying the
MBT process to test for ONBs and a discussion of what classes of ONBs can be
identified using MBT.
3.1 The OSAL Case Study
The OSAL case study [28] evaluated the applicability and effectiveness of MBT
for the identification of ONBs in mission-critical systems, which already underwent
extensive testing. NASAs Operating System Abstraction Layer (OSAL) was the
subject system. The OSAL is a reusable framework that wraps several operat-
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ing systems (OS) and is used extensively in NASAs flight software missions. The
system was modeled as a hierarchical finite state machine (FSMs) using the API
documentation as the basis for the model creation. Any deviation from the API
documentation and any extra behaviors not mentioned in the documentation are
considered ONBs.
3.1.1 The System Under Test
The SUT in this case study is NASAs OSAL, which is an operating system
abstraction layer used in space missions such as the Solar Dynamics Observatory
and the Lunar Renaissance Orbit. In these applications, reliability is critical and
hence OSAL has high quality requirements. OSAL ensures that programs behave
in the same way on different OSes, allowing developers to switch the OS without
changing the code. OSAL wraps the OSes POSIC, VXWorks6 and RTEMS and can
be easily extended to include another OS. The development engineer selects which
OS to use at build time. An overview of the OSAL architecture can be seen in
Figure 3.1.
We applied MBT to the POSIX version of OSALs file system API. This API
consists of two parts: osfilesys and osfileapi. The file osfilesys.c is responsible for
handling the file system (i.e. creating, mounting, and un-mounting a file system
etc.). The file osfileapi.c is responsible for the file and folder functionality (i.e.
creating, copying, deleting files etc.).
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Figure 3.1: Overview of NASA’s OSAL architecture
3.1.2 MBT applied to OSAL
The test execution framework was based on the programming language C in
conjunction with NASAs UT Assert testing framework. The input to the modeling
effort was the API documentation that is distributed with the OSAL source code.
It contains the syntax of each function, a description of its functionality and how
it affects the overall system state, as well as its inputs and expected outputs. It
also contains documentation about how it behaves for off-nominal inputs and shows
corresponding error codes.
An example of the API documentation for the create folder function can be
seen in Figure 3.2. We also analyzed the existing test cases of the system which
helped us to understand how the system shall be used and to build the test infras-
tructure for the model.
3.1.3 Research Questions
In the case study we investigated the following four research questions:
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Figure 3.2: API documentation for the create folder function
1. R1: Can MBT detect ONB in a fielded system that was already tested and
reviewed extensively?
2. R2: Based on tests generated using MBT, how much code coverage can we
achieve?
3. R3: Why could some parts of the code not be covered?
4. R4: What are the strengths and weaknesses of applying MBT to test APIs?
R1 asks the question if MBT can find additional bugs that were not found
in the existing manual testing procedure. R2 and R3 are concerned with the code
coverage that can be achieved with MBT and why parts of the system could not
be covered. R4 then concludes the study with an analysis of the strength and
weaknesses of applying MBT to a system like OSAL.
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3.1.4 Case Study
We used the MBT approach based on finite state machines described in the
background section 2.1 to build a model of 28 of OSALs functions based on the API
documentation. Four functions were not modeled because one was not implemented,
and even though the other three are part of the API, they were not directly related
to the file I/O API functions that the modeling effort focused on. The resulting
model has 274 states and 358 transitions as well as 100 high-level instructions and
100 assert statements. Thus, many of the transitions are used to transition between
different parts of the model but do not have any associated action in the SUT. We
used the model to generate two sets of test cases for the OSAL system. The first set
of test case were generated using a transition coverage algorithm [22], that for each
test case finds the shortest uncovered path from the start state to the exit state
that together, across all test cases, achieve full transition coverage. In this case,
we generated three test cases that together covered all transitions. This minimal
set of test cases is a good start for testing since they cover the entire model. In
addition, they are helpful for debugging the test execution framework since they
ensure that each function in the API is called at least once. For the second set, we
generated 1,000 test cases using a random walk algorithm. This algorithm traverses
the model by randomly selecting transitions until the exit state has been reached.
The test cases have an average of 299 high-level instructions. Since instructions are




With the generated tests from our models, we were able to detect 11 new ONBs
that were previously unknown. The following are descriptions of those ONBs. The
ONBs are grouped into the three ONB types established in chapter 1.1. In some
cases the same or a similar ONB was found in different places in the code. We used
the practice of counting each instance of an ONB.
• Bug/Defect: The copy file and move file functions return success even if
the source/target file (i.e. the file to be copied, or its intended target) do not
exist. Furthermore the underlying operating system throws an error that is
not caught by the OSAL but is only shown on the terminal during the testing
process.
The copy file, rename file, make directory and open directory return a generic
error code for the file system when the names of the files are too long. However,
the API specifies a specific return code for that case.
The rename file documentation states that if the new name is too long it
should return a specific error code, but the implementation actually never
checks if the new name is too long.
The create file and create folder functions sometimes ran into an issue where
OSAL returned an error code that indicated that all file descriptors were full
even though there should be free ones available. It turned out that the file
descriptors are not removed properly. The OSAL keeps track of all created
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files and folders in a file descriptor table. The size of this table can be set
by the OSAL user. After the file system is removed, the file descriptor table
should be cleaned out. However, this never happens. The test case detected
this issue by first creating several files which was successful, the test case then
removed the file system which should have deleted the previously created file
descriptors. The test case then added more files. Eventually the create file
function returned an error code indicating that no more files could be created
even though it should be possible.
• Good Surprise: There is a mismatch between the documentation and the
implementation in the create file, remove file, open and close file functions.
The implementation returns a specific error code when the path of the file
cannot be parsed. This error code is not mentioned in the API documentation.
• Bad Surprise: We found no ONB in this category.
3.1.4.2 Coverage Analysis
The second part of the study was to understand how code coverage might
relate to model coverage. As explained above, the model was created based on
API documentation and other external descriptions of the SUT. Thus, the internal
structure of the SUT was not used as a driver for modeling. However, code coverage
is often an important testing criteria (in some environments, a certain level of code
coverage is required) and it is therefore useful to understand the level code coverage
that can be achieved through this form of black box testing. It is also useful to
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understand what prevents us from achieving 100% code coverage so that new code
can be designed in such a way that code coverage can be maximized.
For the coverage analysis, we created six sets of test cases. The first set
contains the test cases that were generated to achieve 100% transition coverage
(and thus also 100% state coverage) of the model with a minimal set of test cases.
This produced the three test cases that together achieve full transition coverage. The
four other groups are random tests with 10, 25, 50, 100 and 1,000 test cases. These
sets were used to compare how the coverage of the code increases as we increase the
number of random test cases.
Figure 3.3, shows how the statement coverage changed when we added more
test cases. For example, for the file osfileapi.c, the statement coverage for the min-
imal set of test cases is 87.12%. The 10 random tests also have one 100 percent
transition coverage of the model. What sets them apart from the minimum cover-
age set is that they reuse transitions and therefore explore more paths through the
model. This leads to 95.39% statement coverage, an increase of about 8%. Increas-
ing the number of tests to 25 only yields a minimal increase of 0.34% to 95.73%.
After that the statement coverage stagnates. The picture is different for the file
osfilesys.c as the statement coverage here is 95.62% for all 6 sets of test cases be-
cause we only modeled those basic functions that are needed to run the file I/O
API functions. Out of the 28 functions that were modeled 19 achieved 100% code
coverage.
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Figure 3.3: Statement coverage of the osfileapi.c and osfilesys.c. This represents the
coverage after the model defects were removed.
3.1.4.3 Analysis of Code Coverage
We ran the generated test cases using GNUs gcov code coverage tool. The gcov
tool reported code coverage statistics for each function. In this section, we charac-
terize the reasons for not covering certain code statements during testing. Defensive
programming, inability to trigger environment errors, and modeling errors are the
three high-level reasons for not being able to cover all statements automatically.
1. Defensive programming Since OSAL is used in flight software missions, the
functions of OSAL perform extensive error checking. For example, we found
cases where the caller of a function checks the that the parameter values are
valid before they are passed through a function call. In addition, the callee also
checks the same input parameters in exactly the same way. In this scenario,
it is only possible to cover error handling code at the callers side but not on
the callees side because the callees error handling code will never be executed,
it is dead code.
2. Inability to trigger environmental errors Since OSAL is a low-level software
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package, it naturally deals with file I/O errors, memory errors, hardware sig-
nals and interrupts. However, these features are in conflict with code coverage
because triggering errors such as hardware I/O error, file read or write error,
out of memory error requires manipulating the environment. In a typical test-
ing environment, it is difficult to trigger file read error unless we corrupt the
physical memory blocks, for example. Thus, the code statements that deal
with error handling of the underlying environment were not executed during
automated testing. In order to trigger such errors requires an environment
model that systematically introduces different types of errors, but that topic
is beyond the scope of this paper.
3. Modeling and data provider errors Since modeling is a manual effort, some
scenarios were either not correctly modeled or accidentally left out. Another
source of error was not covering the data ranges for parameters. For example,
we were opening files with read or write permission, but never in the append
mode. We fixed those types of data provider errors based on the analysis of
code coverage statistics. In Figure 10, the data refers to coverage after we
fixed these modeling and data provider errors.
3.1.5 Strengths and Weaknesses of MBT on OSAL
3.1.6 Strengths of MBT
We identified the following strengths based on our experience with MBT on
OSAL.
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1. The scope of testing is crystal clear from the model. In contrast to cryptic
scripts, which speak a technical language, the models are domain-oriented
and easier to understand and reason about. For example, one may look at our
OSAL models and understand what scenarios are tested and which ones are
not tested without going through the test scripts.
2. Large number of test cases in a press of button. Once the model and the
associated infrastructure are established, we can generate large numbers of
unpredictable test cases, for example by random walks on the model. This
addresses the problem with testing using manually created scripts, which tend
to test the same code again and again.
3. Coverage of Corner-cases. Covering corner cases is an attractive capability
of MBT due to its rigorous nature of traversing the model and ability to
generate tests based on different model-coverage criteria. This ability should
be compared to manually constructing test cases based on expertise and gut-
feeling. Such manual test creation can typically not generate many enough
test cases to detect corner case issues, which is not a problem for MBT.
4. Switching of test execution frameworks is very easy. We first generated test
cases and ran them using the CuTest test execution framework. Later, we
switched to NASAs own test execution framework called UT Assert. We were
able to make this switch and execute the generated tests without modifying
the model. We only had to modify the template for header and declarations
that were automatically inserted into every test case. In comparison, if the
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tests are manually constructed, it would be very time-consuming to switch
from one test execution framework to another because each line of code most
likely would have to change.
3.1.7 Limitations of MBT
We identified the following limitations based on our experience with MBT on
OSAL.
1. Generated test cases are difficult to comprehend. File, function and variable
names of these randomly generated tests do not explicitly explain the actual
scenario being tested. In addition, there is no high-level summary that explains
each test. This makes generated test cases difficult to understand. In manual
testing, test cases are typically commented up-front. For example, comments
such as: This test verifies the scenario of deleting an existing file are difficult
to obtain in the MBT context.
2. Finding the root cause of test failures is difficult. Long generated tests that
fail can be difficult to debug. In many cases, we had to manually remove code
in the generated tests to produce a small subset of scenarios that lead to test
failures. This process can be time-consuming.
3. The same test failures in multiple tests are difficult to recognize. Tests are
generated from a model and usually there are overlaps of transitions in one or
more tests. Thus, if there are for example five test cases that fail, it does not
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mean all these failures are independent issues. We had to manually analyze
each test failure in order to confirm that they are indeed the same issues.
4. Programmers are not used to modeling. Programmers are used to writing test
cases and source code but they hardly perform (abstract) modeling. Thus,
MBT is a shift in the testing paradigm because it requires more abstract
thinking. However, we have been observing that even under-graduate students
are able to learn modeling using finite state machines. Thus, this limitation
could be somewhat addressed through training and better modeling support.
3.1.8 Threats to Validity
The discussion about threats to validity is based on the model of Wohlin et
al [88]. They define four classes of threats to validity, namely threats to internal,
external, construction, and conclusion validity.
3.1.8.1 Threats to internal validity
Threats to internal validity are caused by factors that were not considered but
might have influenced the results of the case study.
The results of this study indicate that the presented MBT approach is efficient
in detecting defects in the SUT. However, if the defects were previously known by
the test engineer who conducted the MBT, then the test engineer would have been
biased and could have constructed the model in such a way that such known defects
would have been exposed. In such a case, the results would be attributed to the
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knowledge of the test engineer rather than to the use of the MBT approach.
We view this risk as non-existent for several reasons:
1. The detected defects were not known to the OSAL team at NASA, thus there
is no risk that the test engineer could have tailored the model to a certain set
of known defects. In addition, the OSAL has been tested before as part of the
regular NASA process and those detected defects were removed.
2. We have not conducted any other type of testing of the OSAL. Thus there is
no risk that defects detected using other testing techniques were re-detected
by the MBT approach.
3. We have previously analyzed OSAL using static analysis techniques and de-
tected defects. However, a majority of those defects were of different types
and would have been impossible to detect using MBT. There is some overlap
of defects that would have been difficult, but not impossible to detect using
MBT. For example, if the same test cases were executed against several OSes
through their OSAL wrappers, it would have been possible to detect some
of the defects we detected statically. For example, in a previous study [89],
we reported defects related to differences in how OSAL OS wrappers use re-
turn codes. For example, one wrapper returned a generic return code (i.e.
FS OS ERROR), while another wrapper returned a specific return code (i.e.
FS ERR INVALID POINTER) in a comparable situation. However, this par-
ticular defect was not detected using MBT so the risk is small that previous
results influenced the modeling in a significant way.
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4. An analysis of the model reveals that its structure is based on the API and
on the structure of the code. Each API function is modeled in the same way,
using the return codes as the driver. API functions that depend on each other
(e.g. a file must be created before it can be deleted, unless the goal of the test
is to test the response to evil requests) are modeled accordingly. Thus, the
model is uniform and does not cover one area of the system more extensively
than another. Thus, we deem the risk to be low that it was the test engineers
knowledge about weak areas in the code that led to the detection of defects.
Instead we believe it was the MBT approach that resulted in the detection of
the reported defects.
3.1.8.2 Threats to external validity
Threats to external validity are concerned with whether we can generalize the
results outside the scope of our study. There are several questions related to this, for
example: 1. Would someone else, who performed MBT on the same system using the
same approach arrive at the same results? 2. Would someone else, who performed
MBT on another system (in a different domain, different language, different use of
external entities, different types of software or technology platform) using the same
approach arrive at similar results?
1. Different test engineer Experiences with using FSMs for MBT and basic pro-
gramming knowledge are important in order for other test engineers to repeat
and produce the same results presented in the case study. We have instructed
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others on how to use this MBT approach and since they arrived at similar re-
sults, we have strong reasons to believe that another test engineer also would
produce similar results. In fact, the principle of modeling each possible return
code as a transition, results in a predictable number of transitions. In addi-
tion, the way the states are used to capture the conceptual states of the SUT
results in a predicable structure of the model. However, since the models can
be divided into sub-models in a somewhat subjective manner, still with the
same overall functionality, we do not expect the number of sub-models to be
exactly the same. Since test cases are derived from the model by Jumbl, we
do believe that another test engineer using the presented modeling approach
would detect the same issues in OSAL. If the same approach was applied to
another SUT, we believe that the same types of issues would be detected, i.e.
differences between expected and actual behavior based on return codes and
crashes.
2. Different domains The test engineer who conducted MBT on OSAL did not
possess domain knowledge of flight software and how it might use the OSAL
in detail. The test engineer has not been involved in the development or
maintenance of OSAL. Thus, we do not see any reason why the proposed
method would not be repeatable on software systems in different domains as
long as they have an API. However, it is critical that the functions of the
API return values that reflect the outcome (success and failure codes) of each
function call. If this is not the case, then the API must offer other functions
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that can be used to provide the same information. Without such visibility into
the state of the system, any form of black box testing through the API will
be difficult.
3. Different programming languages The modeling approach is independent of
the programming language of the SUT as well as of the test execution frame-
work. The actions associated with the transitions are high-level instructions
that are replaced by programming statements outside of the model. Thus,
these abstract test cases derived from the model can be translated into any
programming language and test execution framework without changing the
models. Thus, as long as the programming language supports the notion of
functions and return codes, as described above, the risk that the presented
approach would not work on systems written in other programming languages
is small.
4. Different types of software, technology platforms The approach of using MBT
to test a system through its API can in fact be used on most types of systems
independent of the software architecture or technology platform. For example,
the GUI of a web-based system can be viewed as an API. Thus, the behavior
of such as system can be modeled using the same approach, and the same
type of abstract test cases can be derived from the model. The only difference
would be in the test execution framework (e.g. Selenium1), which would be
used to navigate the GUI and check that the actual state of the GUI matches
1http://www.seleniumhq.org/
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the expected state (e.g. the correct web page has loaded as an effect of click-
ing the submit button). This is based on that fact that we have conducted
successful (but unpublished) studies where the approach was applied on web-
based systems. There is a risk, however, that this approach does not work
on some embedded systems that lack a regular API. If they are dependent
on a certain hardware platform, it would be even more difficult to test such
a system. At the same time, any type of testing of such systems is difficult.
When it comes to the code coverage, the results are probably not transferable
to another system, unless it is very similar to OSAL. Since the OSAL mainly
consists of wrapper code, it only translates from one interface to another and
therefore is relatively limited in complexity. This is most likely why the code
coverage reached about 96%, which is very high compared to typical results.
3.1.8.3 Threats to construction validity
Threats to construction validity assess if the correct measurements were used
in the case study. In this study we used the number of issues as the basic measure-
ment. This is a direct measure that is not derived and therefore should be a good
indicator for the effectiveness of the MBT approach. In order to validate that the
detected defects were indeed relevant, the NASA OSAL team reviewed each issue
and determined that this was the case.
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3.1.8.4 Threats to conclusion validity
Threats to conclusion validity cover issues that affect the ability to draw the
right conclusions from a case study.
Our conclusion is that the presented MBT approach is effective in detecting
defects in OSAL and systems similar to OSAL. Considering that it is easier to detect
defects in a low-quality system (because there are more defects to be detected), it
is important to remember that the OSAL has been thoroughly tested as part of the
regular NASA development process and already had high quality when this study
started.
In addition, we conclude that there is a relationship between model coverage
and code coverage that was measured to be relatively high. However, in order to
maximize coverage, the testing model need to be able to manipulate the environment
the system is running in (i.e. restrict the available memory on disk, in RAM, restrict
network access, introduce time delays etc.).
The study was done on only one system, which restricts the generalization of
the study. Nevertheless it can be compared to other studies and be a valuable data
point for comparison with future studies. In addition, as explained above, we have
conducted similar studies on other types of systems with similar results regarding
defect detection. Thus we believe the risk is low that the conclusion is incorrect.
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3.1.9 Conclusion
We developed a suite of behavioral models represented as hierarchical FSMs,
of OSALs core file system API and generated a large number of test cases auto-
matically. We then automatically executed these test cases against the OSAL. The
results show that the OSAL is a high quality product. Due to the systematic and
rigorous nature of MBT, we detected a few previously unknown ONBs, which es-
caped traditional manual testing and code reviews. Thus, we conclude that MBT is
both applicable and effective for testing system such as the OSAL and is especially
effective in detecting those types of ONBs that crash the system or can be observed
by comparing expected return codes with actual ones.
We discussed the MBT architecture, the analysis of detected ONBs, and code
coverage of generated tests. The generated test cases achieved high code coverage
(about 96%). We also found that defensive programming and low-level error check-
ing features (e.g., file I/O errors) make it difficult to achieve 100% code coverage
unless the environment can be manipulated so that the application runs out mem-
ory, disk space etc. We also showed that maximum code coverage can be achieved
with a limited number of test cases and that adding more test cases did not in-
crease code coverage. However, since some of the detected defects required very
long and repetitive test cases, we conclude that code coverage is a necessary but
unsatisfactory testing metric.
We also discussed the strengths and weaknesses of MBT. We conclude that that
it would be beneficial to overcome the identified weaknesses, such as facilitating the
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analysis of failed test cases and to help the tester with the model creation process, for
MBT to be an undisputed technology candidate for infusion into everyday practice.
3.2 The GMSEC Case Study
The GMSEC Case Study [90] was originally published as a short abstract [27]
and conducted together with Vignir Gudmundsson who was a visiting scientist at
Fraunhofer CESE during the study. The full study [90] has also been published as
part of his Master’s Thesis at the University of Reykjavik [91].
The SUT of this case study was the software bus of NASAs Goddard Mission
Service Evolution Center (GMSEC). The goal was to study the feasibility of using
extended finite state machine (EFSM) based MBT to identify ONBs in a real-
world software system that was designed to be flexible. GMSEC has three levels of
flexibility: 1) loose application coupling through a software bus based on the publish-
subscribe architectural style, 2) language independence by providing APIs to the
bus in several programming languages, 3) middleware independence by providing
wrappers for several middlewares that are supported by the software bus.
The novelty brought forward in this study is that one model and one set of
generated test cases was used as the basis to test the software bus for behavioral
consistency across multiple programming languages and middleware wrappers.
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3.2.1 The System Under Test
GMSEC is a flexible and reusable framework that provides a scalable, exten-
sible ground system for current and future missions both inside and outside NASA.
The built-in flexibility has allowed many space missions (e.g., the Global Precipita-
tion Measurement (GPM) mission, the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission,
and the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO)) to build their systems based on GM-
SEC. A GMSEC application is a large component that accomplishes a certain set
of functionality. For example, the GMSEC System Display (GEDAT) application
provides a visual representation of the GMSEC environment and can display data
system activity at any level within the network.
The bus allows GMSEC-compatible applications to be integrated with the sys-
tem in a plug-and-play manner. There are many GMSEC-compatible applications
(application for short) on the market already, thus one can quickly build the ba-
sis for a new ground system in a few hours. In case the necessary application is
not already available, it can be implemented in one of the supported programming
languages. By adding the GMSEC API for the applicable programming language,
the application becomes GMSEC-compatible and can be plugged into any system
that is based on the GMSEC bus. In addition to the API that is supported in
different programming languages, there are several different middleware products
available on the market that are supported by GMSEC. The applications that use
the GMSEC API do not access the middleware directly but through a middleware
wrapper. The software bus implementation redirects all method calls to appopri-
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ate middleware wrappers at runtime. There is one wrapper for each middleware
product. While middleware products typically handle the transportion of data, the
software bus adds messaging based on the pub-sub style [92] in a consistent way
across all supported middlewares.
Testing of the bus is a complex endeavor because of the flexibility it offers.
The bus offers a set of commands related to the pub-sub style that must be tested.
However, the user has great flexibility in creating valid command sequences making
it a challenge to test them all.
In addition, the system supports a flexible number of subjects to which applica-
tions can publish, where subscriptions can be formulated using regular expressions.
Since the API is implemented in several different programming languages, each such
API has to be tested. The fact that there are wrappers for many middlewares, which
all must be tested, adds to the testing burden. Ideally, there is a suite of test cases
that cover all possible combinations of valid pub-sub commands. Ideally, the test
suite would then be automatically translated to each of the supported programming
languages, and executed on each of the supported middlewares, thus indirectly test-
ing each wrapper.
Over the years, the GMSEC team has developed a set of executable test cases
that achieve some of these goals. However the test suite is hand-written and limited
to a couple of common pub-sub scenarios. In addition, the test suites for the different
programming languages and middleware wrappers are not identical and thus the
results cannot easily be compared across configurations. Naturally, the GMSEC
team conducts large amounts of testing. They also continuously review the artifacts
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in order to detect potential issues. In addition to their rigorous reviews and testing,
the GMSEC team prefers an independent organization such as Fraunhofer CESE to
review the implementation quality [93] as well as to evaluate new technologies for
potential infusion into the GMSEC project.
3.2.2 Nominal Behaviors of a Message Bus
In the publisher-subscribe architecture there are four key concepts: publishers,
subscribers, messages, and subjects. The nominal behaviors of the associated actions
of these concepts are as follows. Publishers and subscribers communicate indirectly
via the message bus (bus for short). A subscriber can subscribe to subjects and any
message published by a publisher to the bus that matches the subject is routed to the
subscriber. Publishers publish to the bus and it is ultimately the bus’ responsibility
to route the message to all subscribers. The messages are placed into a message
buffer (akin to a mailbox) that the application can periodically check. In GMSEC
this buffer holds messages from all subjects. However, in other publish-subscribe
style applications that we tested at Fraunhofer [94] there could be several buffers
depending on the number of subjects an application is subscribed to.
Both publisher and subscriber are unaware of each other and are thus loosely
coupled and only aware of their subjects and messages they send or receive. An
application can be subscriber, publisher, or both. If an application is subscribed to
a subject and sending out a message to said subject it will also receive a copy of the
message. Before an application can do anything it first has to connect to the software
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bus by creating a connection object and then calling the connect command. This
will make the software bus aware of the application and it can now start publishing
and/or subscribing.
There are also a number of other NBs related to the sequencing of actions
that are important to describe as rules because they dictate the type of testing that
needs to be performed.
1. Establishing a connection to the bus: An application must be connected
to the bus in order to interact with it. An attempt to connect if the application
is not already connected should succeed, otherwise it should fail.
2. Subscribing to a subject: An attempt to subscribe to a subject that the
application does not already subscribe to should succeed, otherwise it should
fail. Unsubscribing to a subject: An attempt to unsubscribe to a subject
that the application already subscribes to should succeed, otherwise it should
fail. A successful unsubscription to a subject removes the subscription for that
subject, thus the application is allowed to subscribe again to the same subject.
3. Delivery of messages: In order for a message to be delivered, an applica-
tion must subscribe to the subject before messages of the same subject are
published. Only if this is the case, the published message is delivered to the
subscribers buffer. Once the message is delivered to the buffer, the subscriber
can retrieve that message at any time.
4. Reliability: The bus should deliver one copy of each message to each sub-
scriber, once and only once.
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5. Clean up upon disconnect: When an application disconnects from the bus,
the bus should remove all of the applications subscriptions as well as all of the
applications messages in the buffer that have not yet been delivered. Thus,
if the application connects again to the bus, it has no subscriptions and no
messages.
3.2.3 Testing Questions
From the above mentioned NB, we derive the following testing questions, which
together could be used to drive the modeling and the testing of any bus that is based
on the pub-sub style.
1. Q1: Are there ONBs related to the connect/disconnect functionality?
2. Q2: Are there ONBs related to the disconnect cleanup functionality?
3. Q3: Are there ONBs related to an application subscribing to one or more
different subjects?
4. Q4: Can a component subscribe to the same subject multiple times without
unsubscribing in between?
5. Q5: Can a component unsubscribe to the same subject multiple times without
subscribing in between?
6. Q6: Can a component unsubscribe to a subject it is currently not subscribed
to?
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7. Q7: Are there any missing messages?
8. Q8: Are there any extra messages?
9. Q9: Are there ONBs related to the validation of message subjects?
3.2.4 Case study
Since the GMSEC team is interested in improving their testing processes
through automation, the goal of the study was to study the feasibility of using
MBT to identify ONBs in GMSEC. Another goal was to evaluate extended finite
state machines (EFSMs) as the testing models to identify their strengths and weak-
nesses. State machines were chosen because they are easily understood and open
source MBT tools that generate test cases from them are readily available [95].
A major question for the study was: Can the GMSEC software bus be modeled
in such a way that test cases can be automatically generated to test the software
bus and its publish-subscribe messaging features as well as all possible combinations
of programming languages and middleware wrappers without modifying the model?
Since GMSEC was already tested by the GMSEC team, the MBT approach would
be viewed as successful if it were able to detect ONBs that had not been uncovered
by those earlier testing efforts. This study covers the testing of the GMSEC software
bus and its abilities to perform messaging according to the publish-subscribe style,
thus no GMSEC applications were modeled or tested in this study. Instead, the test
cases are generated from dummy applications that use the software buss APIs in
different but realistic ways.
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3.2.4.1 The scope of the study
The GMSEC supports several programming languages (C, C++, Java, Perl).
For this study we decided to test the C, C++, and Java APIs because they are
the most frequently used ones. GMSEC also provides different middleware wrap-
pers for commercial and open-source middlewares such as WebLogic, WebSphere,
Tibco Smart Sockets, and ActiveMQ. In addition, GMSECs own middleware imple-
mentations Bolt and MB (a.k.a. Magic Bus) are provided as part of the GMSEC
deliverable. These middlewares are supplying the underlying framework that realizes
the message bus.
We decided to test the wrappers for WebLogic, Bolt, and MB in this study.
Because of commercial licensing issues, other middleware wrappers were excluded.
It should be noted that while the commercial middlewares have already been tested
by their vendors, the wrappers were developed as part of the GMSEC project and
therefore must be tested by the GMSEC team. This type of testing is provided as
part of our application of MBT to GMSEC. The study was carried out indepen-
dently of the GMSEC team, but questions were asked to the GMSEC team during
the process when the documentation was not specific enough. The findings were
reported to the GMSEC team at the end of the study.
3.2.4.2 Applying MBT on the GMSEC API
Modeling of the GMSEC bus was driven by the specifications for the core
features of a software bus, the associated rules, and the derived testing questions
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Table 3.1: Results of the GMSEC ONB Analysis
ID Testing Question Answer MWW API
Q1 Are there ONBs related to the connect/disconnect functionality? Yes Yes No
Q2 Are there ONBs related to the disconnect cleanup functionality? Yes Yes No
Q3 Are there ONBs related to an application subscribing to one or more different subjects? Yes No Yes
Q4 Can a component subscribe to the same subject multiple times without unsubscribing in between? No No No
Q5 Can a component unsubscribe to the same subject multiple times without subscribing in between? Yes No Yes
Q6 Can a component unsubscribe to a subject it was never subscribed to? No No No
Q7 Are there any missing messages? Yes Yes No
Q8 Are there any extra messages? Yes Yes No
Q9 Are there ONBs related to the validation of message subjects? No No No
that we introduced earlier. The model was then used to generate abstract test cases,
which were automatically translated into three sets of concrete test cases, one for
each programming language that we chose. Each set was then executed on each of
the three middlewares. Thus, the abstract test suite was used to test nine different
concrete configurations. We created 100 test cases that each achieved full transition
coverage of the model.
3.2.4.3 Results
The summarized results of the ONBs from executing the 100 tests in the nine
versions are shown in table 3.1. The answer to the testing questions is provided in
Column 3. Column 4 indicates whether the issues could be traced back to the mid-
dleware wrappers (MWW), whereas Column 5 shows if there where inconsistencies
between the different GMSEC API implementations (Java, C, or C++).
The tester detected ONBs for six of the nine testing questions. Four of the
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ONBs could be traced back to the middleware wrapper and two to inconsistencies
in the APIs. We only detected ONBs in the Bug/Defect category, none were found
in the Good or Bad Surprise category.
One of the ONBs we encountered in the connect/disconnect functionality (Q1)
manifested itself only on the Bolt middleware, when the generated test cases called
the connect/disconnect functionality several times in short succession. After several
consecutive calls the connect function would start to return an error code. Another
ONB that is middlware specific was in relation to Q8 (multiple messages) and oc-
cured for the middlewares Bolt and WebLogic. The ONB was that an application
could retrieve several copies of the same message when in fact there was only one.
When the test case was executed on MB, the message could correctly only be re-
trieved once, but when it was executed on either of the other two middlewares, the
application was able to incorrectly retrieve extra copies of that same message when-
ever it checked for new messages. This ONB is subtle and difficult to detect since,
by design, applications are unaware of the number of messages that are sent to them
at any given time. Thus, this ONB could cause problems if the retrieving applica-
tion does not check for duplicate messages. An application that was developed and
tested using MB would, for example, not have problems with duplicate messages
and therefore most likely would not check for duplicate message. However, if MB
is switched for Bolt or WebLogic, which is effortless due to the built-in flexibility,
problems with duplicate messages would suddenly occur without the programmer
necessarily understanding why, since the application passed all tests and worked
without problems in the field.
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An example of an API inconsistency is an ONB we encountered in relation to
Q3 (subscribing several times). The Java implementation of the API does not handle
the differences between a regular subscription and a callback subscription correctly.
As mentioned before, a regular subscription and a subscription with a callback to the
same subject should be treated as two different subscriptions. The problem occurred
in situations where a regular subscription was followed by a subscription with a
callback to the same subject. Both operations should return success. However, the
Java implementation incorrectly returns an error for the subscription with callback.
We were also experimenting with modeling GMSEC as a FSM model, however
the FSM model was not well suited for modeling multiple subscriptions and multiple
messages and it was therefore not possible to answer all testing questions using a
FSM model.
3.2.5 Lessons Learned
Here we present our lessons learned from the case study of applying MBT on
GMSEC. Many of these lessons are independent of the pubsub style and are also
relevant for testing of systems based on other styles.
• Existing test cases are valuable assets for MBT. The tester first re-
viewed the existing unit test cases in order to build a model and also to define
the mapping between actions of the model and concrete APIs to interact with
the SUT. Without the existing test cases, it would have taken a lot more ef-
fort to perform end-to-end MBT because independent testing teams may not
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know how to use the API. It is recommended to leverage existing test cases
for introducing MBT.
• Use an incremental end-to-end approach. Executable test cases were
generated, after modeling just two basic functions (connect and disconnect).
Those test cases were run to make sure the most basic functions worked well.
Afterwards, in each increment, additional behaviors were modeled and auto-
matically derived and executed test cases and reported bugs to the GMSEC
team. In some cases, the model and resolved abstractions that were used
in previous increments we also refined. For example, the initial models ab-
stracted the subject pattern by ignoring regular expressions. This abstraction
is correct but incomplete, thus, later versions of the models introduced regu-
lar expressions. An incremental approach to MBT is very attractive, meaning
that managers and engineers see the value of MBT immediately instead of
waiting for the model to be completed.
• Embed debugging information in the generated test cases. When a
generated test case fails, the tester has to review the test and understand the
conceptual state of the system. For example, if unsubscribe fails, the tester
has to manually reconstruct the conceptual subscription table. This process
can be time consuming especially if the generated tests are lengthy. Debugging
information such as the conceptual state of the subscription table, which is
created during the model traversal time, was embedded into the generated
test cases. The debugging information is of great value to understand the root
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cause of test failures and characterize the test failures to developers. Adding
the debugging information will make the tests look more complex, but the
benefits are overwhelmingly useful to reason about test failures.
• Maintain traceability links. When a generated test case fails, the tester
knows the line number where the assertion failed. However, the sequence
of actions that led to the failure is often not immediately clear. It is time
consuming to walk through the concrete test case in comparison to the abstract
test case because the former is very detailed (e.g., it includes a lot of set-up
code, declarations, etc.) but the latter is often much shorter without any
implementation details. However, it is not easy to map the line number of
the test failure to the abstract test case. For this purpose, traceability links
were maintained using the mapping data between high-level actions of models
to low-level actions of the API, especially when tests fail traceability links
are helpful. In the GMSEC case, the mapping data was used to maintain
traceability links among the generated test cases for different programming
languages that we support.
• Models benefit from naming conventions. One benefit of MBT is that
the model is a precise documentation of the SUT. However, it is important
to ensure that state names and transitions clearly explain the intention and
follow a consistent naming convention. Such models help others to understand




In this case study MBT was applied to the API of the software bus of NASAs
GMSEC. The goal of the case study was to study the feasibility of using MBT to
identify ONBs in a software system that is designed to be flexible. The premise of
MBT is to provide a systematic way to test systems in an automated manner and
the case study was conducted in order to evaluate whether this premise holds. The
case study demonstrates that it is feasible to use MBT for a system like GMSEC.
This was demonstrated, for example, by the fact that the test cases were able to
detect ONBs in GMSEC, which is an already tested system. It also showed that it
was feasible to use the same model to test different characteristics of the publish-
subscribe architecture for different middlewares as well as different GMSEC APIs
implemented in different programming languages without changing the models or
abstract test cases.
We also found that MBT does provide a systematic way to test systems, and
even though there are still manual steps involved, a high degree of automation is
possible to achieve with reasonable effort. Although, in this paper, the testing
approach was applied on a system based on the publish-subscribe style, it can be
applied on any system suitable for MBT. Based on the lessons learned from this
study, we have developed a tool for MBT that facilitate the use of Graphwalker for
MBT as described in this paper.
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3.3 The Elexnet Case Study
The Elexnet case study [26] compares manual testing as performed by a tester
at Global Net Services (GNSI, one of our industrial partners) with MBT which was
performed by a tester from the Fraunhofer Center for Experimental Software Engi-
neering. The SUT is a web-based data collection and review system for publications
about food-borne illnesses. The SUT was inherited by GNSI from another company.
Under a federal contract by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), GNSI then
modified the SUT to meet new requirements.
3.3.1 Empirical Study
To be able to understand the impact of a new technology, one has to compare
the new technology to the currently used ones, and collect relevant and comparable
data. Naturally, in the context of GNSI, one would like to compare the performance
of two (or more) experienced GNSI employees. However, since it would be too
expensive and time consuming to first train a regular GNSI employee in MBT and
then have that employee use MBT on a set of other systems to become experienced,
we decided to rely on an outside tester for MBT with the drawback that such an
outsider is not a domain expert and not familiar with GNSIs systems.
3.3.1.1 Study Goal
The goal of this study is to evaluate the costs and benefits of MBT based on
FSMs as compared to completely manual testing, in an industrial setting at GNSI.
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We designed the study so that we could compare the effectiveness (number and type
of ONBs found) and efficiency (effort spent) of the two techniques.
3.3.1.2 Study Design
The study was carried out by two management teams. The GNSI management
team coordinated all efforts on the GNSI side, appointed the manual tester, provided
all artifacts (requirements, URL to test system etc.) and selected the SUT and the
versions to be tested. The Fraunhofer management team coordinated all efforts on
the Fraunhofer side and appointed the MBT tester.
The testing tasks were carried out by two testers. The GNSI tester, who used
GNISs regular testing practices, was a GNSI employee with seven years of testing
experience, of which the last 3.5 years were spent at GNSI. The manual tester has
limited development experience and is not a programmer.
The Fraunhofer tester was a Fraunhofer employee with two years of programing
and testing experience and one year experience of MBT during which this tester had
tested three other web based system using MBT/Selenium as well as one API-based
system. The MBT tester also had some support from a senior scientist at Fraunhofer
to set up the testing architecture as well as from a student intern who helped develop
the testing framework. The testers had no contact with each other during the testing
process. The testers had access to identical documentation and could also contact
the development team with questions about the SUT and its requirements, which
they did on a couple of occasions to clarify how the NB of the SUT was supposed
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to work.
Each tester was instructed to apply their approach on two versions of the SUT
with the goal to detect as many ONBs as possible. No time limit was given; the
testers used their own discretion to determine when to stop each testing task while
recording the time they spent. The second testing session (version 2) was observed
by a Fraunhofer researcher who also followed up with interviews of the two subjects
on their background etc. The observation was conducted in order to get a deeper
understanding of the two different testing processes and where the effort was spent.
Based on this data we collected lessons learned about the testing processes and
identified improvement points in the workflows.
The SUT and the two different versions were selected by the GNSI study
management group, who picked the SUT because it was representative of the types
of systems GNSI develops. Thus the two testers did not have any influence on the
system or version selection process. The testers did not have any previous knowledge
of the SUT. The versions were tested as they were developed by the development
team so to mimic a regular software development project. Thus, the testers only
had information about the version they were currently testing. When they tested
the first version, they, knew that a second version would be tested later, but they
did not have any other information about the second version such as if any features
had changed or what defects had been fixed. Since the study required that the two
testing teams were relatively synchronized in their testing (i.e. that their testing
was carried out during the same week), the study was conducted in parallel to the
regular testing effort of the development and testing team.
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None of the two testers interacted with the development team or the original
testers beyond the initial questions about the requirements.
3.3.1.3 The System Under Test
The SUT is a web-based data collection and review system for publications
about food-borne illnesses. The SUT was inherited by GNSI from another company.
Under a federal contract, GNSI then modified the SUT to meet new requirements.
The SUT has three different user roles: 1) Scientists can enter data and review
and edit their own entries; 2) Subject Chairs can review and approve or reject the
entries of subordinate Scientists; 3) Managing Editors have access to and can edit
all entries.
The two testers tested two versions (V1 and V2) of the SUT. V1 is based on
Oracles Portal framework and had been rolled out to the users for evaluation. V2
is a redesigned version where the graphical user interface (GUI) had been changed
and was no longer based on the Oracle Portal framework. In addition, several issues
that previously had been reported for V1 had been fixed. No new functionality
had been added. Thus, V2 needed to be tested to ensure that previous defects had
indeed been removed and no new defects had been introduced. In addition, since
the GUI had changed drastically, it was important to test that no new defects had
been introduced due to this change.
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3.3.1.4 Artifacts available to the Testers
The following artifacts were available to the testers:
• Use cases: The testers were instructed to test the SUTs implementation of
two use cases related to data entry and edit. Each use case description was
about 1,600 words long.
• Requirements: Details of the two use cases to be tested were provided in
the requirements specification. The detailed requirements document was 3,800
words long.
• Access to developers: The testers could contact the developers to discuss
the use cases, the requirements or the SUT.
• The SUT: The testers had access to the running SUT through three user
accounts, one for each role, but not to source code.
3.3.1.5 Data Collected
We collected self-reported effort data, i.e. each tester recorded the number
of hours worked on a certain task. We also collected self-reported ONBs, i.e. each
tester documented each detected ONB. The data was collected for each of the two
versions.
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3.3.2 The two Testing Processes
3.3.2.1 Manual Testing at GNSI
The following is a summary of the testing process at GNSI as it was conducted
by the manual tester participating in this study.
In the first step, the manual tester builds an understanding of the SUT. For
this, the tester analyzes the documentation (e.g. requirements, use cases), explores
the SUT, and discusses the SUT with its developers. This step is necessary for the
tester to understand how the SUT works.
In the next step, the manual tester writes down test instructions for the test
cases. The test cases specify the actions that the tester should perform and the
expected results, and are documented in an excel spreadsheet. Thus these test cases
are a set of manual instructions on how to test the SUT. The manual tester uses
them as a guide while testing the system. During this manual execution, the tester
enters data, clicks on buttons, observes the resulting behavior, compares to expected
behavior, and documents ONBs. The manual tester also does some exploratory
testing beyond what is specified in the test cases. The steps involved in is type of
exploratory testing are typically undocumented unless ONBs were detected.
3.3.2.2 Model-Based Testing at Fraunhofer
The model-based tester in this case study followed the approach described
in Section 2.1. The system was modeled as a finite state machine FSM and tests
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were generated using the JUMBL tool [96]. The stopping criterion for Jumbl equals
reaching the state labeled Exit. The tester can instruct Jumbl to either randomly
traverse the model until the exit state is reached, or to produce as many test cases
as needed to cover all states and transitions.
The test execution framework is based on Selenium2, which automates testing
of web systems. Seleniums Java API was used to interact with the SUT. JUnit3 is
the basis for the generated test cases and JUnits runtime environment executes the
test programs.
The test generation and test execution process is automated and requires
nearly no human effort. The test execution results in a list of test cases that passed
or failed, and the location of the failure. A failing test case is analyzed by the
tester to determine 1) whether it failed because of an issue in the SUT or of other
reasons, and 2) how to reproduce the failure. This involves replaying the test case
automatically or manually.
3.3.3 Results and Observations: Issues
3.3.3.1 ONB Classification
Each ONB was classified according to a scheme that was defined bottom-up
i.e. it was based on the detected ONBs. Each class has an example associated with




• Business Logic: ONB related to functionality. E.g. The user wants to
save entered data but the save button is missing, thus data cannot be saved.
The issues in this category are of the Bug/Defect ONB category. (Example:
Business Logic #3)
• Field Validation: ONB caused by missing or incorrect field validators. E.g.
Required field method type can incorrectly be empty. These ONBs also fall
into Bug/Defect ONB category. (Example: Field Validation #1)
• Extra Fields: Inconsistencies between specified and actual fields. E.g. the
specification does not list a field for phone number, but the GUI has one. These
fall into the Good Surprise ONB category, since they are valid behaviors that
are not properly documented. (Example: Extra Field #2)
• Naming Discrepancies: Inconsistencies between specified and actual labels.
E.g. Specification lists an Organization label but label on GUI reads Lab or
Organization. Since they are deviations from the documented behavior they
are also in the Bug/Issue ONB category. (Example: Naming Discrepancy #1)
• Usability Issues: ONBs related to usability that do not interfere with the
functionality. E.g. the layout is broken but the SUT is still fully functional.
Since the layout has not been specified and the ONBs had detrimental ef-
fects on the usability these issues fall into the Bad Surprise ONB category.
(Example: Usability Issue #2)
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Table 3.2: ONBs detected in V1
Category Manual MBT Union
Business Logic 9 19 22
Field Validation 1 6 6
Extra Fields 6 1 6
Naming Discrepancies 5 0 5









The results from testing V1 are as follows: the Manual tester reported 21
ONBs and the MBT tester reported 29 ONBs, see Table 3.2. The combined number
of detected ONBs (the union of the two sets) is 42. The overlap of the findings is
small (8) and each tester reported several distinct ONBs (Manual 13; MBT 21), i.e.
ONBs that were detected by one tester and not the other, see Table 3.3. The Manual
tester reported more ONBs related to Naming and Field Discrepancies, whereas the
MBT tester reported more ONBs related to Business Logic, Field Validation and
Usability. It should be noted that all usability ONBs reported by the MBT tester
were detected during exploration. No modeling related to Usability was done and
therefore no usability ONBs were detected by MBTs test programs.
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The results from testing V2 are as follows: the Manual tester reported 17 ONBs
and the MBT tester reported 29 ONBs, see Table 3.4. The combined number of
reported ONB (union) is 36, see Table 4. The MBT tester still reported more ONBs
related to Business Logic and Field Validation, but for Usability, the two approaches
reported almost the same number of ONBs (5 vs. 6) with a great overlap. It should
again be noted that all usability issues reported by the MBT tester were detected
during the exploration phase. Since the locators to automatically locate fields and
buttons had changed significantly from V1 to V2, the MBT tester first had to
explore the new version of the SUT in order to understand exactly how to address
that change. In that process, new usability issues were detected. It is important to
note that the ONBs related to Naming and Field Discrepancies that were reported
for V1 were still present in V2, but were not reported by the manual tester this
time.
The ONBs that were reported for V2 are still distinctly distributed among the
two approaches: 19 of the 36 ONBs were reported only by the MBT tester and 7
only by the manual tester. The 10 remaining ONBs were reported by both testers,
see Table 3.5.
We will now analyze the detected ONBs across the two versions. Since some
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Table 3.4: ONBs detected in V2
Category Manual MBT Union
Business Logic 10 17 22
Field Validation 1 5 5
Extra Fields 1 1 1
Naming Discrepancies 0 0 0

















Table 3.6: Number of total ONBs detected in the two versions
Category Manual MBT Union
Business Logic 12 22 27
Field Validation 1 6 6
Naming Discrepancies 5 0 5
Extra Fields 6 1 6








of the ONBs were fixed from V1 to V2 and since some new ONBs were reported,
we summarized (using the union operator) all reported ONBs, see Table 3.6 and
Table 3.7. The tables show the total number of ONBs found in the two versions,
including all ONBs found in V1 plus all newly reported ONBs in V2. That is, an
ONB that was reported twice by a tester, i.e. in both V1 and V2, is counted only
once. The analysis show that the MBT tester found more ONBs related to the
Business Logic and Field Validation categories, whereas the manual tester reported
more ONBs related to the Naming and Field Discrepancy categories. The two
approaches reported similar number of ONBs (Manual: 29; MBT: 36), see Table 6,
even though they reported different ONBs (Only Manual: 17; only MBT: 24), see
Table 3.7.
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In order to compare the value of the detected ONBs, we classified each issue
using a severity score scale consisting of five levels that was defined by NASA [97],
see Table 3.8. For simplicity, we used the inverse severity level as the severity score.
Thus, issues on severity level 1 received a severity score of 5. ONBs on severity
level 5 received a severity score of 1. ONBs related to business logic received scored
between 1 and 4 depending on how severe each ONBs was; field validation ONBs
all scored 2, and all other ONBs scored 1. By summarizing all severity scores, we
see that Manual resulted in a severity score of 46 while MBTs score was 73. Thus,
MBTs score was about 60% higher than manuals.
3.3.3.4 ONB Discussion
One observation is that only a few of the ONBs were found by both approaches.
The mostly disjoint ONBs indicate that the testers focused their efforts on different
aspects of the SUT even though they had the same testing goal (to detect ONBs
related to the two use cases). The manual tester, for example, tested for discrepan-
cies in the field names (a specific manual test case listed all expected field names).
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Severity 1: Prevent the accomplishment of an essential capability;
or jeopardize safety, security, or other requirement designated critical.
5 None Reported N/A N/A
Severity 2: Adversely affect the accomplishment of an
essential capability and no work-around solution is known
4 Business Logic 1*4=4 4*4=16
Severity 3: Adversely affect the accomplishment of an
essential capability but a work-around solution is known
3 Business Logic 3*3=9 2*3=6
Severity 4: Results in user/operator inconvenience but does
not affect a required operational or mission essential capability
2
Business Logic 7*2=14 15*2=30
Field Validation 1*2=2 6*2=12
Severity 5: Any other issues.
1
Business Logic 1*1=1 1*1=1
Usability 5*1=5 7*1=7
Naming Discrepancies 5*1=5 N/A
Extra Fields 6*1=6 1*1=1
Summary 46 73
MBTs severity score was ∼60% higher than
manuals (73/46=1.59)
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The MBT tester focused mostly on functional issues. Adding a check for field names
could have been included in the model but this type of testing does not fit well into
the FSM approach because it focuses on the expected behavior of the SUT. Creating
a simple Selenium script to check this would have been the best way to detect such
ONBs.
Also, since the models for MBT were focused on functionality issues (Business
Logic) we expected that MBT would perform well in this category. The same is true
for field validation; MBT models typically test many possible types of input values
both nominal and off-nominal (e.g. long inputs, inputs with special characters, no
inputs etc.). MBT is very well-suited for such testing because a large number of
test cases are needed to cover all necessary scenarios. It would take a human tester
much more time to achieve the same type of testing. In addition, a manual tester
might make mistakes in entering the test data thereby invalidating the test case by
accident.
The MBT tester missed 5 of the business logic ONBs that were reported by
the manual tester. Since our assumption was that MBT would perform better than
manual for these types of ONBs, we investigated why they were missed. As a
summary: two ONBs were covered by the model and could have been detected if
more test cases had been generated. Three ONBs were not modeled and could not
have been detected.
ONBs 1 and 2: The first ONB was found by the manual tester in two places
of the SUT where the user has to enter data into a list of fixed size (for simplicity,
the size is 4 in the example, but in the system the list size was 5 and 20, see Figure
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Figure 3.4: Example of an issue missed by MBT
3.4). To trigger the ONB, the tester has to perform three steps. Step 1: fill up the
list with four elements E1E4 and then try to add a fifth element E5. At this point,
the SUT correctly complains that the list is already full. In Step 2, the tester can
remove element E4 from the list, thus the SUT still behaves as expected. Step 3:
If the tester again tries to add element E5, the SUT will incorrectly complain that
the element is already in the list even though this is clearly not the case. However,
if in step 3 the tester instead tries to add an element that is different from E5,
for example E6 or E4, then the SUT behaves correctly and accepts the element as
expected. This incorrect behavior does not occur unless the tester first tries to add
an element when the list is full.
MBT missed that ONB because of the way the input data was chosen by the
testing framework. The SUT has several options for the user to choose from so the
MBT framework randomly picked one that was not already in the list and tried
to add it. Since it picked a random element every time it performed an action in
the list, the combination of trying to add E5, removing E4, and trying to add E5
again never occurred because the chances for exactly this sequence to occur are low.
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Thus the model and the testing framework contained the possibility for creating a
test case that would catch this ONB, but the probabilities for it to get generated
are low. We interviewed the manual tester and asked why and how the tester came
up with the input data for the test case and the tester mentioned that a similar
error was found in another system. Since the manual tester had experience with
testing similar systems at GNSI, a very specific sequence was tested. This defect is
actually similar to many of the business logic defects that MBT did catch. Thus, if
the manual tester had used MBT, and used previous testing experience from GNSI
systems to create the model, this and many other sequences could have been covered
by the model and would potentially have found many more ONBs.
ONBs 3 and 4: Two ONBs were found in the zip code field. The zip code
field did not handle foreign zip codes correctly and the combination of choosing the
value other for the state field in combination with any zip code caused an error
message. MBT missed both of these ONBs since the tester has knowledge about
the MBT process but is not an expert on the specific domain that was tested in this
case.
ONB 5: The last ONB was related to a session problem and occurred in
the following sequence: 1. The tester opens an existing record for editing. 2. The
tester deletes a required value and clicks on save, which correctly returns an error
message. 3. The tester clicks on cancel and the SUT responds correctly by displaying
the detailed view page. 4. When the tester clicks on edit again, the required fields
value is blank, which is incorrect. Thus, even though the changes were not saved,
the SUT behaves as if they were. However, the state was only local to this page
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and not saved to the database. Thus, when the record was loaded again, the correct
values were displayed. MBT did not catch this ONB since the model did not contain
a check for the existing data when invalid new data was entered.
3.3.4 Results and Observations: Effort
3.3.5 Effort Results
Each tester reported effort according to the following tasks.
• System Understanding/Exploration: Analysis of the documentation con-
sisting of use cases and requirements. This involves inquiries to the developers
as well as exploration of the SUT. Discovered ONBs were reported.
• Modeling: Creation of test models based on information gained in the system
understanding and exploration step. This task is only necessary for MBT.
• Implementing Test Infrastructure: Creation of test infrastructure allow-
ing automatic execution of generated test cases. This task is only necessary
for MBT.
• Test Case Development: Writing (or updating for V2) test cases based on
the requirement elicitation information. This task is only necessary in manual
testing.
• Test Execution and ONBs Analysis: Execution and analysis of the result
of the test case. This is reported as one activity since the two tasks are
entwined in manual testing and cannot be reported separately. The manual
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Table 3.9: Initial effort in person hours sorted by category
Task Manual MBT
System Understanding/Exploration 16 hrs. 16.5 hrs.
Modeling N/A 24 hrs.
Implementing Test Infrastructure N/A 87 hrs.
Test Case Development 16 hrs. N/A
Total 32 hrs. 127.5 hrs.
tester analyses and confirms the validity of the detected ONB while executing
the test cases and then documents how to reproduce them.
• ONB Analysis: Analysis of the results from the automated execution (failed
and passed test cases) to confirm the validity of the ONB and to document
how to reproduce it. This task is the MBT version of the manual task above
since test execution takes no significant effort.
Since the workflows of the two approaches are different, the categories are
also different, thus preventing a direct comparison. We therefore grouped the tasks
into three high-level tasks: 1) Initial effort including all activities until testing can
actually start, 2) Effort for testing V1 and 3) Effort for testing V2.
Table 3.9 shows the initial effort that the two teams spent to get ready for the
testing phases. Both teams spent around 16 hours on system understanding and
exploration, which includes analysis of the requirements, questions to the develop-
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Table 3.10: Effort for testing V1 in person hours
Task Manual MBT
Test Execution and ONB Analysis 26 hrs. N/A
ONB Analysis N/A 4 hrs.
Total 26 hrs. 4 hrs.
ment team and system exploration. Modeling was only done by the MBT tester
who spent 24 hours creating the testing models of the SUT. Implementing the test
infrastructure is also a task that was not carried out by the manual tester. It took
the MBT tester 87 hours to implement the necessary functionality to execute the
generated test cases automatically. Test Case Development was only carried out
by the manual tester since the test cases for MBT are derived automatically from
the testing models. Creating the manual test cases took 16 hours. The total initial
effort for MBT was therefore 127.5 hours and for the manual tester it was about
one fourth of that effort, i.e. 32 hours.
The two teams developed the test cases for V1 of the SUT so there was no
effort necessary to adapt the test cases to this version. Testing V1 took the MBT
tester a total of 4 hours and the manual tester 26 hours (see Table 3.10). The manual
testing task consists of test execution and issue analysis. Since these two sub-tasks
are highly entwined it is impossible to log how much time was spent on each one. At
the same time, the MBT tester only had to do the issue analysis since the actual test
execution was done by the automated test execution framework, which just takes
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Table 3.11: Effort for testing V2 in person hours
Task Manual MBT
Adapting test cases for new version 0 hrs. 6 hrs.
Test Execution and ONB Analysis 7 hrs. N/A
ONB Analysis N/A 2 hrs.
Total 7 hrs. 8 hrs.
Table 3.12: Overall effort
Task Manual MBT
Overall Effort 65 hrs. 139.5 hrs.
computer time ( three hours) and no human effort.
For V2, the manual tester and the MBT tester applied the same test cases
that were developed for V1 on a modified version of the SUT (V2). In this new
version, the GUI of the SUT was changed drastically. Adapting the test cases for
these changes into account took 6 hours for the MBT tester while the manual test
cases did not have to be adapted. The test execution and ONB analysis took the
manual tester 7 hours. The ONB analysis with automated test execution took the
MBT tester 2 hours. The total effort for testing V2 was 7 hours for manual testing
and 8 hours for MBT, see Table 3.11.
In order to summarize the effort analysis: the overall effort of all tasks was
139.5 hours for MBT and less than half the effort (65 hours, 47%) for manual
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testing, see Table 3.12.
3.3.6 Effort Discussion
The two testers used about the same effort to analyze the requirements. This
is expected since the tasks in this phase were the same. Most of the effort for the
MBT approach was spent on implementing the testing infrastructure. About half of
that effort was spent because of issues that the MBT tester had to resolve with the
test execution framework. These hours included learning additional technologies,
which are one-time efforts and could be reused in similar systems with a fraction of
the effort.
The first issue that the tester encountered, while implementing the testing
framework, was a problem with automatically validating the correctness the system
response by inspecting a complicated table structure. Selenium and Java were used
to create a small program to extract the structure from the webpage. The structure
was then queried by the test case to judge the correctness of certain data entries.
This testing solution, which can be reused in other testing tasks, resulted in five
Business Logic issues, but took much effort to implement.
The second issue was due to the fact that selenium could not be used to test
all parts of the webpage. For entering the path to a pdf file the system prompts the
user with a native system window to choose a file from the file system. Selenium
cannot handle native windows. In order to drive the test execution, the MBT tester
had to integrate another technology into the test execution framework.
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Implementing the solutions for these issues took about 40 hours and was car-
ried out by the student intern who supported the tester. Aside from these issues,
the implementation of the test execution framework was relatively simple, but due
to the large number of elements on the data entry page, the edit page, and the
approval page it still took around another 40 hours to implement and debug.
The changes in the SUT between the two tested versions did not affect the
functionality, only the GUI. The manual tester did not have to change the test cases
to adapt them to the new version since they were on a higher level of abstraction
than the changes in the SUT. For example the manual test case just mentions
navigating to a certain page and does not contain detailed instructions about which
buttons and links the tester has to click on to get there. The same was true for the
models that were developed for MBT; they were abstract enough and did not have
to be changed. What had to be changed was the test execution framework and the
mapping table.
The test execution framework uses identifiers or locators to select or locate
elements on the web page. Most of these changed in V2 and had to be replaced or
updated. In addition most of the navigation through the SUT (i.e. how to get to a
certain page) also changed, but these changes did not affect the model because these
details were in the testing framework stored outside of the models. The impact of
this can be seen in Table 11, which shows the effort data of adapting the testing
framework so it could test the new version of the web page. This shows that humans
can adopt much better to changes on GUIs than automated frameworks.
The data shows that the initial effort for manual testing was about 25% of
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the MBT effort. This is a lower number than in the effort model presented by
Utting et al. [22]. In their model the initial investment for MBT was only slightly
higher than for manual testing (60 hours vs. 50 hours). However it is difficult to
compare those numbers directly since the characteristics of the SUT in their study
lacks details. We just know that it is a theoretical model of a small application.
But these characteristics can have a high impact on the necessary effort. From
our experience with other systems, we have learned that implementing a testing
framework for GUI-based systems often requires more effort than for an API-based
system.
Our interviews and observations also indicate that there are overlaps between
the two testing processes; mainly in the system exploration and requirements anal-
ysis. The data also shows that the two testers spent roughly the same amount of
time on these activities.
3.3.6.1 ONB and Effort Discussion
Here we analyze effort and ONBs together. Table 3.13 shows the effort in
hours per detected ONB for MBT and for the manual testing.
On average, the manual tester spent 2.24 hours per reported ONB whereas the
MBT tester spent 3.86 hours. We added a third comparison point named MBT*
that excludes the one-time cost to develop the solutions in the testing framework
discussed earlier in this section. This comparison shows a slight lead for the manual
testing task. However, this number is expected to shift in favor of the MBT process
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Table 3.13: Effort per ONB overview
Effort ONBs Effort/ONB
Manual 65 hrs. 29 2.24 hrs.
MBT 139.5 hrs. 36 3.86 hrs.
MBT* 139.5 (-40) hrs. 36 2.76 hrs.






Manual 65 hrs. 46 1.41 hrs.
MBT 139.5 hrs. 73 1.91 hrs.
MBT* 139.5 (-40) hrs. 73 1.36 hrs.
if more iterations of the testing process are needed. This analysis assumes that each
ONB is equally severe.
By taking the severity scores into account (Table 3.14), we can compare the
value of the two approaches. Manuals severity score was 46 compared to MBTs 73.
Thus, Manual testing required 1.41 hour per severity score while MBT required 1.91
hour. If the 40 hours special set up cost is deducted then MBT* required 1.36 hours
per severity score.
This comparison still shows a slight lead for the manual testing task unless
we deduct the special set up cost. In the case that yet another version of the same
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Manual 33 hrs. 29 1.14 hrs. 46 0.72 hrs.












system needs to be tested, then we expect the manual effort to be higher than the
MBT effort. This is because the manual tester must manually test the system again
while the MBT tester can update the model and then automatically rerun the same
test cases again without any significant effort.
We can speculate how much it would cost to test the next version of the same
system. By dividing the total Test Execution and ONB Analysis Effort by the
number of ONBs we get 1.14 hours/issue for manual and 0.33 hours/ONB for MBT.
When we take severity into account, we get 0.72 hours/severity score for manual
and 0.16 hours/severity score for MBT. Thus, once the testing infrastructure has
been implemented and working correctly, we expect the testing and analysis effort
to be reduced (by a factor 2.75). The effort per detected ONB can also be expected
to be reduced (by a factor of 3.45), as well as the effort per severity score (by a
factor 4.50). Based on these numbers, we can also speculate when MBT would start
to pay off.
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If we assume that the severity score will be constant over the next set of
versions and that each version has a summary severity score of 48.5 (97 = union of
46 and 73 from Table 8)/2 that must be detected before testing stops, and that the
six hours to update the model/testing framework (which is included in the MBT
effort) applies also to future versions (i.e. 3 hours per version), then we get the
following expression:
32hours+ x ∗ 48.5 ∗ 0.72hours = 127.5 + x ∗ 48.5 ∗ 0.16hours
95.5
0.56 ∗ 48.5
= x− > 3.51versions
Of course, since we only have two data points (V1 and V2) we must be aware
of this limitation. In addition, since in real life it is not known how many ONBs
or what types of ONBs are present in the SUT, it is impossible to have a certain
severity score as the stopping criterion. At the same time, these calculations allow
us to reason about when a technology such as MBT might pay off. In this case,
based on our assumptions and simplifications, it would have paid off if two more
versions of the SUT had to be tested.
3.3.6.2 Effort to Analyze ONBs
By adding the MBT analysis effort and dividing by the number of detected
ONBs we get a measure of the effort to analyze one MBT detected issue: 6 hours
/ 36 ONBs = 10 minutes per ONB. If we assume that more severe ONBs take
longer to analyze (which is definitely true for many of the business logic ONBs as
compared to usability, extra field, and naming discrepancy issues) and take severity
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into account, we get 6 hours / 73 severity scores = 4.93 minutes per severity score.
3.3.7 Lessons Learned with regards to MBT
We learned many lessons related to MBT. For example the MBT tester created
two models: one large model that covered most of the SUTs functionality, and one
small model for testing the different user roles. The models, as well as slices of them
were used to generate test cases. A model slice is created by copying parts of an
existing model into a new one to focus on a specific aspect (e.g. the data entry).
While this allowed the MBT tester to create focused test cases, it also created a
maintenance problem. It was difficult to synchronize the slices (copies) when they
were updated. Instead the MBT tester should have divided the SUT into complex
and non-complex parts and should have created smaller specialized models for the
parts with a higher complexity and separate models or automation scripts for less
complex parts.
An example of this was the data entry page of the system. It has many simple
text fields that were grouped together in the model by topics (e.g. address) and
for each topic area the model had transitions for the different boundary conditions
(e.g. field length, special characters etc.). This made the model and the resulting
test cases large. This level of fine-grained testing could have been more effectively
handled via separate models that just test this aspect of the page, thus making the
model and the resulting tests less complex. Other models should have focused on
the more complex and repetitive aspects of the system.
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Another lesson is related to the lengths of the test cases because long test
cases can be difficult to analyze. The problem of a failing test case is to figure out
which parts of the test case were responsible for its failure. Since the test cases
are generated in a random fashion and the test execution is fully automated, the
tester does not know what actions led up to the failure. The manual tester has an
advantage here. The manual tester sees the response to each input and therefore can
easier identify the cause of the issue. The MBT tester might have to retrace some of
the steps in the test case before being able to identify the cause. Both the smaller
and more specialized models and the advanced model slicing would have resulted in
more, but shorter test cases that would have helped make the test analysis easier.
One of the points that the observer mentioned was that the test cases were
disconnected from the model. That is, during the analysis of the test case results,
the MBT tester did not use the model anymore. Asked about that fact, the MBT
tester replied that it was difficult to go back and forth between the model and
the test case because there was no direct link in the test case to the location in
the Model. This fact can be overcome by adding information about the state and
transitions into the generated tests.
Another lesson was that some features of the SUT would have been easier
to model if the MBT tool would have supported extended finite state machines
(EFSM). An EFSM is an extended version of a FSM that adds variables and guards.
The variables can be used as counters for example and the guards can be used to
open or close transitions if the variables have a specific value. The data entry form
had a list where the user can add entries until a certain limit is reached. This kind
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of behavior can be modeled better in EFSMs than in FSMs.
An interesting observation was that there seem to be overlaps between the
testing processes. Namely in the system exploration and requirements analysis were
the testers spent nearly equal amounts of time on these activities. An interest-
ing question would be, if the manual tester already built this knowledge into the
test cases that he/she produced can their knowledge and insight be leveraged in
the model and test infrastructure creation process which are the most effort heavy
aspects of MBT.
3.3.8 Threats to Validity
This section is based on Wohlin et als [88] four classes: threats to internal,
external, construction, and conclusion validity.
3.3.8.1 Threats to Internal Validity
Threats to internal validity are caused by factors that were not considered but
might have influenced the results of the study.
The testers were instructed not to share information about their tasks and the
testers did not communicate during their testing sessions. It is of course not possible
to fully control this if the testers are not monitored at all times. Nevertheless, based
on the differences of the detected ONBs we saw from both testers we do not believe
there was any interchange between the two testers during the testing session. Thus
there is a low risk that the test results were due to other factors than then ones
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described above.
There was however an accidental connection between the two testers during
testing of V1. The MBT tester did not clean out data between the testing sessions
properly. The data that was entered was not well formed and the SUT should not
have accepted it as valid input. Thus, the MBT tester reported this as an input
validation issue. Any attempts to further work with this data caused the system
to crash. Since the data was left in the SUT, the manual tester used it in the
testing process and reported the crashes as ONBs. However, because the crashes
were symptoms of the invalid data they were excluded from the study. In order to
avoid such interference while testing V2, the testers were instructed to remove data
after testing. The risk here is that more symptom-based ONBs were incorrectly
reported, however, the ONBs were analyzed from this point of view so this risk is
low.
3.3.8.2 Threats to External Validity
Threats to external validity cover aspects that might influence the generaliz-
ability of the study. For example, are we likely to arrive at the same results if the
study is replicated?
The SUT is web-based so we believe the results, conclusions and lessons learned
in this study are valid for web-based systems as well as for similar GUI-based sys-
tems that are related to data entry, data searches, data reporting etc. for which
automation technologies similar to Selenium exists. Manual as well as model-based
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testing is dependent on the person conducting it. However, we believe that someone
with the same experience and background as the testers in this study would arrive
at similar but not exactly the same results. Since the testers in this study were
representative of many people in the IT-industry, we did not identify any significant
threats to external validity except for natural variation between individuals.
3.3.8.3 Threats to Construct Validity
Threats to construction validity assess if the correct measurements were used in
the study. We measured the effort in hours and counted and classified the number of
issues. These are direct measures that are not derived and therefore good indicators
for the efficiency and effectiveness of the two approaches. Assigning severity scores
to the detected issues, is however, a subjective exercise, thus there is a slight risk
that someone else would assign these scores differently.
3.3.8.4 Threats to Conclusion Validity
Threats to conclusion validity cover issues that affect the ability to draw the
right conclusions from an empirical study. We used professional workers instead of
students and let them work on the tasks for several weeks instead of just during a few
hours. Professional workers know the process better than students and do not need
training. They are already experts in their field which will most likely yield different
insights than those one can get from using students. However, using professional
workers is very costly and can interrupt the regular work schedule. We therefore had
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to limit the number of participants to only two testers and to two test iterations.
Thus the collected data is relevant, but limited, which might have impacted the
conclusions. Only more studies can show the validity of the conclusions.
3.3.9 Conclusion
We compared the effectiveness (ONBs found) and efficiency (effort spent) of
completely manual testing as performed by a tester at a software company with
model-based testing as performed by a tester at a software research center.
The results show that MBT detected more ONBs with higher severity scores
with less testing and analysis effort than manual testing. However, it required more
initial effort, which eventually would pay off if several versions of the same system
would be tested. The initial cost would also be offset by applying the same approach
to other similar systems by reusing the same infrastructure.
In addition, MBT is not equally well-suited for all types of testing tasks. MBT
is good at detecting functional issues and ensuring that corner cases of data inputs
are considered, but it is not equally well-suited for the verification of the layout
of a graphical user interface or to check that text labels on the GUI matches text
labels in the specification. Instead, it is often easier to let manual testers verify
these aspects of the system. Furthermore, the MBT development process still has a
manual component (in addition to creating the model) when it comes to the analysis
and exploration of the system. Thus, some manual work is still necessary.
Based on the experiences of this study we identified lessons learned that can
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improve the MBT approach. We also started implementing and evaluating the
improvement ideas for the MBT process and have already built some of them into
our process.
3.4 Lessons Learned with Regards to Testing ONBs
This section discusses the lessons learned with respect to applying MBT to
test ONB.
3.4.1 The MBT process helps to identify ONBs
The MBT process is very structured. Testers analyze the system behavior by
studying the specifications or by exploratory usage of the system and encode this
information together with the testers intention into the testing model. The testing
models in our case studies showed clearly how the system should be used and where
very helpful to talk to our industrial partners when we wanted to clarify questions
about system behaviors.
In the models you can clearly see in what state the system has to be in order
for a command to succeed (E.g. publishing a message before being able to retrieve
it). The same action could then be added in into other parts of the model as an
ONB (e.g. retrieving a message before it has been sent, or trying to retrieve the
message again).
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Figure 3.5: Simplified data entry form from the GNSI case study SUT
3.4.2 Two types of triggers for ONBs
The case studies show that there are two types of triggers for ONBs in testing
models:
The first trigger type for ONBs is not present in the specifications and they
have to be added to the model explicitly to cover them. The triggers are based on
invalid or unknown sequences of events or data. Often times the requirements of a
system do not mention, or only hint at how the system shall behave if the series of
input sequences or the input data is invalid. The tester has to learn how to look for
these triggers and add them to the model. However, as mentioned in the previous
section. The structured nature of the process and the model helps to come up with
potential off-nominal scenarios. An example from the Elexnet case study illustrates
this issue.
Figure 3.5 shows a simplified data entry form of the SUT. The requirements
state that the user has to enter a name and select one of the choices in the form and
then press save to add the data to the system. The model-based tester considered,
four off-nominal scenarios. Three are different inputs for the name field (no input,
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Figure 3.6: Simplified Nominal Model of GMSEC
long input, special characters as input) and one was an off-nominal scenario for
the selection of the choices (the scenario was to selecting none of the choices). The
requirements did not specify what should happen in case of the off-nominal scenarios.
However, both the behaviors and their outcomes appear in the system. These extra
paths through the system identified a critical issues in the Elexnet System. If no
choice was selected in the system would then create one instance of the data for each
non selected choice, which in the Elexnet system could be more than a hundred.
This slowed down and even froze the system for several minutes afterwards until the
data could be deleted.
The second type triggers for ONBs are inherent to the nominal model. The
model can generate scenarios based on valid sequences of events that are not antici-
pated in the specifications and that can identify ONBs. Figure 3.6 shows a simplified
nominal model of the GMSEC system to illustrate the ONB. The model describes
the creation process of a connection for the GMSEC bus and contains some actions
that the connection can perform once it is connect. The connection can then be
disconnected and destroyed. This corresponds to the general workflow of a GMSEC
app.
However, if the connect function is immediately followed by the disconnect
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Figure 3.7: Example model that contains ONB. The nominal part can bee seen on
the left side of the of the model. The off-nominal parts are in the submodels (grey
states) an example of a submodel of with ONB can be seen on the right.
function, several times in a row an ONB is occurs. After some iterations the connect
function call returned an error message and no connection could be established. Test
generation approaches based on the structure of the model do not always identify
these ONBs, in particular in larger models, and the tester has to manually guide
the test generation process. This was the reason why 2 similar issues in the Elexnet
system where missed by the MBT tester.
3.4.3 Off-Nominal Inputs dominate the models
In all three case studies, a large percentage of the models was dedicated for
potential ONBs of the systems. This increased the model complexity, which directly
affects the readability of the model and the effort for all subsequent tasks in the
MBT process (e.g. creation of the test infrastructure, test generation/execution,
issue analysis).
Figure 3.7 shows a simplified example of the model from the OSAL case study
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Figure 3.8: Visualization of an issue missed by MBT in the Elexnet Case Study. To
trigger the issue the user had to populate the list in a specific order. The manual
tester found the issue because of a previous encounter of a similar issue in a different
system.
that illustrates this problem. The OSAL system is modeled as a hierarchical FSM
and the grey states with the plus sign on top contain sub-models. The example
model represents the creation and removal of a folder. The sub-models in the exam-
ple contained the ONB of the system. As you can see just the off-nominal scenarios
of creating a folder with invalid inputs require more space than the whole nominal
part of the model. Furthermore, this model does not even consider invalid sequences
of actions (e.g. trying to create a folder without creation of a file system first).
3.4.4 Handling Sequences and Data in FSM Models
In order to create good test cases, the generation algorithm has to consider
both combinations of sequences and combinations of data. An example from the
Elexnet case study is used to demonstrate this.
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The ONB depicted in Figure 3.8 was identified in two places of the Elexnet
system by the manual tester but was missed by the MBT tester. The user of the
Elexnet system has to enter data into a list of fixed size (for simplicity, the size
is 4 in the example, but in the system the list size was 5 and 20, see Figure 24).
To trigger the issue, the tester has to perform three steps. Step 1: fill up the list
with four elements E1E4 and then try to add a fifth element E5. At this point,
the SUT correctly complains that the list is already full. In Step 2, the tester can
remove element E4 from the list, thus the SUT still behaves as expected. Step 3:
If the tester again tries to add element E5, the SUT will incorrectly complain that
the element is already in the list even though this is clearly not the case. However,
if in step 3 the tester instead tries to add an element that is different from E5,
for example E6 or E4, then the SUT behaves correctly and accepts the element as
expected. This incorrect behavior does not occur unless the tester first tries to add
an element when the list is full.
MBT missed that ONB because of the way the input data was chosen by the
testing framework. The SUT has several options for the user to choose from so the
MBT framework randomly picked one that was not already in the list and tried to
add it. Since it picked a random element every time it performed an action in the
list, the combination of trying to add E5, removing E4, and trying to add E5 again
never occurred because the chances for exactly this sequence to occur are low. Thus,
the model and the testing framework contained the possibility for creating a test
case that would catch this ONB, but the probabilities for it to get generated are
low. The manual tester was interviewed and asked why and how the tester came up
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with the input data for the test case and the tester mentioned that a similar error
was found in another system. Since the manual tester had experience with testing
similar systems at GNSI, a very specific sequence was tested. This example shows
that the way of handling sequences and data in the case studies is not optimally
suited for testing these types of ONB using state machine based MBT.
Other MBT techniques that we evaluated [94] at Fraunhofer include Mi-
crosoft’s SpecExplorer tool [42]. SpecExplorer takes an abstract code like description
of the SUT and input values and automatically generates an FSM from them that
covers all possible sequences and data that the description allows. However, the user
has to describe the sequences of actions that are allowed in regular expression like
language. For scalability reasons the sequences and the amount of data has to be
chosen carefully otherwise the state space of the resulting FSM would become too
large. For a system like Elexnet that has so many data input choices it would only
be feasible with a lot of data abstraction, which would prohibit us from finding this
issue again. However, we were able to apply it very successfully to another software
bus that was developed by NASA [94].
3.4.5 The value of manual tests
In all our case studies we could see the value of manually created test cases
clearly. In the OSAL and GMSEC study the existing tests were invaluable for
creating the test infrastructure that is necessary to execute the generated tests. In
the GMSEC study we also inspected the existing tests to determine how the system
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shall behave in scenarios that were not explained in the specifications. And in the
Elexnet Case study we could see that the insight and experience of the manual tester
helped to identify complex issues that MBT missed.
It would be advantageous to be able to automatically leverage existing man-
ually created tests cases in the MBT process, by turning them into initial testing
models, so that the information entailed in them can be reused in the more struc-
tured MBT process. Furthermore, by automatically creating testing models from
existing tests one can automatically create the test infrastructure as well, thus sup-
porting two of the tasks in the MBT process that take the most effort.
3.5 Conclusion
This chapter presents three MBT case studies on a variety of system types. The
results show that MBT was successful in all three case studies. MBT could detect
many ONBs even in already tested systems. Most of the ONBs identified with MBT
were in the Bug/Defect category, which is not surprising since the testing models
were based on the requirements and off-nominal inputs that could find the Surprise
categories of ONBs have to be added manually. However, the structured nature of
the modeling process often already helps to identify ONBs. The formal nature of
the models helps to identify contradictory or vague requirements. Thus, the models
could serve as additional documentation that we could often use successfully to
communicate behaviors of the systems to the stakeholders and developers. This is
an important aspect for the identification and documentation of ONBs, since the
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model helps to clear up and codify the intended and expected behaviors of the
system. Furthermore, the structured test generation aspect of MBT makes sure
that many behaviors of the system are executed, in particular corner cases which
manual testing often misses.
However, the lessons learned also identified several limitations of the MTB
approach. The model and test infrastructure creation process requires effort and
skilled testers that also need to be able to program. The addition of ONBs to the
models makes this an even harder problem, since it increases the complexity of the
models greatly. Ideally one would like to minimize the impact of these factors. This
would make the approach more accessible, so that people with less training can
perform it on a similar level than someone more experienced.
The next chapter will introduce and evaluate an approach that we developed
as part of this thesis. The approach automatically creates initial testing models and
their associated test infrastructure from existing manually created test cases. This
approach is aimed at leveraging the knowledge and skill of the manual tester and
use the MBT process to magnify it and to identify additional ONBs that the manual
tester missed.
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Chapter 4: Model Generation from Test Cases
As we have shown in the previous chapter, MBT is a promising and versatile
testing technology. Nevertheless, adoption of MBT technologies in industry is slow
and many testing tasks are performed via manually created executable test cases
(i.e. test programs such as JUnit). In order to adopt MBT, testers must learn how
to construct models and use these models to generate test cases, which might be a
hurdle. An interesting observation in our MBT evaluations is that the existing man-
ually created test cases often provided invaluable insights for the manual creation
of the testing models of the system and its associated testing infrastructure. In this
chapter we develop and evaluate an approach [25] that allows the tester to automat-
ically generate a model and its associated test infrastructure from a set of manually
created test cases. The generated model is derived from the test cases, which are
actions that the system can perform (e.g. a button click) and their expected outputs
in form of assert statements (e.g. assert data entered). The resulting model is a
Finite State Machine (FSM) model that can be employed with little or no manual
changes to generate additional test cases for the SUT. We successfully applied the
approach in a feasibility study to the NASA Data Access Toolkit (DAT), which is a
web-based data management and access system. One compelling finding is that the
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test cases that were generated from the automatically generated models were able
to detect ONBs that were not detected by the original set of manually created test
cases. We present the findings from the case study and discuss best practices for
incorporating model generation techniques into an existing testing process.
4.1 Overview
We developed two software tools related to MBT: one tool that allows the
tester to generate models from Selenese test cases (The Fraunhofer Model Genera-
tion Tool), and one tool that generates test cases from such a model (the Fraunhofer
MBTCG Tool). The MBTCG tool provides a GUI to the Graphwalker Model-Based
Testing tool. The MBTCG tool was developed to support the user and it incor-
porates several of the lessons we learned in chapter 3. It adds visual debugging
capabilities that help the user to identify issues in the models and adds tracing in-
formation into the resulting test cases to better relate the generated tests back to
the model.
The models can be visualized and edited using the Yed graph editor [98]. In
this chapter we will describe the algorithm that transforms test cases to FSM models.
We will also describe the workflow of the overall approach: 1) creating the manual
test cases, 2) automatically creating models from those test cases, 3) automatically




Selenium [99] is a browser automation tool that is often used as a testing
framework for web applications. Selenium IDE is a Firefox [100] extension that
allows recording, execution and editing of selenium scripts. Selenium scripts are
stored in the XML-based Selenese language. Selenium scripts contain high level
actions such as clicking on an element present on the web page, or asserting the
existence of an element on the web page.
Selenium scripts use Java Script to navigate and manipulate the Document
Object Model (DOM) of the web application. A Selenium script can be used to
simulate how a user uses the system to carry out a certain task. Through the use of
various assertions, the script can automatically determine if the expected output is
provided by the SUT. Thus such a script is a test case that can be used to automate
testing of the GUI of a web-based system.
A Selenese command is a triple: <command, target, arguments >. The first
element contains the name of the command (e.g. type), the second element contains
the target of the command (e.g. an input field), and the last element contains the
arguments for the command (e.g. the text that should be entered into the input
field). Java script commands can be added to the test scripts, e.g. to create random
names for input fields.
We divide the Selenese commands into two different categories. Assert com-
mands and action commands. Asserts are all Selenese commands that verify certain
aspects of the SUT (E.g. assert text present, assert element present), whereas ac-
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tions are all commands that interact with the SUT (e.g. click a button, enter text).
4.3 Model Generation Algorithm
The algorithm transforms a set of Selenese test cases into a FSM testing model
by employing a set of heuristic transformation rules, based on observations of our
manually created testing models and test cases. Our FSM testing model is a quin-
tuple (Σ, S, s0, δ, F ), where:
• Σ is the input alphabet. The input alphabet is determined by all actions in
the test cases. Two Selenese actions are considered equal if their command,
target and arguments are equal.
• S is a finite, non-empty set of states. The states are determined by the assert
commands in the test cases. Two states are considered equal if their corre-
sponding assert commands are equal (same ¡command, target, arguments¿).
The algorithm adds helper states in case of two or more consecutive actions
(e.g. if a click is immediately followed by a enter text without any assert
commands in between). Helper states are identified by the command of the
previous action and previous state.
• s0 is the initial state of the FSM and an element of S. The label of the initial
state is Start.
• δ is a state-transition function: δ : S × Σ→ S
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• F is a (possibly empty) set of final states. In the case of our testing models
final states are states that do not have any outgoing transitions.
We created a set of rules that transform selenium commands into transitions
and states. The rules determine when to merge states and when to add helper states
in case of two or more consecutive actions . The transformation rules are encoded
as follows (see Figure 4.1).
The merging approach is implemented as a two-pass algorithm. In the first
pass (lines 1 to 6) it traverses each test case and merges consecutive assert com-
mands together (line 4). In case of consecutive action commands helper states are
interleaved into the test case (line 6).
In the second pass the state machine is constructed from the modified test
cases. The algorithm starts by creating the state machine and the start state s0
(lines 7-8) and then iterates through each test case in the test suite. It then resets
the lastVisited helper variable to the start state (line 10) and then iterates through
the actions of the modified test case. This way it can produce models of single test
cases as well as models of several test cases that are merged into one model.
In lines 12-13, the algorithm checks if the action is an assert-action (future
state) and if that state already exists in the state machine. If it does not exists it
will be created in the next line.
Lines 14-26 handle the actions (future transitions). It first checks if the action
already exists as a transition in the current state (line 15). If it does it checks if the
target of the transition is the same as the next state in the test case (line 16). If it is
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Figure 4.1: Pseudo Code of the two pass model generation algorithm
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then the lastVisited state will be set to this next state and the algorithm continues
with the next action in the test case (lines 17-18).
If the target state of the existing transaction and the current test case action
are not the same the algorithm will throw an error message to the user (line 20). In
this case the approach would produce a non-deterministic state machine. This is an
indication of an error in the test cases that can appear through manual modification
of the recorded selenium test case. This case has been introduced into the algorithm
as a sanity check for the test cases.
In case that no correspondent transition exist in the current state, a new
transition will be created from the current action and connected to the lastVisited
state and the next state in the test case. The lastVisited state will be modified to
reflect the new state.
4.4 Workflow Overview
In this section we will describe the workflow of our approach, from the creation
of manual test cases to model generation to test case generation. Instead of manually
creating a model, which is the common manner to conduct MBT, the new approach
starts with constructions of example system usages. That is, the tester creates a
set of Selenese test cases by using the record feature in the Selenium IDE. Each
test case can be replayed in the Selenium IDE and potential defects in the test case
can be addressed. Then the tester automatically generates a model from these test
cases, which is used to generate more test cases. The workflow is supported by the
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two tools described above. The tools manage the model generation, model creation
and test generation. The workflow of the approach is as follows:
1. The tester analyzes the features of the website and decides which test cases
to create. The division is either done by web-page or by use-case or a mix of
both.
2. The tester records a set of test cases for each feature using the Selenium IDE.
3. Once the tester debugged the test cases, the tester uses the tool to generate a
model for each feature.
4. The tester visually inspects the model and fixes issues, or adds missing behav-
iors.
5. The tester generates test cases from each model.
6. The tester executes the test suite and analyzes the results of the execution.
Failed test cases are especially analyzed.
After finishing the separate features of the system, the tester now combines all
test cases into a larger model of the system by repeating steps 3-5 for all test cases
to generate system level test cases.
The tester can use different test generation strategies and block out parts of
the model in order to guide the test generation into specific parts of the model. This
can be useful for stress testing the system by creating certain objects over and over.
E.g. in the example the tester could block off the set template type report transition
in order to make sure that only templates of the type plot are created.
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4.5 Case Study
The tester applied the approach described in the previous section to test the
features of the DAT web-interface which consist of the web pages Request Data,
Manage Templates and Manage Repository. This section will describe the features
that we tested, the manually created test cases and the models generated from these
test cases. Furthermore we will provide effort data for applying the approach.
4.6 System Under Test
The Data Access Toolkit (DAT) is an archive, access and analysis system for
NASA mission data. DAT provides an advanced query interface for mission analysts,
mission managers, and the flight operation team to search and mine the available
data. Users can query the system using a web-based query interface based on rep-
resentational state transfer (REST) or through a web-based graphical user interface
(GUI) to query the underlying PostgreSQL database, which stores metadata.
It is important to mention that the version of the DAT system that we tested
has relatively high quality both due the fact that it has been around for some time
(the first build was produced in 2012) and because of the DAT teams testing efforts.
The testing Fraunhofer conducted as a basis for this paper was regression testing and
therefore a limited number of detected ONB are expected. Specifically we discuss
how a Fraunhofer tester tested DAT through the GUI. The features that were tested
are: Request Data, Manage Repository and Manage Templates. The tester used a
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set of DAT use cases provided by the DAT team to understand the workflow and
planned the manual test cases accordingly.
The Request Data page is the data access page of DAT. This page allows the
user to insert values into input fields that together form a query for data. When
this query is submitted, the DAT system responds with the resulting data. The
request data page implements a rich query language and offers several options and
components for formulating queries. Testing that all possible request queries return
correct data is therefore a daunting task that requires a large set of test cases.
The Manage Repository page allows the user to navigate a tree-like structure
of the DAT repository. The tree-like structure of DAT consists of Repositories,
Missions, Namespaces and Archives listed in the highest to lowest in the hierarchy.
Thus, an instance of DAT can have many repositories where each repository can have
several missions. Each mission can have several namespaces, and each namespace
can have several archives.
Using the manage repository feature, repositories, missions, namespaces and
archives can be created, edited and deleted. The data itself is stored in archives and
can be configured to handle many different data types.
The Manage Templates page manages the templates of the system. Templates
are used when requesting data and specify how the user wants the output to be
reported and formatted. On this page the user can create, edit and delete templates.
A template has a name, type, folder and a body encoded as XML. The name is the
name of the template, the type declares how the data will be represented, a report
or plot. The folder says what folder the templates should be saved in and the body
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is the declaration of the template in XML format.
It should be mentioned that the DAT team uses an agile software development
approach. This development approach requires a testing approach that supports
frequent changes and delivers testing results within short time. Therefore it was
important to develop a testing approach that supports such short turn arounds.
4.6.1 The Tester
A student intern at Fraunhofer created the test cases manually, generated the
model, generated test cases, executed the test cases and analyzed the test results.
Before starting his internship, he had no background in Selenium IDE or Selenese,
or MBT. As part of this internship he had about two months of experience with
modeling and model-based testing on other projects before starting this task.
4.6.2 An example of applying the approach
In this example we explain steps 1-5 from the overview in the previous section
with a simplified example. This will help understanding the algorithm, the workflow
and the benefits of the approach. As an example we chose the Manage Template
feature from the DAT system. The full description and size of the test cases the
corresponding models and generated tests for the feature can be found in the case
study section. We use a simplified example due to size constraints. In the case of
the DAT system dividing up the features was straight forward since each feature
had its own web page and the features are relatively independent of each other.
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Figure 4.2: Three simplified test cases for the manage template feature
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Figure 4.3: The Model of the combined simplified test cases
For this example, the tester recorded three test cases (see Figure 4.2) that test
different variations of the possible inputs and options for creating a template. The
tester replayed them using the Selenium IDE to detect and remove any potential
issues. In some cases the tester also manually modified the test cases by adding
commands that were not automatically inserted during the Selenium recording. For
example, storing a value from the website in a variable that will be used in a later
assertion on other pages. Adding such a command is supported by Selenium IDE
and requires a right-click on the value to store in addition to the variable name.
When the manual test cases have been debugged, they are loaded into the
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model generation tool. In this example, the model in Figure 4.3 was created. The
three test cases are merged in three merging points namely: the Assert manage
template header, Assert template name and Assert template type actions. Thanks
to the merging, the behaviors can now be interleaved to create 6 instead of three
different inputs and can be repeated over and over again, thereby adding many more
potential behaviors.
Before generating test cases from the generated model the tester first inspects
it. Since the recording of test cases is a manual task there is the potential for
errors. An example of an issue caused by such an error is a wrongly recorded assert
command, which can manifest in unwanted paths or states in the model, or states
that are not fully connected with the rest of the model. The model can be modified
directly by adding, removing or modifying states and transitions. However, we have
found that the best way is to instead edit the test case accordingly and regenerate
the model. In this way, the model is never manually edited. The tester can also
add, modify or remove test cases and in a matter of a few seconds regenerate the
model.
The tester who was studied in the case study explained that after some practice
he developed a habit to plan the test cases based on the testing goals and the model
he wanted to generate to achieve those goals. Thus, he had an image in his head
about which paths would be logical and what states should be created. He further
explained that when he sees a path that he does not expect or a state that leads
nowhere the tester knows that there is an issue with the model.
After the tester has verified the model he generates additional test cases from
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it and executes them against the system. He then inspects failing test cases. A test
case can fail because of two reasons. Either the error is a true positive, which means
that the test case failed because of a bug in the SUT, or the error is a false positive
which means that the test case failed because of an issue in the model or in the
manual test cases. The tester must inspect the generated test cases that failed and
their execution in order to determine the nature of the issue. If the model or test
case is incorrect, then the tester corrects them. If the test case failed because of an
ONB in the system, then the tester documents the detected ONB including how to
reproduce it, and reports it to the DAT development team. We will now describe
how we tested the features of DAT using this approach.
4.6.3 The Request Data Feature
On the Request Data page the user inputs the parameters for a request to the
DAT system. The page offers many different options and input fields. The user can
enter a start date and time and then has the option to choose either an end date and
time or to enter a duration (in days, hours, minutes, or seconds). Additionally the
user can choose the different datasets to be searched. Testing this feature manually
is difficult because of the many ways a query can be formulated and thus a large
number of manual test cases would be needed to cover all possible options.
In the next step the user can add mnemonics. The mnemonics are the iden-
tifiers for the different sensory data that are stored in the system. In order to pick
a mnemonic the user has to choose the mission to select mnemonics from. In the
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next step the user has to decide which properties (there are 14 different properties
to select from) the user wants the system to return for each mnemonic. There is no
known limit to the number of mnemonics that can be added.
To test this feature, the tester created 19 manual Selenese test cases with an
average length of 15 instructions (assert commands and actions) and generated a
model from them. The generated model has 55 states and 66 transitions. 32 of
the states were based on assertions while the other 23 states were helper states
introduced by the model generation algorithm. From this model, the tester created
100 test cases using a random traversal strategy. The generated tests had an average
of 39 selenium commands. As indicated above, these test cases are executable and
require no editing. The tester therefore immediately loaded the entire test suite into
Selenium IDE, which executed the test cases automatically.
4.6.4 The Manage Templates Feature
The Manage Templates page allows the user to manage reporting and plotting
templates. On this page the user can create, edit and delete templates. When
creating new templates there are 2 input boxes and 2 dropdown menus (with two
and 5 options to choose from in the dropdown menus respectively).
The tester created 5 manual test cases for the manage templates feature with
an average length of 38 instructions. The generated model has 22 states and 27
transitions. 12 of the states are based on assertions and 10 are helper states. From
the generated model the tester created 100 test cases using a random traversal
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strategy. The generated tests had an average of 35 selenium commands.
4.6.5 The Manage Repository Feature
On the Manage Repositories page the user can manage repositories, missions,
namespaces and archives. Each of these items has a name and a description. The
user can create, edit and delete repositories, missions, namespaces and archives.
The tester created 5 manual test cases for the Manage Repository feature
that had an average of 27 instructions. The generated model had 28 states and 32
transitions. 6 of the states were based on asserts the other 22 states were helper
states. For the test generation of this feature the tester used the blocking property
of the MBT approach. This allowed the tester to focus the test generation on certain
parts of the model without directly editing the model (i.e. deletion and rerouting of
transitions was not necessary thanks to blocking). He did this by blocking certain
transitions, which means that during test case generation, these transitions were
not available. By blocking certain transitions the tester made sure that for example
only archives could be created to study how the system handles the creation of a
large number of archives.
The tester generated the following test cases from this model:
• A set of 10 test cases that cover the whole model and create repositories,
missions, namespaces and archives. The test cases had an average lengths of
377 commands.
• Two test cases that only create one repository, but several missions, names-
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paces and archives. The test cases had an average of 1867 commands.
• One test case that creates one repository and one mission but several names-
paces archives. The test case had a length of 1397 commands.
• One test case that creates one repository, one mission and one namespace but
several archives. The test case had a length of 1864 commands.
• One test case that only create repositories. The test case had 1399 commands
and created a large number of repositories.
• One test case that creates one repository and several missions. The test case
had 1608 commands.
• One test case that creates one repository, one mission and several namespaces.
The test case contained 1556 commands.
When the tester was creating the repository model he wanted to be able to
create many entries in the same test case but was running into issues with naming
because all names were static. The tester was able to find a way around that by
using JavaScript code in the manual test case where he used the StoreEval to store
a function in a variable. The tester stored a pseudo random JavaScript function
that the test case always calls when creating a new template. The function creates
a unique string throughout the run of the test case thus avoiding potential name
conflicts. The function needed to be a pseudo random function because if a generated
test case would fail, the tester needed to be able to run the exact same test case to
be able to properly debug the issue.
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4.6.6 Effort
The effort for the tester to learn how to create the test cases and transform
them into models was about 8 hours. The effort for the tester to create the three
suites of test cases that were input to model generation was 4 hours (manage repos-
itory), 6 hours (manage templates) and 12 hours (request data) depending on the
model. The effort seems to be proportional to the complexity of the feature.
Executing 100 test cases with an average of 39 command each takes about 50
minutes. Each command takes about 0.77 seconds but this can be controlled via
the speed setting in the Selenium IDE. The maximum speed is however often not
feasible to use since the highest speeds often cause test cases to fail due to page
loading issues.
It took about 12 hours to debug and run samples of the test cases. It takes
about 16 hours to run all test cases, however, it should be noted that this is computer
time so the effort for the tester is negligible.
The analysis of the failed test cases took the tester about 6 hours. This includes
inspection of the failed tests and documenting them for the DAT team. In total,
creating the test cases, generating models and test cases, running the test cases, and
analyzing the failed test cases took about a week plus one day for learning (i.e. 48
hours).
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4.6.7 Issues applying the approach
The tester observed two false positives in the generated test cases and investi-
gated their causes. The first issue appeared in test cases that were generated from
the Manage Repository model. The reason was that the manual test cases included
a wait action after the creation of each repository, mission, namespace, or archive.
This was done since the website reloads after the submit button is pressed and the
tester has to wait since otherwise the next assert command would try to assert for
elements that have not been loaded yet. The wait time in the manual test cases was
set to 1500ms, but after creation of several entries in the system the reloading took
more and more time and the test cases started failing. The tester increased the wait
time in the manual test cases and recreated the model, which fixed this issue.
The second issue the tester encountered was caused by a dynamic identifier of
an element that would change due to reloading the page. As mentioned in the pre-
vious section, Selenium tries to choose the best locator for an object but sometimes
the best locator turns out to be a dynamic identifier, which changes between runs
or by refresh of the web page. We also encountered such behavior in the Elexnet
Case Study [26] and therefore the test cases fail at that point. To address this issue
the tester had to change the type of locator of the recorded manual test. The tester
had to choose a higher element in the DOM that was static and then used the xpath
(i.e. a Selenium feature used to locate elements in an HTML document) to find the
correct element in relation to the static element. In addition the tester also used
the contains function and the last function in the xpath to navigate to the correct
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element.
4.6.8 Detected ONBs in the System Under Test
All three models generated test cases that detected ONB that were previously
unknown by the DAT team. These ONB were not detected when the manually
created test cases were executed. These ONB are:
1) Performance issue with representing large amount of data in the browser
when requesting a table of data.
This ONB was detected on the Request Data page, which occurred when the
tester was running test cases from the Request Data Model. The reason was that a
generated test case had a large time range. The test cases included a large number
of data points because of the large time range, which led to degraded performance of
the GUI. Eventually, this made the test case fail. DAT (the browser actually) then
returned a non-user friendly message that the script was no longer responsive. This
is a violation of the documented behavior and thus in the Bug/Issue ONB category.
2) Data is retained in fields when creating multiple templates but not in other
cases.
This ONB was detected when a test case attempted to assert a dropdown
menu on the Manage Template page with test cases generated by Manage Template
Model. The reason was that when a template is created and the type is set, the type
was always identical to the previously created template. Upon further investigation
the tester noticed that values were retained in an inconsistent way. The issue was
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that when the site was reloaded, the information of the last created template was
not retained, but when two consecutive templates are created the information was
retained. Thus, this behavior is inconsistent as to whether the data is supposed to
be retained or not.
3) Templates are overwritten without any warning.
This ONB was detected on the Manage Templates page with tests generated
from the Manage Template Model. When the test case asserts that the correct
type of the template has been created, the type was sometimes incorrect. This was
because only the XML of the template was being overwritten but not the type of the
template. Let us assume there is an existing template with the name tempTemplate,
with the type report and the xml first xml. If the test case creates another template
with the same name tempTemplate, but with the type plot and the xml second
xml, an inconsistency will occur. The reason is that this will lead to the template
having the same name tempTemplate, the type report and the xml second xml.
Using the updated tempTemplate will return an error due to this issue. This issue
was noticed before the tester created a pseudo random function to create different
named templates. This behavior was not documented and has negative impacts on
the system and is therefore in the Bad Surprise ONB category.
4) Hidden view limit of archives.
This issue was detected on the Manage Repository page with test cases gener-
ated from the Manage Repository model where test case created a large number of
archives. The issue is that there is an undisclosed limit on how many archives the
system can display in the hierarchy. The limit turned out to be 100 visible archives.
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If there are more than 100 archives in the system, they are not displayed and the
hidden archives are impossible to reach. However, the user can still continue cre-
ating more archives although this limit has been reached. This issue was detected
because the generated tests failed at exactly 100 archives. This is undocumented
behavior with a negative impact and is thus also in the Bad Surprise ONB category.
4.7 Discussion
We have presented an approach where models are generated from test cases
instead of being manually created. We will now discuss strengths and limitations of
the approach as well as some other topics related to using it.
4.7.1 Strenghts of the Approach
• Identification of ONBs: The approach was able to identify ONBs that the
existing manual tests missed.
• Automated model generation: Since the new approach can generate a
model from existing test cases, it overcomes the hurdles related to creating
models for MBT.
• Automated mapping: Since the model contains all information provided
in the Selenese test case, the mapping problem is also reduced. The mapping
problem means that for each transition and state in the model, the tester must
assign executable statements in the form of selenium commands and assertions,
which can be both tedious and error prone. The presented approach automat-
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ically copies all executable commands into the model and thus minimizes the
need for manual mapping.
• Reduces the necessary skill level and facilitates learning MBT: Since
the new approach reduces the need for mapping, which typically is somewhat
difficult as well as time consuming, the necessary skill level is reduced. Since
the new approach is based on test cases, which testers know how to create,
and these test cases represent examples of how the SUT it used (test cases),
and since the tool shows what the corresponding model looks like, it is easier
to understand and learn MBT.
• Well prepared for regression testing of the next version of DAT:
Since the DAT team uses an agile development approach it is important that
the testing approach can support quick turnarounds. With this approach we
believe that this is the case and that a new DAT version of the GUI can be
tested within one day since it takes 16 hours of unsupervised computer time
to run all test cases. In case the GUI has changed significantly, we expect that
creating new test cases and corresponding models will add between 8 and 16
hours to the effort.
4.7.2 Limitations of the Approach
Some limitations are due to the fact that we use MBT for test case generation,
which has some well-known limitations. E.g. sometimes it was difficult to identify
the root cause of an issue due to the fact that the generated test cases were long
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and are therefore difficult to comprehend. Also since there can be similarities in the
generated test cases the same issue can often manifest itself in several test cases.
E.g. 10 failing test cases can have the same root cause but this is usually only clear
after they have all been inspected. Just because MBT can generate a large number
of test cases does not mean that it is always helpful to do so. It is often better
to guide the test generation using blocked commands and test different scenarios,
which the tester did in a few instances.
Another limitation with the approach is that we have experienced that more
advanced testing requires extended FSMs (EFSM), which allows guards and state
variables, but the tool currently generates FSMs. The MBTCG tool supports EFSM,
thus a manual step is required to turn the initial models into EFSMs as necessary.
4.7.3 Does this testing approach replace regular MBT?
We think this approach complements regular MBT because it provides a quick
way to create initial models. In addition, it provides an excellent way of teaching
MBT to testers who are unfamiliar with MBT. For example, the authors have al-
ready successfully used this approach in a graduate testing class to teach MBT to
software engineering students.
4.7.4 Does practice matter?
Practice has a large influence on the approach, as expected, since the quality
of the manually recorded test cases directly impacts the generated models. Further-
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more, the tester mentioned that after some practice he already “knew” what the
resulting model would look like when he recorded the test cases for it. This probably
improved his ability to create test cases that would result in correct model and to
inspect and debug the generated models. Thus practice made him more efficient.
4.7.5 Does this approach apply to non-web-based system?
In its current state the approach is tied to Selenium and therefore to testing
of web-based systems. However, web-based systems are very similar to other GUI
based systems and we see no reason why the approach could not be extended to
other GUI based systems. The one restriction we place here is that for the approach
to work well for testing GUIs of non-web-based system, a tool similar to Selenium
IDE should be available for that GUI.
4.7.6 Comparing the models to manual MBT
We compared the generated models in this cases study to the manually created
models in our previous case study [26]. One observation is that the generated models
are on a lower level of abstraction. The manually created model in previous studies
have no direct reference to the SUT and instead used abstract actions. The manually
created model used for example an abstract command called submitdata to enter
data into the system, whereas the automatically generated model is more concrete
and for example has a reference to the id of the button directly in its label. The
effect is that the generated models are slightly more difficult to understand due to
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the fact that they contain more details.
Another observation is that the labels in generated models are much longer
than the labels in the manually created models. The reason is that the generated
labels contain nearly all the information from the Selenese commands. The effect is
that the readability of the generated labels is less than the manually created labels.
Another observed difference is the lack of sub models in the generated models.
In the manually created models, the tester typically groups similar actions into
sub models, which introduces a hierarchy to the model that is helpful for model
comprehension. Currently the generated models are flat. The effect is that larger
models are more difficult to navigate and to understand.
4.8 Threats to Validity
The threats to validity discussion is based on the model by Wohlin et al [88].
They define four classes of threats to validity, namely threats to internal, external,
construct, and conclusion validity.
4.8.1 Threats to internal validity
Threats to internal validity are caused by factors that were not considered but
might have influenced the results of the case study.
The results of this study show that the presented model generation approach
was able to detect defects in the SUT. However, we have to consider the possibility
that the tester who conducted the case study knew the ONBs before conducting the
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study and he could have therefore tailored the test cases and resulting models in
a way that would make sure that the defects get detected. If that is the case the
results could not be attributed to the approach but to the knowledge of the test
engineer.
We believe this risk to be absent from our case study for the following reasons.
Three of the identified defects were not known to the tester when this study started.
The tester had encountered an ONB similar to the fourth detected ONB (retained
template values). However, this ONB (or none of the other ONB) was not detected
by the manually created test cases.
4.8.2 Threats to external validity
Threats to external validity are concerned with whether we can generalize the
results outside the scope of our study.
We have to address different threats here. The first one is that the study was
only performed by one tester and secondly the tester only tested one system. We
are aware of this limitation. This is an initial feasibility study for our new approach
and we plan to compare the results from this study with follow up studies that will
have more testers, different systems and also different versions of systems.
Another threat is concerned with the knowledge of the tester. It is possible
that another tester might not have been able to use the approach as effectively
and therefore would have taken more time and/or might not have detected the
same ONBs. And although it is easy to generate a large number of test cases with
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MBTCG in some cases the tester has to block certain parts of the model in order to
generate test cases for a specific scenario. This requires intuition and training. We
addressed this threat by compiling a comprehensive tutorial for our test engineers
that covers regular manual MBT (e.g. how to construct models for a system and
how to generate effective test cases for different testing goals). We believe that
this tutorial will lessen the variance between different testers. However, a natural
variance between individuals is always given in these types of studies, no matter
what kind of training is given to them.
The approach was designed specifically for Selenese and therefore only for
web-based system. However, if there are similar record playback tools with a sim-
ilar feature set for other types of GUI systems, we believe this approach would be
applicable to them as well.
4.8.3 Threats to construct validity
Threats to construct validity assess if the correct measurements were used in
the case study.
For this study we used direct measures such as the effort in terms of the
number of hours spent on a certain task, the number of ONBs detected, and the size
of the test cases and the generated models. We did not use derived or subjective
measurements. The measures are therefore good indicators for comparison with
other approaches and future case studies. The tester was given instructions to log
the time that he worked on the different tasks so that the effort would be reasonably
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accurate.
4.8.4 Threats to conclusion validity
Threats to conclusion validity cover issues that affect the ability to draw the
right conclusions from a case study.
Our conclusions are that the approach is feasible to use on industrial systems
similar to NASA DAT in the described context. We currently do not see threats
to that conclusion, mainly due to the nature of a case study like this one where no
comparison to a control group is done. For such comparisons, controlled experiments
are required.
4.9 Conclusion
This chapter presented an approach where some of the hurdles related to adopt-
ing MBT were addressed. In our cases studies (see chapter 3), we have observed
that testers are not used to creating models, but they are used to creating exe-
cutable test cases such as JUnit test programs and Selenium test scripts. The new
approach avoids some of the hurdles related to manually creating models for testing
by instead analyzing existing test cases and automatically generating models and
their associated test infrastructure from those test cases.
There are many advantages with such an approach. For example, the tester can
focus on creating test cases using tools like Selenium IDE where each test case can
be automatically recorded by providing inputs to input fields, clicking on buttons,
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and adding assertions in proper places. Once the test case is created, the tester can
ensure that it works properly by playing it again.
By generating a model from a set of such test cases, we showed how new
test cases can be automatically generated. Since the new test cases are based on
an MBT model that can repeat and interleave sequences they are more likely to
identify ONBs. This could be seen in our case study were the tester found ONBs
in the system that the original manual tests did not identify. It also reduces the
problem that testers typically do not have the time to create enough test cases, with
an approach like this they can create a small set of tests and then derive more from
the model.
Since the new approach automatically copies all executable commands into
the model, it contains all information provided in the Selenese test case, and thus
the test infrastructure problem is also reduced. Maybe the most important points
are that the case study shows that this approach is feasible since the case study
was conducted in very reasonable effort, and that new ONBs were identified by the
generated test cases ONBs that were not detected by the manually created test
cases.
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Chapter 5: Invariant Mining with Specstractor
This chapter reviews the Specstractor invariant-extraction framework and the
associated tool chain that realizes the framework. The goal of Specstractor is to
automatically extract system specifications in the form of system invariants from
automatically generated tests using data mining. These automatically extracted in-
variants yield useful insight into the actual system behaviors. The invariants can be
compared against existing specification artifacts of the system to identify and doc-
ument ONBs in the form of violations of existing specifications or the identification
of missing behaviors.
The Specstractor tool-chain consists out of the Extractor component, which
is implemented in Java and C, and the web-based analysis tool Insight, which is
implemented with the Angular 4 web-application framework. The Specstractor tool
can be downloaded from https://specstractor.sourceforge.io. The website
contains the instructions on how to install and use the Extraction tool1, and it also
contains a link to the Insight analysis tool.
The remainder of the chapter will present the Specstractor Framework, the
tool chain and then discuss shortcomings of the framework that we will address in
1It should be noted that the execution of the Extraction Tool requires a trial license of Reactis
and Reactis for C, which can be requested here: www.reactive-systems.com.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the specification extraction approach
the consecutive chapters.
5.1 Invariants via Testing and Data Mining
Our invariant-generation approach [20] combines automated testing with
association-rule mining [101] to create invariants of a system. The general tech-
niques follows an iterative test -> infer -> instrument -> retest cycle, and is depicted
in Figure 5.1.
• Generate Test Data. Test data is automatically generated from system models
using the Reactis R©2 automated coverage testing tool. Reactis actively strives
to cover large portions of the systems behavior by targeting different structural
coverage metrics, including decision coverage and modified condition/decision cov-
erage (MC/DC), as well as Simulink-specific coverage metrics such as conditional-
subsystem coverage. The input space that the test generator covers can be con-
strained (e.g. only generate speed values between 0 and 160 mph). In order to
2Reactis R© is a registered trademark of Reactive Systems, Inc.
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better address ONBs the test generator can be given free rein over nominal and
off-nominal inputs to the system.
• Infer Invariants. Invariants are association rules, which take the form of implica-
tions whose left-hand sides (LHSs) refer to inputs and internal variables and whose
right-hand sides (RHSs) are outputs of the system (e.g. input1=1 ∧ internal1=1
⇒ output1=1 ). These outputs may themselves be new values for the internal
state variables. The invariants are inferred from the test data that was gener-
ated in the previous step using a modified Frequent Pattern (FP)-Growth [35]
algorithm from the Sequential Pattern Mining Framework (SPMF) [102]3.
• Instrument System. To validate the proposed invariants, the system models
are instrumented with so-called monitor models that represent the proposed in-
variants. As their name suggests, these monitor models observe the underlying
system for any violations of the associated invariants. Reactis provides support
for automating this instrumentation processes. (In languages such as C/C++ this
can be achieved via assert statements.)
• Retest. The purpose of the retesting phase is to check whether the inferred in-
variants can be falsified with additional testing. Since the invariants are attached
to the models as observers, they are treated as additional coverage objectives by
Reactis, which now actively tries to find counterexamples to the proposed invari-
ants. In the process it either disproves invariants, or strengthens the confidence
in them by creating additional test data that supports them. In addition to vali-
3The Magnum Opus tool used originally in [20] is no longer available.
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dating existing invariants the additional test data can also uncover new behaviors
which lead to invariants that were missed in previous iterations. The test data
of all previous iterations is aggregated with the newly created test data and a
new set of invariants is inferred in each iteration. If the monitor model detected
a counterexample, then the corresponding invariant does not hold true for all
test data and is automatically discarded by the data miner. Thus, iterating the
approach leads to a more accurate set of invariants.
• Terminating the Process. The process terminates if there is no change in the
set of invariants for N iterations, where N is a parameter that can be configured
by the user. In our experience three iterations without a change in the invariants
were sufficient.
The Extractor can be configured with different test generators, instrumenters and
data miners; thus the general framework can be extended to support specification-
extraction from a variety of system types and also to integrate new types of invari-
ants. Currently Specstractor supports analysis of Simulink models and C code using
the Reactis and Reactis for C test generators.
In order to adapt Specstractor for other systems the following requirements
have to be met: Automated test generation technology needs to be available; Observ-
ability of the inputs, internal states, and output values that should be in invariants
must be possible; Monitoring of the invariants during system execution, without
changing system behavior, must be possible. It should be noted that some of the
optimizations introduced in this thesis rely on the availability of data- and control
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flow information between the variables.
5.2 Analyzing Invariants in Specstractor: Insight
The results of the invariant mining process is a text file (see figure ) with all
the invariants and their associated meta data. Analyzing the text file manually
is tedious, since there can be many invariants, and it is hard to compare them or
search for invariants involving specific variables. We therefore developed the Insight
tool, which helps the user to navigate and visualize sets of invariants. In addition
to search and filtering options Insight also offers the user high-level views on the
resulting invariants.
For systems with internal variables, Insight can construct state-machine views
of these internal variables (left in Figure 5.2). All invariants that are involved with
the chosen internal variables will be added as transitions to the state machine. This
allows the user to reconstruct high-level operational view of the system, as well as
slice the system behaviors according to different internal variables. To judge the
impact of a specific variable or a value of a specific variable on the system we also
created the impact score heat map (right in Figure 5.2). It shows how often each
input and internal variable is involved in an invariant for a given output variable.
Furthermore, the user can compare different sets of invariants, allowing comparison
of different versions of a system in order to inspect if and how they differ from each
other. The display shows invariants that appear in both sets, invariants that only
appear in the first and invariants that only appear in the second set.
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Figure 5.2: Example features of the Insight tool. The top left shows the invariant
overview, the top right, the state machine creator and the bottom, the impact score
heat map.
5.3 Shortcomings of the approach
A pilot study in [20] highlighted the utility of the invariant-generation ap-
proach discussed in the previous section: missing requirements in a specification of
production automotive control software were uncovered. Other experiences with the
tool similarly produced valuable insights into model behavior. However, in experi-
ments we undertook on a variety of other models we encountered some limitations
of the basic framework. Three of these issues — Spurious Invariants, Explosion of
the Search Space, and Continuous Variables — became the motivation for this work.
We describe these below.
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Figure 5.3: Example model illustrating a constellation that leads to spurious invari-
ants
5.3.1 Spurious Invariants
While the retest cycle in [20] identifies many false positives, there are cases
where the approach returns an objectively true invariant (one that cannot be dis-
proven by the data) that gives misleading information about the behavior of the
system (see next paragraph for an example). One of the reasons why this happens
is that the association-rule mining process only identifies statistical relationships,
not causal dependencies, between variables. As a side effect there are cases where
the approach identifies invariants between variables that have no actual causal de-
pendency in the system itself; we refer to these invariants as spurious. Figure 5.3
contains a simplified Simulink model that can give rise to spurious invariants. The
system has two inputs, two outputs and an internal clock. The clock is used for the
initialization step of the system and ensures that Out1 is zero after the system has
booted up. Note that in our example input in2 is not connected to output out1;
this is the intended functionality based on the requirements of the system. In these
types of scenarios the approach infers spurious invariants relating values of in1 and
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out2, even though no connection exists between them. When spurious invariants
are possible because of inputs that are unconnected to outputs in this fashion, they
can overwhelm the actual invariants; in our experiments we observed ratios of actual
invariants to spurious invariants as high as 1:100 depending on the number of in and
outputs of the system. These spurious invariants make the analysis of the results
much harder for the user and slow down the test generator considerably since it
must process a larger number of invariants.
5.3.2 Explosion of the search space
This problem occurs in larger models that have many inputs, internal variables,
and outputs. It leads to usage of large amounts of time and memory, and in our
experiments even crashed due to lack of memory on the 32GB machine used during
our evaluation.
To understand the source of the problem, consider the FP-Growth algorithm
that we introduced in section 2.5. In order to create association rules it has to
find all possible frequent item sets in the data, leading to a potentially very large
search space which is exponential to the number of unique items in the data. The
general complexity of this problem is NP-hard but for special cases (e.g. bounded
minimum support) it has been shown to be in P [103]. To generate the item sets
the algorithm creates several tree structures called FP-Trees ; the number of trees is
also proportional to the number of unique items in the test data. So the main driver
of the performance (execution time and memory consumption) of the algorithm is
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the number of unique items that it has to consider. The frequent items in our
data are based on the inputs, internal variables and outputs of the system and their
associated values from the test data, which means that with each additional variable
that we have to consider the unique items increases by the number of values that
this variable can take.
Another factor increasing the number of item sets that we have to consider
is the support setting. The pruning of items that do not have enough support can
reduce the search space greatly. However, since we want to identify all invariants no
matter how rare they are, we have to use a very low minimum support threshold.
Our evaluation shows that there is a big trade-off between performance vs accuracy.
One can greatly speed up the data-mining process and reduce memory usage, but
this is at the expense of missing invariants. Furthermore, without a low support
threshold there can be cases where the approach does not converge. It turns out
that some invariants might fall below the support threshold in one iteration, only
to later reappear again due to the way the test data changed between iterations. If
the new test data in an iteration lifted the support value for a previously dropped
invariant over the threshold again it would reappear. This fluctuation of invariants
shows that, besides not finding all invariants, a support setting that is too high can
lead to non-convergence of our approach, since the accuracy of the set of invariants
may not be guaranteed to increase monotonically with the number of iterations.
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5.3.3 Continuous Variables
The approach in the original form was not able to handle unconstrained con-
tinuous variables and only worked with categorical variables. We will explain this
issue using the example of a cruise control system of a car, which is one of the sys-
tems used in the experimental evaluations. The cruise control system can control
the speed of the car to keep it close to a user supplied value. It can only be active
if the user activates the system while the car is driving faster than 25mph, which
corresponds to the invariant on = true&speed > 25 ⇒ active = true, if the speed
is below or equal to 25mph the cruise control shall be deactivated (speed <= 25 ⇒
active = false). Regular association rule mining treats each numerical value of an
integer or floating point variable as a separate category. E.g. it would create the in-
variants speed=24.45⇒ mode=off , speed=24.451⇒ mode=off and so on. The
validation step would then try to find counterexamples to these rules creating more
test data and the subsequent data mining step would create even more invariants.
This stops the approach from converging since it always can find more invariants in
each step.
If the user has some preexisting knowledge about the system, for example if
he is aware of the boundary of 25mph Specstractor allows the user to encode this
information as data abstractions. Abstractions take the form of inequality formulas
and labels that are automatically applied to the data if the corresponding formula
evaluates to true. For example if the speed is smaller than 25mph the label low
speed is applied, if it is higher the label high speed is applied. There are, however,
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two problems with this approach. Firstly the user already needs to be aware of
some of the system’s behavior or would need to be able to find this information
in existing specifications. Secondly this type of partitioning of the data gets more
and more complex if there are overlapping value ranges in the resulting invariants.
For example if we assume that the boundary of 25mph were not fixed but could be
changed by a user supplied input (userLimit) from 25mph to 35mph the invariants
would look as following:
• on = true&userLimit = low&speed > 25 ⇒ active = true
• on = true&userLimit = high&speed > 35 ⇒ active = true
• (speed <= 25&userLimit = low ⇒ active = false)
• (speed <= 35&userLimit = high ⇒ active = false)
The user supplied abstraction would have to be aware of all these different
partitions in the data and become more and more complex.
5.4 Addressing the Shortcomings
The issue of Spurious Invariants and the Explosion of the Search Space is ad-
dressed with the help of data- and control flow dependency information (Chapter
6). This information will allow us to eliminate spurious invariants and reduce the
search space of the data mining process. For handling continuous variables we devel-
oped the Range Mining Algorithm that uses the iterative process of the framework
to refine an initial automated discretization of the continuous variables (Chapter
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7). The approach leverages the existing association rule mining algorithm and uses
rule merging and test generation to identify accurate rules over continuous variables
on a per variable basis. Which means that it does not identify a potential global
partition that is similar to the user supplied abstraction and instead identifies per
invariant partitions.
5.5 Summary
This chapter presented the Specstractor framework and tool chain for the
automated extraction and analysis of system specifications in the form of system in-
variants. Specstractor employs an iterative approach for the extraction of invariants
from automatically generated test cases using data-mining techniques. Furthermore,
the chapter presented the Insight analysis tool, which allows the user to inspect sets
of invariants and offers features for filtering and for creating high-level views of the
resulting invariants, for example in the form of state machines. The chapter also
presents current shortcomings of the approach that we will address in the following
chapters.
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Chapter 6: Better Invariants via Static Analysis
This chapter describes how the problems of Spurious Invariants and the Ex-
plosion of the Search Space that were introduced in chapter 5.3 may be addressed
using static analysis [32]. The particular artifacts we focus on are Simulink R©1 mod-
els; such models are widely used in industries such as automotive as a basis for the
generation of embedded code. We show that by adding simple data- and control
flow analyses into our invariant-generation technique presented in chapter 5.1, we
can dramatically improve both the efficiency of invariant mining and the accuracy
of the invariants that are produced.
We examine two different uses of this information. The first approach intro-
duces constraints in the FP-Growth algorithm as described in [104]. This leads to
fewer recursive calls, thereby reducing the search space. Furthermore, all invariants
that are produced this way only entail variables with actual causal dependencies,
which will remove spurious invariants. The second approach partitions the test case
data in such a way that for each output variable there is one dataset that only entails
the inputs and internal variables that have a causal dependency to that output. The
data-mining algorithm is then executed separately for each of these datasets. This
1Simulink R© is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
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also reduces the search space and removes the spurious invariants.
The rest of this chapter describes our static analyses approach and how the
information is factored into the data-mining process. We then develop an experi-
mental framework for evaluating the new techniques using a corpus of 12 Simulink
models of automotive and medical-device control systems, and demonstrate statis-
tically how the static analyses lead to faster run times, lower memory usage, and
better invariants. The final section discusses threats to the validity of our work.
6.1 Dependency Analysis
Our approach to pruning the search space of the invariant mining process
and identifying spurious invariants involves determining which inputs and internal
variables can affect the values of which outputs of a system. We compute this in-
formation by building a directed dependency graph from the Simulink model. Each
input into the system, each read of an internal system variable, and each system
output will be represented as a distinct vertex in this graph; computing causal infor-
mation for a given output just involves performing a reachability calculation on this
graph (e.g. using depth- or breadth-first search). The transformations discussed in
this section are specific to Simulink models. However, the graph representation can
be reused for other data-flow languages for which such dependencies can be com-
puted. The rest of this section describes how this dependency graph is constructed
for Simulink models.
Simulink models consist of blocks. Each block contains a collection of inputs
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and outputs together with logic describing how the block executes. Roughly speak-
ing, the model of execution for a block is as follows. Inputs to the block are read
when they are available, after which the block “fires” by executing its logic, thereby
producing values on each of its outputs. Outputs of a block may in turn be con-
nected to inputs of another block, inducing as a result a dependency between the
blocks: the downstream block’s outputs will depend in part on the outputs produced
by the upstream block.
Simulink blocks may take different forms. So-called basic blocks are the small-
est building blocks of Simulink models. Many such blocks, such as the Sum block,
compute functions over their inputs, yielding results as outputs. Other blocks, such
as Zero-Order Hold, have state that depends on previous values provided as inputs.
Similarly, Data Store Read blocks permit internal variables created via Data Store
Memory blocks to be read, while Data Store Write blocks allows these variables to
be modified. (In this paper, for simplicity we assume that any value written to a
Data Store is also output on some Outport. This simplifies our account of invari-
ants as having “outputs” on the RHS.) Still other blocks are called virtual, as they
are primarily responsible for routing data through a model. Examples of the latter
include Inport and Outport blocks.
Other blocks take the form of subsystems, which contain submodels. The
inputs and outputs of a subsystem correspond to the top-level Inport and Outport
blocks of its submodel. In addition, certain subsystems also have special triggering
inputs indicating when the model should, or should not, execute. In this regard,
while Simulink is primarily a data-flow language, there are also control-flow aspects
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to its operational semantics.
In addition to basic blocks and subsystems, Simulink also includes blocks that
may be used to include C code, or MATLAB code, or state machines in the Stateflow
notation, within models. In this paper we will not consider these blocks.
6.1.0.1 Dependency Graph Construction
Our goal is to build a directed graph whose vertices are basic blocks as well
as their outputs and inputs, and whose edges reflect data-flow / control-flow depen-
dencies. We describe this construction in stages, beginning with generic basic-block
assemblages and then continuing with our treatment of certain specialized blocks,
including subsystems. Given space constraints, this discussion is necessarily abbre-
viated.
6.1.0.2 General Block Treatment
Dataflow between two basic Simulink blocks B1 and B2 is treated as in Figure
6.1. In this case, we introduce a vertices for B1 and B2 into our dependency graph,
together with vertices for each output and input of the block. Outgoing edges in
the figure connect B1 to its outputs, while incoming edges connect B2 to its inputs.
Finally, any connections in the Simulink diagram between outputs of on block and
inputs of another are added as directed edges in the obvious fashion.
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Figure 6.1: Transforming a Simulink block into a dependency graph
6.1.0.3 Virtual Blocks and Subsystems
Our dependency graph is intended to be a flattened representation showing
causal connections between basic non-virtual blocks, as well as top-level Inports and
Outports. The description below illustrates how we “translate away” subsystems
and certain virtual blocks. We focus in particular on the following four cases: From
and GoTo blocks; Virtual Subsystems ; Conditional Subsystems ; and If Else blocks.
Graphical depictions of the corresponding transformations are given in Figure 6.2.
Other types of virtual blocks and subsystems are treated similarly and are omitted.
GoTo/From. From and GoTo blocks (Example 1 in Figure 6.2) introduce
virtual connections between blocks. The GoTo block GB1 and the From blocks
FB1 and FB2 in the example contain the tag [A] ; this indicates that there are
connections between the output of block B1 and the inputs of B2 and B3. Our
construction adds vertices for the GoTo/From blocks and directed edges from GoTo
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blocks to corresponding From blocks.
Subsystems. Subsystem blocks allow submodels to be embedded insider
larger models while hiding the complexity of the former. Data is transferred into
and out of the subsystem block via its submodel’s Inports and Outports. Example
2 in Figure 6.2 depicts our treatment of Subsystem blocks. (The internal blocks of
Subsystem SB1 are overlaid in the figure for illustration purposes.) In the graph-
construction process the Subsystem block in Simulink is omitted from the graph,
but submodel is retained. Edges are introduced between the inputs and of the
subsystem and their corresponding Inports and Outports from the submodel.
Conditional Subsystems. Some subsystem blocks (e.g. Action Subsystem,
Triggered Subsystem) have a control-flow component to their behavior in addition
to the dataflow component present in subsystems described above. Specifically,
these subsystems contain action / trigger ports AP/TP ; the subsystem is then only
executed if the right trigger signal is supplied during run-time. (Trigger signals can
be evaluations of if/else statements or rising/falling edges of signals, for example.)
As an illustration of our treatment of these types of subsystems, consider the If-
Action Subsystem in Example 3 in Figure 6.2. The If block supplies an action signal
to the action port (here labeled if{}), which activates execution of the subsystem
during the simulation step if the supplied value is “true”. Our construction first
treats a conditional subsystem like a regular subsystem with regard to inputs and
outputs. It also creates a vertex for the action port, adds an incoming port edge to
this vertex as indicated in the model, and adds an edge from the action-port vertex
to every vertex corresponding to a block in the submodel. This is necessary since a
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subsystem could have e.g. Goto/From blocks that are affected by the trigger port
but that do are not affected by the inputs and outputs of the subsystem.
If Blocks. If blocks can have multiple inputs and outputs. One output is
labeled if ; there are optionally several else if outputs and one else output. Each
of these outputs has a corresponding logical expression and is connected to a con-
ditional subsystem block. The If-block in the Example 4 in Figure 6.2 has two
inports, u1 and u2, and one if, one else-if, and one else output signal. During execu-
tion the if-statement u1 == 1 is evaluated; if it is true the corresponding subsystem
is executed. If it evaluates to false the else-if statement u2 == 1 is evaluated and its
corresponding block is executed if it is true; otherwise the else statement’s block is
executed. In our graph construction, each logical statement is treated as a separate
vertex (if, eif, e) that is connected to the corresponding subsystem. The logical ex-
pressions are then analyzed, starting at the if-statement. Each input that occurs in
the logical expression of the if-statement is connected to the corresponding if-vertex.
In the example the expression of the if-statement is u1 == 1; therefore an edge from
the u1 port to the if-vertex is introduced. The else-if statement is u2 == 1. How-
ever, in order to reach this part of the execution, the if-statement has to be false.
The statement could therefore be rewritten to !(u1 == 1) ∧ (u2 == 1), showing
that both u1 and u2 influence the statement; edges are thus introduced from the
u1 and u2 inports to the eif-vertex. The else-statement does not introduce a new
logical expression, but again in order to reach it both the if and else-if statements
have to be false, which requires both inputs.
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Figure 6.2: Graph constructions for 1) Goto/From, 2) Subsystem, 3) Conditional
Subsystems and 4) If blocks
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6.1.1 Association Rule Mining
We now explain our ideas for using the information stored in the dependency
graph to improve the association-rule-mining component of the invariant-generation
process. The basic idea is to ensure that for any association rule of form LHS ⇒
RHS that is computed, there is a dependency between each proposition in LHS
and RHS. If you recall section 2.5, the FP-Growth algorithm first identifies the
frequent item sets in the test data and then generates the association rules from
these item sets. It should be noted that a large proportion of the item sets that
are generated cannot produce valid association rules for our purposes. For example,
consider the model in Figure 5.3; based on our dependency information we know
that in2 has no effect on out1, and therefore any association rule of form in1 ⇒
out1 is spurious. Thus, an item set containing only {in2, out1} cannot be used to
create a non-spurious invariant. The goal is then to make sure that these invalid
item sets are not created in the first place, which also reduces the search space
that the association-rule miner has to explore. We propose two different approaches
to achieve this goal: constraint-based mining and partitioned mining. These are
presented in more detail below.
6.1.1.1 Constraint-Based Mining
As a means to reduce the search space the FP-Growth algorithm permits users
to define constraints on the item sets that are generated [104]. The constraints are
generally either monotone or anti-monotone [105].
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• A constraint is monotone if whenever set S violates the constraint, so do all
subsets of S.
• A constraint is anti-monotone if whenever set S violates the constraint so do all
supersets of S.
In what follows we show how to use the static-analysis information to create anti-
monotone constraints that will remove all frequent item sets that result in association
rules leading to spurious invariants. Since the FP-Growth algorithm creates item
sets starting at size 1 up to the size of the longest transaction, the benefits of an anti-
monotone constraint become clear. If one can rule out a set S one can immediately
rule out any superset of S as a candidate set.
A valid association rule for our purposes has the form LHS⇒ RHS, where the
LHS mentions inputs and internal variables and the RHS consists of a single output
that is dependent on every element in the LHS. (We could allow more than one
element in the RHS, but this reduces performance without enhancing the expressive
power.) The following three constraints on item sets ensure adherence to a format
that results only in valid association rules.
1. If an item set has more than one output variable (RHS item) in it, the set should
not be saved or used to create larger item sets.
2. If an item set contains one RHS item and one LHS term that the RHS item is
not dependent on, the set should not be saved or used to create larger item sets.
3. If an item set does not contain an output (RHS item) yet, and there exists no
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output that is dependent on all the other (LHS) items in the set, the set should
not be saved or used to create larger item sets.
It is easy to check that all three of these constraints are anti-monotone; any item
set satisfying any of these constraints will also have all its supersets satisfying the
same constraint.
Rule 3 leads to the case where some item sets do not contain a RHS but are
still saved. The reason for this is that it is necessary to have all subsets of a valid
item set available in order to later calculate the confidence of the association rules.
These incomplete rules are marked so that they are not considered for rule creation
and will only be used for the confidence calculations.
Our constraint-based mining approach involves adding the three constraints
just mentioned into the FP-Growth algorithm.
6.1.1.2 Partitioned Mining
In this approach, instead of modifying the mining algorithm as in the constraint-
based mining approach, the input data is split into sets from which only non-spurious
invariants can be generated. More specifically, for each output a subset of the data
is extracted that contains the output and all inputs and internal variables that
our static analysis indicates the output depends on. The FP-Growth algorithm is
then applied separately on the subsets, and the resulting association rules of each
partition are then aggregated.
Figure 6.3 shows how a sample test case might be partitioned. The test case
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Figure 6.3: Partitioning of the input data for the FP-Growth algorithm based on
static analysis
has three inputs (in1, in2 and in3) (out1 and out2). Let us assume that static
analysis has shown that in1 and in2 have has a connection to out1; in2 also has a
connection to out2; and in3 is not connected to any of the outputs. The approach
will therefore create a partition [in1, in2, out1] and a second partition [in2, out2].
To save memory the full test case data is stored once and the partitions only store
the column indices of their associated inputs, internal variables, and outputs.
Partitioning the data beforehand leads to smaller data mining problems and,
in principle, should therefore speed up the data mining process and reduce the
memory consumption. This speed-up could potentially be offset by the fact that
the algorithm must be invoked once for each output. The experimental section of
the paper investigates this trade-off.
6.2 Experimental Evaluation
This section describes an experimental evaluation of our static-analysis-based
approaches for improving invariant generation.
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6.2.1 Hypotheses
The goal of the evaluation is to evaluate how well constraint- and partitioning-
based data mining perform vis à vis the original approach outlined in Section 5.1, as
well as with respect to each other. The following hypotheses guide our experiments.
• H1: Using dependency information produces higher accuracy invariants and fewer
spurious invariants than not using it.
• H2: Using dependency information yields reduces the search space of the data
mining process and improves performance in terms of execution time and memory
consumption
• H3: The constraint-based approach and partition-based approach are indistin-
guishable in terms of accuracy and lack of spurious invariants, and also in terms
of performance.
H1 is concerned with the accuracy of the resulting invariants and H2 with the
performance of the static-analysis-based approaches in this paper in comparison
with the original approach, which does not use this information. H3 is used to
evaluate the two static-analysis-based approaches against each other.
Accuracy is mentioned in Hypotheses 1 and (indirectly) 3. Our intention here is
to compare the automatically generated invariants against a collection of invariants,
which we call the golden invariants, for each model in our study. These invariants
were produced in a three-step approach. 1) the unimproved approach was applied to
generate an initial set of invariants; 2) spurious invariants were then pruned using the
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static analysis information and 3) the resulting invariants were manually inspected
to add missing invariants that should have been added and removing invariants that
are invalid. The notion of golden invariant is somewhat subjective as a result, and
the importance of the accuracy figures is thus relative (how well do the different
techniques compare to each other?) rather than absolute.
For H2, performance is measured in terms of the total execution time of the
overall process as well as the execution time of data mining, and in terms of the
memory consumption during data ming. For the comparison of the improvements
in H3 we hypothesize that the accuracy and lack of spurious invariants should be
the same. For the performance we expect differences based on the characteristics
of the model: we believe that models with fewer outputs should perform better in
the partitioned approach, while models with many outputs should perform better
in the constraint-based approach.
6.2.2 Variables and Data Collection
The dependent and independent (controlled and uncontrolled) variables for the
experiments are listed in Table 6.1. The independent controlled variables include
the test-generation settings of Reactis, which allow the user some control over how
Reactis creates tests. For the purposes of this study we used two different settings.
Generally speaking, Reactis combines random test generation followed by a targeted
phase that supplements the randomly generated tests with new tests that improve
coverage. In our first setting, we directed Reactis to create 100 random tests with
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Figure 6.4: Illustration of the Jaccard- and the over/under score
100 steps each, and to use up to 20,000 execution steps in the targeted phase. The
second test setting creates 1,000 random tests with 1,000 steps each, while again
using 20,000 targeted steps. We will call the first test setting short tests and the
second setting long tests. In both cases we selected all coverage criteria supported
by Reactis; this means Reactis will attempt to achieve 100% coverage of all of these.
Other controlled variables are the system models used in the evaluation and the
settings of the requirement extraction process (e.g. turn the improvements on or
off), as well as the minimum support threshold used in the data mining algorithms.
The support threshold was set to 1 to guarantee that every invariant in the dataset
is mined.
The dependent variables of the experiments are the runtime for each iteration
in seconds (recorded for different parts of the process), the memory usage of the
data-mining algorithm and the accuracy of the resulting invariants. For the execu-
tion time we record the overall time it takes to run the iteration as well as the time
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for the test generation, for the data mining and the time for the other processes
(e.g. instrumentation). The time is captured by using a probes in the code. The
peak memory usage of the data mining algorithms is measured using the Memory-
Logger class of the SPMF data mining library. Spurious invariants are a subset of
false positives and impact the accuracy of the resulting invariants. The accuracy is
measured by comparing the resulting invariants to a set of semi-automatically cre-
ated golden invariants of the systems using the Jaccard similarity coefficient [106].
The Jaccard coefficient is a set-similarity statistic that measures the overlap of two
sets (the golden set of invariants, with the set produced by the framework), with a
score of 0 (lowest) which signifies there is no overlap to a score of 1 (highest) which
signifies complete overlap and therefore set equivalence. Two invariants are equal
if both their LHS and RHS contain the same elements, any deviation (e.g. a=4
instead of a=1 on the lhs) means they are not equal and reduce the Jaccard score.
However, a score below 1 can be caused by missing true invariants and/or false posi-
tives. We therefore added two more measurements based on the Jaccard coefficient.
The under score indicates how much of the deviation from 1 is caused by missing
invariants and the over score indicates how much is caused by false positives. This
is illustrated in Figure 6.4; the golden set in this example contains two invariants,
while the extracted set contains three. The intersection of the two sets contains
only one invariant and the union of the set contains four invariants, and thus the
Jaccard score of this example is 1/4. The under score is calculated by dividing the
number of invariants in the complement golden/extracted with the elements in the
union, which in the example is also 1/4. The over score is calculated accordingly
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using the complement extracted/golden and yields 2/4 = 1/2.
The independent uncontrolled variables are related to nondeterministic factors
of the experimentation system, such as the load on the machine during the exper-
iments, the available free memory, and the machine state. Another uncontrolled
factor is the random aspect of the Reactis test generator, which is present in both
the initial and targeted phases of the test-generation procedure. To control for these
last aspects we constrain the random seeds used in the Reactis randomization pro-
cess. Specifically, each experiment starts with the same fixed random seed and in
each iteration the random seed is increased by one. This allows variations of test
cases between the different iterations; however the random aspects of corresponding
iterations in different experiments will be the same. The targeted test generation
aspect depends on the instrumented invariants and cannot be fully controlled. To
mitigate the impact of these uncontrolled variables, each experimental run is re-
peated ten times and the resulting dependent variables are then analyzed using
their averaged values.
6.2.3 Test Applications
We use 12 Simulink models for our experiments. Ten of the models are from the
automotive domain and represent parts of the lighting- and cruise-control systems of
a car. The other two models are from the medical-device domain and are models of
cardiac defibrillators [107]. The models vary in their complexity, with the smallest
containing 40 Simulink blocks and the largest 627 blocks. The combined number of
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Table 6.1: Un/Controlled and Dependent Variables of the Experiment
Type Variables





Independent Uncontrolled Load on machine, Ma-
chine State, Free Mem-
ory, Random aspects of
test generator




in/outputs and internal variables of the models varies from four to 57. From the 12
models five have internal state variables, while the other 7 are stateless. The number
of golden invariants for the different models varies from 24 to 406. The last column
shows the connectivity of the model, which is the maximum, minimum and average
number of inputs and internal variables that the outputs of the system depend on.
For example the Cruise Control model has two outputs; the first output is traceable
via static analysis to all 9 inputs and internal variables, whereas the second one is
only traceable to 8 of them, making its average number of connections from inputs
to outputs 8.5.
6.3 Results and Discussion
The experimental data can be seen in Tables 6.3-6.6. The approach was
executed with the three different data-mining strategies on each of the 12 models.
For evaluation of the performance values we followed the example of Fontana [108]
and calculated paired data by comparing the results of the unimproved approach
(UA) against the constraint-based (CBA) and partitioning-based approach (PBA).
The result is a percentage value that indicates the increase or decrease of time or
memory consumption for each of the models.
The Jaccard score is of the resulting set of invariants after the iterative ap-
proach terminated. Because some experiments of the UA would not terminate prop-
erly, due to the spurious invariants, we introduced a 15-iteration limit. Execution
times are given in seconds. Memory consumption is recorded in megabyte (MB).
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Table 6.2: Model Metrics for the systems used in the evaluation. The column
Variables lists the inputs, internal variables and outputs of the system.
Name Variables Blocks Invariants Connectivity
Cruise Control 7/2/2 83 34 9/8/8.5
Daytime Driving Light 14/0/3 52 31 9/8/8.3
Emergency Blinking 2/1/1 165 46 3/3/3.0
Exterior Light 31/4/22 515 406 17/6/11.5
Fog Light 10/3/4 59 70 10/7/8.8
High Beam Light 9/0/2 52 24 7/7/7.0
Low Beam Light 9/0/5 40 48 7/7/7.0
Parking Light 7/0/7 83 38 7/5/5.6
Position Light 9/0/7 48 30 5/5/5.0
Rear Fog Light 11/0/5 56 28 9/2/6.8
Defibrillator 1 4/3/3 184 63 7/7/7.0
Defibrillator 2 7/16/5 627 69 22/21/21.2
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Table 6.3: Jaccard score and # of iterations to end the experiments.
Short Tests: Jaccard (Iterations) Long Tests: Jaccard (Iterations)
Model Name UA CBA PBA UA CBA PBA
Cruise Control 0.72 ↑0.04 ↓0.34 15 0.93 ↑0.02 ↓0.05 12 0.92 ↑0.04 ↓0.05 13 0.94 ↑0.03 ↓0.03 (4) 0.97 ↓0.03 (4) 0.97 ↓0.03 (4)
Daytime Driving Light T/O 1.00 (8) 1.00 (8) T/O 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4)
Emergency Blinking 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4)
Exterior Light Crash 1.00 (7.3) 1.00 (7.1) Crash Crash 1.00 (4)
Fog Light 0.17 ↑0.83 (15) 0.97 ↑0.03 (5) 0.97 ↑0.03 (5) 1.00 (11) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4)
High Beam Light 0.29 ↑0.71 (15) 1.00 (6) 1.00 (6) 1.00 (7) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4)
Low Beam Light 0.62 ↑0.38 (12) 1.00 (6) 1.00 (6) 0.73 ↑0.27 (5) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4)
Parking Light 1.00 (8) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4)
Position Light 0.42 ↑0.58 (12) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4) 0.45 ↑0.55 (5) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4)
Rear Fog Light T/O 1.00/8 1.00 (8) T/O 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4)
Defibrillator 1 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4) 1.00 (4)
Defibrillator 2 Crash Crash 1.00 (5) Crash Crash Crash
Table 6.4: Data mining time per iteration in seconds
Mining Time (Short Tests) Mining Time (Long Tests)
Model Name UA CBA PBA UA CBA PBA
Cruise Control 0.64 0.78 122% 0.87 136% 8.17 8.62 106% 20.51 251%
Daytime Driving Light T/O 1.19 N/A 0.71 N/A T/O 28.56 N/A 47.15 N/A
Emergency Blinking 0.052 0.035 67% 0.068 131% 2.49 2.66 107% 4.37 176%
Exterior Light Crash 560 N/A 22.74 N/A Crash 21364 N/A 560 N/A
Fog Light 16.45 1.46 9% 0.98 6% 60.15 17.12 28% 34.35 57%
High Beam Light 0.84 0.24 29% 0.39 46% 18.84 10.92 58% 21.22 113%
Low Beam Light 0.33 0.2 61% 0.87 138% 15.9 11.7 74% 28.06 176%
Parking Light 0.33 0.2 61% 0.57 173% 12.45 11.83 95% 38.1 306%
Position Light 0.7 0.18 26% 0.45 64% 17.95 14.59 81% 32.75 182%
Rear Fog Light T/O 9.56 N/A 8.47 N/A Crash 77.49 N/A 153 N/A
Defibrillator 1 0.12 0.17 142% 0.45 375% 8.42 8.41 100% 26.56 315%
Defibrillator 2 Crash Crash N/A 296 N/A Crash Crash N/A Crash N/A
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Table 6.5: Average time per iteration in seconds
Iteration Time (Short Tests) Iteration Time (Long Tests)
Model Name UA CBA PBA UA CBA PBA
Cruise Control 95.48 79.02 83% 79.15 83% 735 737 100% 746 101%
Daytime Driving Light T/O 61.40 N/A 61.15 N/A T/O 457 N/A 458 N/A
Emergency Blinking 52.91 52.63 99% 52.39 99% 574 573 100% 575 100%
Exterior Light Crash 874 N/A 338 N/A Crash 26616 N/A 4487 N/A
Fog Light 316 66.70 21% 66.67 21% 1719 813 47% 836 49%
High Beam Light 138 58.18 42% 57.95 42% 824 577 70% 581 71%
Low Beam Light 102 57.43 56% 58.27 57% 709 557 81% 594 84
Parking Light 59.06 56.17 95% 55.81 94% 548 546 100% 571 104%
Position Light 64.11 49.57 77% 49.37 77% 438 407 93% 425 97%
Rear Fog Light Crash 76.88 N/A 76.76 N/A Crash 824 N/A 842 N/A
Defibrillator 1 68.86 68.41 99% 69.13 100% 709 710 100% 728 103%
Defibrillator 2 Crash Crash N/A 447 N/A Crash Crash N/A T/O N/A
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Table 6.6: Peak Memory Consumption during data mining
Max Memory (Short Tests) Max Memory (Long Tests)
Model Name UA CBA PBA UA CBA PBA
Cruise Control 550 520 95% 324 59% 7168 6421 90% 5802 81%
Daytime Driving Light T/O 414 N/A 200 N/A T/O 5759 N/A 5543 N/A
Emergency Blinking 76 335 441% 145 191% 2189 2468 113% 2313 106%
Exterior Light Crash 5195 N/A 2265 N/A Crash Crash N/A 12862 N/A
Fog Light 5051 316 6% 194 4% 11290 6634 59% 7009 62%
High Beam Light 416 177 43% 132 32% 6834 6480 95% 6162 90%
Low Beam Light 525 203 39% 144 27% 6422 6172 96% 5950 93%
Parking Light 260 163 63% 106 41% Crash 6170 N/A 7694 N/A
Position Light 590 150 25% 115 19% 7127 5568 78% 5868 82%
Rear Fog Light T/O 256 N/A 270 N/A T/O 6576 N/A 6995 N/A
Defibrilator 1 241 267 111% 228 95% 4950 5932 120% 4443 90%
Defibrilator 2 Crash T/O N/A 20953 N/A Crash T/O N/A T/O N/A
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Experiments that crashed the experimental setup are marked with crash. A T/O
marks an experiment that exceeded a limit (8 hours) that we set in place to cap the
execution of an iteration. We omitted separate mention of the static-analysis times,
since it has to be performed only once at the beginning of the process and the im-
pact on the performance is minuscule compared to the testing and data mining. For
example, the longest execution time of the dependency analysis was 73 milliseconds
(for the Exterior Light model).
6.3.1 Hypothesis 1: Accuracy
For H1 we are evaluating whether or not the accuracy was improved with the
introduction of CBA and PBA. Table 6.3 shows the Jaccard score after the last
iteration of each experiment and how many iterations it took to finish. As can be
seen, the UA crashed for two of the 12 models due to lack of memory (which means
it needed more than the 32GB available to it) and timed out for two more. For the
10 models that it was able to process fully, in the short tests Reactis setting it has a
lower accuracy in eight models and an equal accuracy in two. For the long tests the
UA has a lower accuracy in six models and equal accuracy in four. This indicates
that H1 is true, because the accuracy of the improvements is always higher or at least
as high as the UA. The unimproved version often also requires more iterations than
the improved versions, since the improvements can eliminate spurious invariants
early on, meaning the test generator can focus on a smaller number of invariants.
The UA has issues with spurious invariants in five models for the short tests;
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however for two of these models in the long tests the accuracy is the same as the
improved version. This suggests that the issue with spurious invariants can be
overcome, at least partly, with additional random test data, but it is not guaranteed.
The results also seem to provide further evidence to the observation in [20] that
better (in this case more tests) improve the accuracy.
6.3.2 Hypothesis 2: Performance
For H2 we are evaluating whether or not the performance in terms of execution
time and maximum memory consumption was improved with the introduction of
CBA and PBA. Table 6.4 shows the average execution times for the data-mining
process in each iteration of an experiment; the average time for the full iteration
(test generation + data mining + instrumentation) can be seen in Table 6.5 and the
maximum memory consumption during data mining in Table 6.6. For the short tests
the UA crashes for two out of 12 models; it times out for two more. It is slower in six
and faster in two models. For the models where the UA does not crash CBA is 38%
faster and PBA is 34% slower on average. For the long tests the UA also crashes and
times out two times, respectively. It is slower in six and faster in two models. The
CBA miner is 19% faster on average, and PBA 97% slower. The cases where the UA
is competitive with CBA are mostly the small- to medium-sized models, with highly
connected in/outputs. This is to be expected since the improvements are targeted
at removing overhead from unconnected values. The slightly faster performance in
some of the cases with high connectedness indicates that there is some overhead cost
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associated with the improvements. This was expected, especially for PBA, since it
has to be executed once for every output. Also, checking the constraints for each
item set in CBA incurs a cost that only pays off if it reduces the search space.
The overall time per iteration is the time spent on test generation, data mining
and other tasks in the framework (e.g. instrumentation). For small- to medium-
sized models with high connectivity the execution time of the data miner and the
overall iteration time is similar (e.g. Parking Light). However, for models where the
UA infers many spurious invariants (indicated by the low accuracy of the results,
e.g. High Beam Light) the execution time of the iteration can be slowed down
considerably. This is due to the fact that test generator has to spend time trying
to disprove the spurious invariants. The Daytime Driving Light and Rear Fog Light
are extreme cases for this behavior. They produce over 3000 spurious invariants,
and the test generator therefore breaks the eight-hour limit that we set for each
iteration.
The UA uses more memory in seven cases and less in one case for the short
and long tests. On average CBA uses 3% more memory for the short and 7% less
for the long tests. However, the CBA result is skewed by the one outlier in the
Emergency Blinking model, which has a very low memory footprint. Without this
model CBA is on average 46% faster for the short and 9% for the long test. PBA
uses 59% less memory in the short test and 18% in the long tests. The crashes of
the system are caused by lack of memory. These results show that H2 is not always
true. For some cases where the system is highly connected there can be performance
penalties due to the overhead associated with checking the constraints and a large
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overhead for the partitioning of the data that can make the improvements slightly
slower. However, for the small- to medium-sized models the data-mining time is only
a small factor of the overall time and even though there are improvements, they are
negligible in comparison to the overall iteration time. But the improvements can
have a significant impact for larger models both in terms of execution time and
memory consumption. The unimproved approach was not able to handle the data
mining for the two largest models. The two magnitudes of additional test data
from the short to the long tests have a large impact on the execution time and the
memory consumption of the approach. The FP-Growth algorithm only has to read
the data twice and is therefore not bounded so much by the amount of data than
other association-rule-mining algorithms. However, generating and parsing the tests
can take considerable amounts of time for the larger tests. Also all the test data is
aggregated in each iteration and is kept in memory which can also take up 2-7GB
of memory (depending on the number of variables). One solution to this problem
could be the addition of mining approaches that allow to add data incrementally;
this way only the new test data would have to be read and stored in memory and
could be discarded after the iteration.
6.3.3 Hypothesis 3: Improvement Comparison
For H3 we are evaluating whether or not CBA and PBA are performing the
same in terms of accuracy and execution time/memory consumption. The results in
Table 6.3 show that the accuracy of the two approaches is the same except for one
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case. In the short tests of the cruise-control model CBA has an accuracy of 0.95 and
takes 12 iterations and PBA has an accuracy of 0.94 and takes 13 iterations. We
analyzed the data and applied the test data from PBA to CBA but they produce
the same results. However, what is different is the order in which the invariants
are recorded. The order of the invariants could influence the generated tests from
Reactis and explain this small discrepancy.
For the small- and medium-sized models (Table 6.4) CBA is usually better
since PBA has to executed once for each output. This is especially apparent for
the long tests. For the larger models, however, PBA performs much better. PBA
is the only algorithm that can handle the second defibrillator model and for the
Exterior Light model PBA mines the invariants in 23s for the short and 560s for
the long tests. It takes CBA 560s and 21,070s respectively to mine the same data.
Furthermore, PBA tends to use less memory than CBA, although this is not true
for all models. Thus, the first part of H3 is true; CBA and PBA have the same
accuracy. The performance of the two approaches depends heavily on the model
characteristics and the amount of test data; also PBA tends do be less memory-
intensive for systems that have less connectivity and therefore the second part of H3
is not true. Analysis of the connectedness could be used to determine dynamically
which of the algorithms to use for a model. Except for fully connected models the
static analysis information always proved useful. Adapting the idea behind CBA
requires that the algorithm supports anti-monotone constraints and requires changes
in their source code. The idea behind PBA on the other hand can be easily adapted
to other data-mining algorithms. For future work we adapted it to a decision-tree-
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based algorithm, without having to make any changes to the algorithm itself.
6.4 Threats to Validity
The discussion about potential threats to validity of the experimental evalu-
ation presented in this paper is based on Wohlin et al’s [88] four-class layout that
includes: threats to internal, external, construction, and conclusion validity.
6.4.1 Threats to Internal Validity
We considered two potential problems for internal validity. 1) Do the different
implementations of the data miner (unimproved, constraint-based and partition-
based) work as intended? 2) Are there any inefficiencies in the implementation that
could explain the results? In order to evaluate if all the algorithms do the right
thing we tested them with data for which we know the resulting invariants. To
avoid accidental inefficiencies we used the same implementation of the FP-Growth
algorithm for all three versions. The difference between them is a boolean flag that
activates the additional constraint checks but otherwise they share the same code
base. We also profiled the code with JProfiler 2 to identify potential bottle necks.
6.4.2 Threats to External Validity
The specific implementation of our approach in this paper analyzes Simulink
models, and we applied it on models from the automotive and medical-device do-
2https://www.ej-technologies.com/products/jprofiler/overview.html
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main. However, it should be applicable to other Simulink models as well. In fact,
we believe that the approach is generally applicable as long as the requirements in
Section 5.1 are met.
6.4.3 Threats to Construct Validity
Using incorrect measures in the experiments is a threat to construct validity.
For the performance of the improvements we measured the time and the memory
consumption, which are direct measures and therefore good indicators for relative
performance. For measuring accuracy we use the Jaccard set similarity score to com-
pare the generated set of invariants against a golden set we provided and validated
as described in section 6.2.1. To make sure that the measures were not influenced by
any uncontrolled factors (like the state of the experimentation machine) we repeated
all experiments 10 times and averaged the results.
6.4.4 Threats to Conclusion Validity
In order to mitigate self bias, we applied the approach to a variety of models
where some of the models played to the strength of the approaches (inputs and
internal variables that are not connected to some of the outputs) and some repre-




This chapter introduced an approach to identify data- and control flow depen-
dencies and used the resulting dependency information to improve the Specstractor
framework. The data- and control flow information was obtained by transforming
a Simulink model into a directed graph using transformation rules presented in this
work. The resulting graph could then be searched to identify the dependencies be-
tween the inputs, internal variables and outputs of a system. This information was
used to introduce two improved versions of the data mining process of the specifi-
cation extraction approach. The improvements reduce the false positives and the
search space of the data miner, thereby increasing the accuracy and decreasing the
execution time and memory consumption. The first improvement introduces con-
straints into the FP-Growth algorithm used in the approach during the item set
generation phase. It removes item sets that would result in invalid association rules
using the information from the static analysis. The second improvement partitions
the data used in the FP-Growth algorithm so that it only contains outputs and
associated inputs and internal variables that could be traced to each other via the
dependency information.
We designed and executed an experimental evaluation of the improvements
on 13 Simulink models from the automotive and medical device domain. The ex-
periments show that the improvements made it possible to analyze 4 of the models
that crashed without improvements. For the other models they could reduce the
execution time and the memory consumption (by %26/%42). Furthermore, the im-
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provements increased the accuracy of the approach by removing the false positives
that were inferred by the data miner. The constraint based data miner was fastest
for medium sized models and more test data, whereas the partition based data miner
would have lower memory consumption and would scale better for larger models but
has a larger overhead because it has to be executed once per output value.
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Chapter 7: Mining Invariants from Continuous Variables
Traditional association rule-mining algorithms such as A Priori [101] and FP-
Growth [35] do not work well with continuous and unbounded, as they treat each
value of an integer or floating-point number separately. For example, for one of our
models, a cruise-control system of a car, the approaches would create the invariants
speed = 24.4 ⇒ active = false, speed = 24.45 ⇒ active = false and so on. The
validation step would then try to find counterexamples to each of these rules, cre-
ating more test data, and the subsequent data-mining step would find even more
invariants. This stops the approach from converging since it can always find more
invariants in each step.
If the user has pre-existing knowledge about the system, he/she can supply
manually created abstractions for the data values that Specstractor would then
automatically apply to the generated test data. For example if the user is aware
of the boundary of 25 that determines if the cruise control can be active or not,
he/she can create a mapping in the form of inequality formulas and labels that are
automatically applied to the generated test data if the corresponding abstraction
formula evaluates to true. For example, if the speed is smaller than 25 the label low
speed might be applied, while if it is higher the label high speed is applied. This has
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the effect of collapsing the continuous speed variable into two abstract values.
There are, however, two problems with this approach. Firstly, the user already
needs to be aware of some of the system’s behavior or would need to be able to find
this information in existing specifications or by inspecting the system manually.
Secondly this type of partitioning of the data becomes more complex if there are
overlapping value ranges in the resulting invariants. For example if we assume that
the boundary of 25mph were not fixed but could be changed by a user supplied
input (userLimit) from 25mph to 35mph the invariants would look as follows:
• on = true & userLimit = low & speed > 25 ⇒ active = true
• on = true & userLimit = high & speed > 35 ⇒ active = true
• speed <= 25 & userLimit = low ⇒ active = false
• speed <= 35 & userLimit = high ⇒ active = false
The user supplied abstraction would have to be aware of all these different
partitions in the data. Quantitative association-rule-mining [83,84] algorithms have
been proposed to infer association rules from continuous variables; however in our
evaluations they did not perform well. We thus created an approach that builds




Our Range Miner algorithm uses the existing iterative process of Figure 5.1 to
refine an initial automated discretization of the continuous variables (see Figure 7.1).
It starts by analyzing the first set of test cases that are generated and discretizing
the value range of any continuous variable using modified frequency and equal length
data binning. Invariants are then inferred from the binned data using the existing
FP-Growth algorithm. Invariants with neighboring bins are merged [109] (see Figure
7.2) to reduce the number of invariants to verify.
Without manual abstractions each variable often can take many more different
values (one for each bin), which leads to many more false positives. We therefore
supplement the test generator to better cope with the additional false positives. This
is achieved with additional test data generated by fuzzing test cases (see Figure 7.3)
from earlier iterations and by carrying over information for the test generator be-
tween iterations. After the process terminates each invariant with a binned variable
is analyzed to check if its boundaries can be extended without violating the invariant
(see Figure 7.4). The remainder of the section explains the steps in more detail.
7.1.1 Discretization via Fixed Point Binning
Discretization via data binning is a standard method to pre-process data for
data-mining algorithms [110]. Data values are put into bins, or buckets, that repre-
sent a range of values. Two common types of binning methods are equal length and
frequency binning (see Figure 7.1). With frequency binning, values are put into bins
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Figure 7.1: Discretization of the test data using equal frequency and equal length
binning as well as fixpoint binning methods.
of equal number of elements, making for fine-grained bins in areas where the data
is dense and for coarse-grained bins in areas where the data is sparse. Equal-length
binning on the other hand divides the value range into bins of equal length and does
not take density of the data into account.
The equal-frequency binning method is making use of a characteristic of the
generated test data of Reactis that makes it ideal for the binning of input values.
Specifically, Reactis produces more input values that are close to interesting decision
points in the system. For example, if there is a inequality check in the program (e.g.
speed > 25) then there will be more values that are close to 25. The frequency-
binning approach will thus automatically produce very fine-grained bins around
25 and coarse-grained bins in other parts of the system. However, it is still very
unlikely that it will bin the data in a way that exactly hits the 25 threshold. This
can be rectified by the final invariant adjustment of the Range Miner; moreover,
by leveraging other characteristics of the Reactis test data, we can create a better
initial binning that requires less adjustment.
We call this modified method Fixed-Point Frequency binning (see Figure 7.1).
In addition to the bins created by frequency binning we add in bins that correspond
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to interesting points that we identify using heuristics on the generated test data.
Reactis produces two kinds of interesting points. Firstly, frequency-based fixed
points, the most interesting values are often the most frequent ones in the test data.
Secondly, floating-point values generated by Reactis are rarely integers numbers
except when they are interesting points, or very close to interesting points (+-1).
Each interesting point will become a fixed bin, and will be added to the bins that
were established by the binning algorithm. If the new bin is inside an existing bin
the original bin is split. Even if the interesting points are not always accurate the
approach will rectify the situation by merging them together with neighboring bins.
For outputs and internal variables frequency binning does not perform as well.
This is due to the fact that the most frequent values that the internal variables
and outputs take tend to coalesce around the most easily reachable parts of the
system. Frequency binning would put interesting but rare output values into very
large bins. For this reason we chose to use equal-length binning for internal variables
and outputs. We modified the equal-length binner the same way we modified the
frequency binner and added support for fix points.
7.1.2 Association Rule Mining and Merging of Invariants
The association-rule miner is unchanged apart from the fact that the test data
is binned before it is handled by the miner. However, we add a merging step after
invariant generation that performs an initial merging of the invariants. This step is
very important for the performance of the test generator, which tends to slow down
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Figure 7.2: The datamining is performed on binned test data and the resulting
invariants are merged as illustrated in this example.
if too many invariants are added. The merging approach is illustrated in Figure
7.2. It compares all the invariants of the same length and determines if they are
equal in all parts except for one variable; if they are then they are merged together.
For invariants that involve more than two variables, finding the optimal merging
strategy becomes a multi-dimensional knapsack problem [111]. We use a greedy
algorithm to try to find the optimal merge strategy in these cases.
7.1.3 Improving the Test Generator
Compared to using manual abstractions, the range miner has to deal with
many more occurrences of false positives. In order to better identify and remove
these additional false positives we modified the existing test-generation process by
adding three mechanisms: preloading of existing test data; fuzz testing; and the
generation barrier.
In each iteration of the Extractor the Reactis test generator always starts at
0% coverage, carrying over no information from previous iterations. This is very
inefficient because we already have existing test data that can cover many parts
of the system and allow Reactis to perform better in the targeted test-generation
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Figure 7.3: The datamining is performed on binned test data and the resulting
invariants are merged as illustrated in this example.
process. Reactis has a feature that allows the preloading of an existing test data.
However, if we would load all the existing test data in each iteration Reactis would
have to process more and more test data in each iteration, which would bring it
to a standstill after a few iterations. Instead of preloading all data we sample the
existing test data. In particular, we search the test data for the first N occurrences
of each identified invariant and then only extract the test data that is necessary to
cover these invariants.
In order to invalidate an invariant the test generator has to find a state in a
system execution in which the LHS of the invariant is true but the RHS is not. In
deterministic systems this can only happen as follows. The system must be in a
state where the LHS of the invariant is true and other inputs or internal variables
that are not part of the LHS change the output of the system in a way so that it
makes the RHS of the invariant false. We therefore have incorporated fuzz testing
to help with the invalidation of false positives (see Figure 7.3). For each invariant
the fuzz tester identifies N test steps that support the invariant. The test case is
then copied from the start of the test case to the test step where the invariant is
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supported. The fuzzer then modifies input valued that are not part of the LHS of
the invariant to identify a counter example to the invariant.
The generation barrier leverages an observation made during the evaluation
of the range miner. We saw that the true invariants are almost always in the test
data after two or three iterations. Any invariant appearing afterwards is nearly
always a false positive. The generation barrier is a user-configurable limit that sets
the number of iterations of the approach after which no new invariants are retained
anymore. After the barrier has been reached additional iterations will only try to
remove the remaining false positives. The addition of the generation barrier greatly
improved the performance of Range Miner. Often, before the barrier is reached,
the test generator would invalidate 30 invariants just for 30 new false positives to
appear based on the new test data.
7.1.4 Final Adjustment
The buckets that are created by the automated binning step are not always
accurately lined up with interesting decision points in the system. For example in
one of our models the mined invariant measuredValue = [130,180) & timer = [5,20]
⇒ alarm = 1 states that if the measured value and the timer are in a certain range
then the alarm is turned on. The invariant is correct but incomplete; the invariant
describing the whole behavior of the system in this case would be measuredValue
= [130,180) & timer >= 5 ⇒ alarm = 1. This invariant was not inferred since
the maximum value the timer could reach during the text execution was 20 before
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Figure 7.4: The data mining is performed on binned test data and the resulting
invariants are merged as illustrated in this example.
the timer was either reset or the test case ended. In order to refine the resulting
invariants we do a post-processing step after the invariant extraction has terminated.
In the post-processing step, we evaluate each invariant that contains a binned
variable. We check if any of the binned variables can be extended into neighboring
bins, or as was the case in the timer example, can be extended indefinitely, in
case the bin is at the boundary of the observed values. To achieve this we create
hypothesized invariants and test them against the accumulated test data generated
during the invariant extraction. If the invariant cannot be extended into the whole
neighboring bin, we create hypothesized invariants that sample the neighboring bin
to determine if it is true for parts of the neighboring bin (See Figure 7.4). The
invariants that could not be invalidated using existing data are again checked using
the automated test generator.
7.2 Experimental Evaluation
This section describes the experimental evaluation of the Range Miner algo-
rithm on 5 models containing continuous variables. The study was guided by 2
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research questions.
• R1: How does the performance compare to manual abstractions?
• R2: Can it accurately extract invariants from continuous variables?
To answer the research questions we compare the execution time and result-
ing invariants of the our approach with invariants that we mined using manually-
developed abstractions. This study is performed on 5 models using continuous vari-
ables. The experimental setup is the same as in the evaluation of the Static Analysis
improvements in chapter 6.2, which describes in detail dependent and independent
variables of the experimental approach and the data-collection mechanism.
7.2.1 Test Applications
Table 7.1 lists the 5 systems used in our evaluation: 4 model [20, 32, 112] the
lighting- and cruise-control systems of a car, while one is a model of a blood-infusion
pump [113]. The models vary in complexity from 52 to 375 Simulink Blocks and
from 10 to 18 inputs, internal variables and outputs. The number of continuous
variables varies from 1 to 5.
7.2.2 Results and Discussion
To answer research question R1 and R2 we evaluated the Range Miner (RM)
algorithm and compared it with our existing manual abstraction (MA) approach.
Table 7.2 shows the resulting invariants, the number of false positives, the average
number of iterations and the average iteration time to perform the extraction (split
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Table 7.1: Metrics of the systems used in the evaluation of the Range Miner algo-
rithm. The columns Variables and Continuous contain the number input,internal
and output variables
Name Variables Continuous Blocks
Cruise Control 7/2/2 1/0/1 83
Emergency Blinking 2 5/3/2 0/2/1 375
Daytime Driving Light 14/1/3 0/1/0 52
Fog Light 10/3/4 0/1/0 59
Blood Pump 2/5/5 1/2/2 238
into test generation, data mining and other) for both RM and MA. RM requires
more iterations and more test generation time per iteration and is therefore always
slower than MA. This is due to the increased number of false positives that RM has
to remove and the additional test data that we preload in the new test generation
process. The test-execution time tends to be the dominating factor in the Spec-
stractor approach and it is influenced mostly by the number of invariants to verify.
In the future we are planing to parallelize the test execution and perform multiple
simultaneous executions over which the invariants are divided. This should speed
up the test generation process greatly.
The number of invariants differs between MA and RM, but the difference
comes from differences in the way that MA and RM partition the data. By merging
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Table 7.2: Comparison between the manual abstraction and Range Miner algorithm
Name Invariants False Positives #Iterations Iteration Time Test Time Data Mining Time Time Other
MA RM MA RM MA RM MA RM MA RM MA RM MA RM
Cruise Control 31 29 0 2 5 11 92 188 84 131 6 54 2 3
Emergency Blinking 2 58 49 0 1 6 8 111 121 103 110 7 10 1 1
Daytime Driving Light 31 31 0 0 5 11 89 139 70 72 16 63 3 4
Fog Light 72 70 0 0 5 9 114 170 109 160 2 3 3 7
Blood Pump 39 30 0 1 5.2 12.2 122 166 109 124 11 39 2 3
values together the RM merged together behaviors that required two invariants to
describe with MA. We did observed four false positives in RM that the test generator
was unable to remove consistently (two in Cruise Control and one in Emergency
Blinking and Blood Pump). During the ten repetitions of the experiments they
appeared 6-7 times. This shows that the test generator is able to remove it but
cannot do so consistently. Increasing the number of test cases (1000 instead of the
default 100) and more targeted steps (50000 instead of 20000) in the test-generation
process makes it more likely to remove all false positives, but did not guarantee it.
However, with these test settings the execution time increased by a factor of six per
iteration, and more iterations were required on average.
The results show that we can accurately infer invariants over continuous vari-
ables, but in order to do so we need more compute time. However, it also shows
that there are still a few false positives that the test generator could not remove. In
future work we are planing to address this issue by using an additional verification
step with a model-checking tool such as Simulink DesignVerifier in order to check if
it can identify the remaining false positive.
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7.3 Conclusion
This chapter presented and evaluated the Range Miner algorithm for the infer-
ence of accurate invariants over continuous variables. The Range Miner algorithm
leverages the existing iterative process of Specstractor together with automated dis-
cretization and consecutive rule merging to learn invariants in the form of speed <
25 ⇒ cruiseControl = off. In order to counter the additional false positives that
appear in this approach we improved the test generation process. We preload and
mutate a subset of the old test data so that Reactis can better target the false
positives.
The evaluation of the Range Miner has shown that it can accurately infer
invariants from variables with continuous values. However, it requires more test
generation time and more iterations to invalidate additional false positives that do
not appear when using manual abstractions.
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Chapter 8: Identifying and documenting ONBs with Specstractor
In this chapter we present a case study that evaluates the Specstractor tool-
chain by applying it to Simulink models of automotive and medical devices. The
extracted invariants are compared against the existing specification artifacts in order
to identify ONBs in these systems.
The study shows how the resulting invariants of the Specstractor approach may
be used to identify ONBs. We show how issues in the requirements documentation
and deviations between the requirements and the system manifest in the invariants.
We further show in which cases the approach is unable to identify requirements
accurately and why it is unable to do so.
Lastly, we present effort data to demonstrate how much time it takes a tester
to apply the approach to compare the resulting invariants against real world speci-
fications artifacts.
8.1 Research Questions
The experimental evaluation of Specstractor was guided by the following 4
research questions.
• R1: How do the extracted invariants relate to requirements of a system?
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• R2: How do ONB manifest in the invariants?
• R3: When are we unable to identify requirements of a system?
• R4: Using the approach, what is the effort to debug requirements?
To answer the research questions we applied Specstractor to 11 models of
automotive-control systems and medical devices and compared the resulting invari-
ants with the natural language requirements and state machine specifications of
these models. The experimental setup is the same as in the evaluation of the Static
Analysis improvements in chapter 6.2, which describes in detail dependent and inde-
pendent variables of the experimental approach and the data-collection mechanism.
8.2 Test Applications
Table 8.1 lists the 11 systems used in our evaluation: 10 model [20,32,112] the
lighting systems of a car, while one is a model of a blood-infusion pump [113]. The
Variables column contains the number of inputs, internal variables and outputs. The
Continuous column indicates which of the inputs, internal variables and outputs are
continuously valued. The Blocks column shows how many Simulink blocks are in
the models. The remaining two columns show what kind of specification the models
have and how complex the specifications are. Eight of the models have natural-
language requirements descriptions ranging from two to five pages, for an overall
total of 30 pages. Manual analysis of these yielded a total of 70 requirements (3-17
per model). Three of the models have specifications in the form of state machines.
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Table 8.1: Metrics of the systems used in the Specstractor evaluation. The columns
Variables and Continuous contain the number input,internal and output variables.
Name Variables Continuous Blocks Requirements Requirement Complexity
Emergency Blinking 1 2/1/1 N/A 165 State Machine 5 states/14 transitions
Emergency Blinking 2 5/3/2 0/2/1 375 State Machine 6 states/16 transitions
Emergency Blinking 3 5/1/3 N/A 107 State Machine 4 states/9 transitions
Daytime Driving Light 14/1/3 0/1/0 52 Natural Language 5 pages/7 requirements
Fog Light 10/3/4 0/1/0 59 Natural Language 3.5 pages/10 requirements
High Beam Light 9/0/2 N/A 52 Natural Language 3 pages/3 requirements
Low Beam Light 9/0/5 N/A 40 Natural Language 4 pages/6 requirements
Parking Light 7/0/7 N/A 83 Natural Language 4 pages/9 Requirements
Position Light 9/0/7 N/A 48 Natural Language 3 pages/6 Requirements
Rear Fog Light 11/0/5 N/A 56 Natural Language 4.5 pages/12 Requirements
Blood Pump 2/5/5 1/2/2 238 Natural Language 3 pages/17 Requirements
We counted each transition and state in a state machine as one requirement (4-6
states per model, with 9-16 transitions), for a total 54 requirements.
8.3 Specstractor work-flow
The work-flow of applying Specstractor to debug existing Specifications is as
follows. The user starts by preparing the models for use in the Specstractor tool. In
case that the system contains internal states it has to be instrumented so that these
external states are accessible to Reactis. This step currently has to be performed
manually and it takes about 10-15 minutes for a trainer user. We are planing to
automate this step in the future.
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Figure 8.1: Screenshots of the system setup and execution screen from the Extractor
tool.
The user then opens the Extractor tool and starts the system setup. In the
system setup (see left screenshot in figure 8.1) the user has to identify the system
folder, the system files, the corresponding Reactis file and then choose the system
variables that should be observed. Optionally if the user wishes to use manual
abstractions an abstraction file can be provided at this point. After the setup is
finished the user changes to the execution screen (see right screenshot in figure 8.1).
On this screen the user can choose systems to execute, set the Specstractor settings
(test generation settings, data mining algorithm), and then start the extraction
process.
In order to compare the resulting invariants against the existing specifications
the tester used the Insight tool and opened it side by side with a copy of the re-
quirements documentation or state machine model. The tester would then analyze
the document. Whenever he would see an requirement that describes the behavior
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of the system he would identify the involved variables and search for them in the
Insight tool. This way he would see all invariants that are potentially related to a
requirement. The tester would then take a screen shot of the invariants and copy
it into the documentation. In case that the invariants are in agreement with the
requirements he would mark the requirement green. If there were any deviations
the user marked the requirement in red and commented on the deviation. Any
parts of the requirements documentation that could not be mapped to invariants
was marked purple which means there are missing invariants that could not be in-
ferred or the requirement is not implemented. All unmapped invariants left from
this process were then potential missing specifications or false positives and would
undergo further evaluation by comparing them against the system implementation.
8.4 Results and Discussion
To answer R1-R3 we evaluated how the extracted invariants relate to the
specifications of a system. To achieve this we applied the approach as described
in the previous section and compared the resulting invariants manually against the
system specifications. To answer question R4 we also recorded the effort that is
necessary to map the resulting invariants to the specifications. For the systems
with continuous variables we applied the Range Miner (see chapter 7.1) algorithm
to mine invariants.
Table 8.2 contains the data from the evaluation for each model that was used
including system name, number of unmerged and merged invariants. For perfor-
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Emergency Blinking 1 46 46 0 19 19 0 7 0 0 90
Emergency Blinking 2 49 29 1 22 18 4 0 0 0 60
Emergency Blinking 3 65 43 0 13 13 0 0 0 0 60
Daytime Driving Light 31 30 0 7 3 3 0 0 1 40
Fog Light 72 39 0 12 6 3 0 3 0 120
High Beam Light 42 21 0 6 1 5 0 0 0 45
Low Beam Light 48 12 0 6 0 5 0 0 1 40
Parking Light 38 9 0 6 3 3 0 0 0 40
Position Light 30 5 0 5 1 3 0 0 1 30
Rear Fog Light 66 28 0 14 6 6 0 0 2 90
Blood Pump 39 28 1 16 6 7 0 0 3 80
SUM 526 290 2 126 76 39 7 3 8 695
mance reasons we configured the data miner in Specstractor so that each RHS can
only have on value, e.g. in=1 ⇒ out1 = 1, or in = 1 ⇒ out2 = 1. To compare
the invariants better against the requirements we merged rules with the same LHS
values after the extraction has finished. The two above-mentioned rules would be
turned into the following single rule: in = 1 ⇒ out1 = 1 & out2 = 1. The table
includes the number of false-positive invariants and number of associated require-
ments of the system and the results of mapping the invariants to the requirements
and the effort it took to perform the mapping (in minutes). To map the invariants
to requirements we created the following classification schema.
Accurate Specification. These are specifications that can be completely
described by the extracted invariants. An example is the invariant brake = 1 ⇒
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active = 0 that exactly matches the requirement “The brake shall always deactivate
the cruise control”. Based on our definition of ONBs in chapter 1.1 all behaviors
covered by these requirements and invariants are Good Behaviors.
Inaccurate Specification. Such specifications are not accurately reflected
in the extracted invariants. An example can be seen on the left of Figure 8.2. The
specification in this example states that “If Blood Pressure (CNAP) improves within
10 seconds of the silent warning alarm, then the system will clear the alarm, and re-
sume blood infusion.”. However, one of the corresponding invariants states (first on
left) that whenever the blood pressure improves the warning alarm is cleared, inde-
pendent of the time. The last part of this requirement contains another inaccuracy,
as it states that in addition to clearing the alarm it shall resume blood infusion. As
can be seen in the bottom two invariants the CNAP value is not the only value that
decides whether the pump can be active or not. It also requires that either the reset
button is pressed or that the critical stop flag has been cleared. The critical stop flag
is set in case the patient is in a critical state and prevents automatic reactivation
of the blood infusion even after the alarm cleared. If this happens the user has to
press the reset button manually to restart the infusion, which contradicts the earlier
requirement. This class of finding corresponds to either the Bug/Defect category
or the Good Surprise category depending on the impact on the system. If the im-
pact to the system is detrimental these would be counted towards Bug/Defects. If
they describe valid but undocumented or partially wrongly documented behaviors
they would count towards Good Surprises. We do not have contact to the original
developers of the systems anymore, so we could not make this judgment ourselves.
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Undocumented Behavior. This is system behavior that is not documented
and does not contradict other existing specifications but that is described by the
extracted invariants. An example is illustrated in the middle of Figure 8.2. The
example is based on the Emergency Blinking 1 system. With the help of the ex-
tracted invariants we were able to identify additional transitions (red) that were
implemented but not specified. Again since we did not have access to the original
developers of the systems, we could not judge if the undocumented behavior should
be counted towards the Good Surprise or Bad Surprise category.
Not Extracted. These are behaviors of the system that is not covered by any
invariant. An example can be seen on the right in Figure 8.2. Parts of the outputs of
one of the systems where connected to a constant value that is not governed by any
input or internal variable. However, our mining algorithm can only infer invariants
that have a LHS and RHS and can therefore not infer an invariant like out=0. For the
Fog Light system the approach was unable to extract an invariant for a specification
that was caused by a missing instrumentation of an internal variable. The system
used a Simulink block unfamiliar to the tester that internally used a memory block.
Since the approach can only infer behaviors that it can observe it was unable to
extract an invariant in this case. After fixing the instrumentation the invariant
could be extracted. This issue motivates us to automate the instrumentation of
internal system states in the future.
Partially Extracted. Such specifications are partially extracted. This is the
case if only pieces of a specification show up as invariants and the rest are missing, or
if an invariant has a small inaccuracy (e.g example speed < 24⇒ active = 0 instead
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of speed < 25). We never encountered this class in the resulting invariants in our
study. Any such inaccuracy that appeared in continuous variables were corrected
by the post-processing step described in chapter 7.1.4).
False Positive. This is an invariant that the approach extracted and which
is not a true invariant for the system. Using manual abstractions we have not
encountered false positives for the evaluation systems. However, a few false positives
remained while using the Range Miner algorithm (see chapter 7.2.2).
Expected to miss/out of scope. Any specification that involves time or an
internal state of the system where the time/state cannot be observed would fall in
this category, as would any unimplemented features mentioned in the specifications.
In the three systems that were specified as state machines, 50 out of 54 states
and transitions were accurate. We identified four violations and 12 invariants that
described accurate but undocumented behaviors. A detailed analysis of the undoc-
umented behaviors (see Figure 8.3) showed that the invariants correspond to one
state and six transitions that were implemented but not specified. Two of the ex-
tra transitions can be reached and triggered using only nominal input values of the
system (see left graph in Figure 8.3), while the other four transitions and the extra
state can only be reached and triggered by using off-nominal input values that are
not mentioned in the original specification of the system (seeright graph in Figure
8.3. The extra transitions and state seem to be implementing an undocumented
error handling mechanism that deactivates the system. The off-nominal input leads
to the error state and from there to the system off state. The ONB seems to be
implementing valid behaviors and we would therefore classify them as a Good Sur-
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prise. This shows that by letting the test generator choose off-nominal input values
we can detect and document additional ONBs. None of the other classes of our
schema were applicable for the state machine based models.
For the eight systems that are based on natural language requirements we
counted a total of 72 requirements. Out of these 72, 26 were accurate and 35
inaccurate. Eight were out of scope and the approach missed to infer four (see
classification for example). One was missed because the data mining algorithm
cannot infer a static rule without a LHS and the other three because of a faulty
manual instrumentation of the system. We intend to address both of these issues in
future work. For static rules we plan to check if there are no changes in the test data
for a specific value. Furthermore, we are planing to automate the instrumentation
process to identify internal variables of the system. We expected to miss two of the
requirements. The Daytime Driving Light system contains has a timing requirement
(300 ms after action a, action b has to happen), and the Blood Pump contains a
requirement that requires a system shutdown in case that values are out of range.
Since the model component for system shutdown is not supported by the Reactis
we removed this part.
The effort to analyze the resulting invariants varied between 30 and 120 min-
utes per model and on average was 63 minutes. This time includes the comparison of
the invariants against the requirements as well as a manual inspection of the system
to determine whether an invariant describes an undocumented behavior or is a false
positive. It does not include the computer time necessary to extract the invariants
nor the time to instrument the internal variables (10-15 minutes per model). For
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Figure 8.2: Three examples classes of findings from our case study for R1
Figure 8.3: Examples of missing behaviors. The example on the left shows missing
behaviors that could be identified with nominal input values. The example on the
right shows missing behaviors that could only be identified with off-nominal inputs.
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more information about the execution time of the approach we refer the reader our
previous case study in [32], which contains a detailed execution time and memory
consumption analysis. The most important factor in the effort to apply the approach
was the number and complexity of the resulting invariants and of the requirements.
One of the hardest invariants to verify and map manually was in the Emergency
Blinking 2 system. The invariant describes an emergent behavior in the state ma-
chine that for a given specific input the output is always the same independent of
the current state. It required us to compare this specific invariant to all states and
transitions. In all other cases the invariants contained an internal state variable
with which we could restrict the verification to one state in the specification and its
outgoing transitions. The most effort spent per model was on the Fog Light system.
This was due to the fact that the tester missed instrumenting an unfamiliar Simulink
block. Analyzing why this behavior was missed took about 50% of the analysis ef-
fort. Similarly, analyzing the undocumented behavior in Emergency Blinking 1 was
very time-consuming in comparison to checking the invariants against the specifi-
cations. In its current form one of the downsides of the mapping approach is that
any changes in the system can change the invariants and require a re-investigation.
An important feature to make this approach more robust in the future would be to
introduce actual tracing information into the requirements documentation, similar
to features in Simulink and Reactis, that allow two-way links between model ele-
ments and existing requirements artifacts. This way when invariants are regenerated
and they correspond to already linked invariants the links would stay; if invariants
disappear one could identify broken links.
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8.5 Conclusion
This chapter presented a case study of the Specstractor framework and its
associated tool chain. In the case study we applied Specstractor to 11 systems of
the automotive and medical device domain. In order to identify ONBs the extracted
invariants were compared against the specification artifacts of these systems. The
specification artifacts were in the form of natural language requirements (8 systems)
and state machine specifications (3 systems).
We demonstrated that the approach can accurately infer invariants that de-
scribe the system with few false positives and these invariants can be used to identify
ONBs that manifested in the form of mismatches between the specification and the
implementation and missing specifications. The study showed that the resulting in-
variants gave very valuable insight into the system behavior and was able to detect
many ONBs, in all three categories of ONBs. Specstractor seems to perform better
for finding Good and Bad Surprises than MBT. This is most likely due to the fact
that the Reactis test generator tries to cover the behaviors of the implementation of
the system based on structural coverage criteria that are independent of the speci-
fications of the system. Lastly, we present effort data which demonstrated that the
comparison of the invariants against the specifications could be done in a reasonable
amount of time.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion and Future Work
This dissertation presented two areas of research with the goal to identify and
document ONBs using artifacts available during the testing phase (e.g. models,
source code, and executable of the system, as well as execution data from test
executions and log files).
The first area of research was focused on the evaluation and improvement
of state-machine based MBT for identification of ONBs. This research is guided
by the first two of our three research hypotheses. To address our first research
hypothesis “MBT can be used to identify and test ONBs in software systems” we
evaluated MBT in a series of case studies to determine its effectiveness and efficiency.
We showed that MBT could find several additional ONBs in already well tested
systems but it required skilled testers and effort to create the testing models and
their associated test infrastructure. MBT was especially good at finding ONBs in
the Bug/Defect category which is not unexpected, since the models are based on
the requirements. In order to identify Good/Bad surprises the tester often has
to manually add behaviors and input data to the testing model, based on their
experience and knowledge about the domain.
The second research hypothesis states “Manually created test artifacts can be
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used to automatically infer testing models and their associated test infrastructure.
The test cases generated from these models can identify ONBs that the original tests
missed”. The idea to leverage existing test cases is based on the lessons learned
during our case studies. Existing manual test cases of the systems were very valuable
for the modeling and test infrastructure creation process, both of which are very
time-consuming aspects of the MBT process and also require skilled testers. We
developed and evaluated an approach that leverages manually created test cases to
improve the MBT process. The approach infers initial models and their associated
test infrastructure from manual tests using heuristic transformation rules and the
structure of the SUT. By automatically creating initial models we are addressing
both the effort to create the model itself an its test infrastructure. We applied the
approach in a case study and showed how the resulting tests from the generated
models identified additional ONBs in the system that the manual tests missed.
The second area of research was guided by our third research hypothesis:
“Through Test Generation and Data Mining Techniques characterizations for ONBs
can be identified and used to improve the requirements.”. To address this hypothesis
we developed and evaluated Specstractor, a framework for the extraction of spec-
ifications in the form of system invariants from automatically generated test cases
using data-mining. These invariants can convey information about system behavior
and help us identify and document ONBs. We integrated static analysis information
in the form of data- and control-flow analysis in order to remove false positives and
increase the performance of Specstractor. Furthermore, we developed an algorithm
that can mine association-rule invariants over continuously valued variables. We
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then applied the approach to several systems of the automotive and medical-device
domain and compared the resulting invariants against the requirements artifacts
of the systems. In this evaluation we showed how different types of ONBs can be
identified and documented with the help of the invariants and that the resulting in-
variants have few false positives. Specstractor was good at finding all three types of
ONBs. The reason for this lies most likely with the Reactis test generator. Reactis
tries to cover as many behaviors of the implementation of the system as possible by
targeting structural coverage criteria such as decision, or MCDC coverage. These
behaviors can then appear in the resulting invariants.
The remainder of this chapter will summarize the contributions and describe
how these contributions were achieved followed by a discussion of potential areas
for future work.
9.1 Summary of Contributions
We presented two empirical case studies evaluating MBT and one case study
that evaluated MBT against manual testing. The studies evaluate the effort and
efficiency of the approach to identify ONBs as well as the strength and weaknesses
of MBT in general and also with respect to identifying ONBs.
Based on the analysis of the strength and weaknesses of MBT we developed
and evaluated an approach that can automatically infer MBT models and their
associated test infrastructure from manual test cases for web based systems. The
approach was applied to a NASA data analysis system and the tester could success-
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fully apply the approach to identify ONBs that the manual tests missed.
The work presented the Specstractor framework and its associated tool-chain.
It was developed to extract and analyze specifications of a system in form of system
invariants from automatically generated test cases with the help of data mining. In
an evaluation on several systems of the automotive and medical device domain we
have demonstrated how the resulting invariants relate to ONBs of the system and
how these ONBs manifest in the resulting invariants.
We also presented and evaluated improvements to the Specstractor approach
that improved its accuracy, performance and the expressiveness of the resulting
invariants. To improve the accuracy and performance we introduced information
from static data- and control flow analysis to remove false positives and improve the
performance of the test generation and data mining steps. The expressiveness of the
rules has been enhanced with the introduction of the Range Miner algorithm that
can automatically infer association rules over continuously-valued variables with few
false positives.
9.2 Future Work
Like the thesis the discussion of future works is divided into two parts. The
first part discusses future work of the state-machine based MBT approach. The
second part presents the future work of the Specstractor framework.
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9.2.1 MBT
Extending the Model Generator. For the model generator we plan to
evaluate if the approach can be extended to non-GUI systems and JUnit test cases
to determine the wider applicability of the approach. Since not all systems are as
structured as web-applications we are want to assess other ways to guide the model
generation. One technique we are are planing to evaluate are based on observations
of the runtime state of the system, or an abstract representation thereof during the
execution of the test cases [55]. Changes in the state space of the system during the
execution of an action in the test case correspond to transitions to a different state
in the state-machine model.
Generating off-nominal models from nominal ones. Adding off-nominal
inputs and behaviors to a testing model can severely impact the models complexity.
This increases the overall effort of the modeling task and all consecutive tasks in
the MBT process (e.g. test infrastructure creation, test execution, issue analysis).
Moreover the manual identification of inputs/behaviors requires experience and can
be error prone. To address this we are planing to create an MBT process were the
user models the NB of the system and we then generate an off-nominal model from
that nominal model. There are two dimensions that have to be addressed in the
creation of the off-nominal mode. Firstly, ONBs triggered by unexpected sequences
of events and secondly ONB triggered by unexpected input data. We are planing
to evaluate mutation and fuzzing based approaches to automatically create an off-
nominal model from an existing nominal model, with respect to the sequences of
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events. For the data dimension we are planing to create parameterized test cases
that enable the variation of the input data of the test cases, so that we can test for
different off-nominal data inputs.
9.2.2 Specstractor
Extracting temporal specifications. Temporal specifications are impor-
tant for describing the ordering of events or the elapsed time between events during
the execution of a system. They are often used to specify safety- and liveness prop-
erties within a system. The data invariants in this work take the form of association
rules that can only describe temporal relationships if one of the observed variables
explicitly represented time or a state of the system. Even then it can only relate
information between two adjacent time intervals or states. We are planing to use
temporal query checking [114] to extract event invariants among the data invariants.
Temporal query checking requires rule templates an example of which can be seen
in Figure 9.1. The always preceded by event invariant template relates two data
invariants (a and b). In order for the template to hold for these two data invariants
it requires that the data invariant b always precedes data invariant a in the test
data. As part of this work we will examine existing event templates [29,115] to eval-
uate if they relay useful information about a system and its associated specification
artifacts.
Additional improvements to the test generator. This work already
presented some improvements to the test generator (Chapter 7.1) in the form of
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Figure 9.1: Example of an event invariant that relates two data invariants (a and b).
The event invariant requires that data invariant b always precedes data invariant a
in the test data.
preloading and additional fuzz testing. However, even with these improvements we
were not able to remove all false positives from the resulting invariants. We are
planing to use model checking tools such as the Simulink Design Verifier [116] to
double check the resulting invariants in order evaluate if these tools can remove the
remaining false positives.
The test-execution time is one of the dominating factors in the Specstractor
approach. The test-execution time is a function of the number of tests to generate
and the number of invariants to verify. In order to speed up the test generation
process we are planing to parallelize the test execution and perform multiple simul-
taneous executions over which the invariants are divided.
Improve traceability between invariants and requirements. The pro-
cess of mapping the resulting invariants against specification artifacts has the down-
side that any change in the system can change the invariants and require a re-
investigation. Establishing traceability links between invariants and the specifica-
tion would make the approach more robust. If traceability links are in place and the
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invariants have to be regenerated then the resulting invariants either correspond to
already existing invariants and the link will still be intact; if invariants disappear,
or change, one could identify broken links.
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